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Resumen de la tesis en castellano

Hace apenas un año del 250 aniversario del descubrimiento de la primera nebulosa planetaria

(NP), la nebulosaDummbello M27, por Charles Messier en 1764. Sin embargo, no fue hasta

unos años más tarde (en 1780) cuando el términonebulosa planetariafue acuñado por primera

vez por el astrónomo británico William Herschel. A pesar de su nombre, estos objetos nada

tienen que ver con lo que conocemos como planetas. Su origen se debe a que la apariencia de

estos objetos difusos era muy similar a la de los planetas gigantes gaseosos del Sistema Solar,

como Urano, al ser observados con los telescopios ópticos de la época. Más tarde, el inicio de

las observaciones espectroscópicas marcó un antes y un despúes en el entendimiento de estos

fascinantes objetos (al igual que en el resto de los objetos astronómicos). William Huggins ob-

tuvo el primer espectro de una nebulosa planetaria en 1864 (un siglo después del descubrimiento

de M27) y fue entonces cuando la naturaleza de estos objetos comenzó a entenderse. Más de

otro siglo y medio después podemos decir con absoluta certeza que las nebulosas planetarias

se forman al final de la vida de las estrellas de masa baja o intermedia, es decir, aquellas que

tienen entre aproximadamente 0.8 y 8 veces la masa de nuestrosol (M⊙). En esta fase, la estrella

pierde gran cantidad de masa, expulsando hacia el medio interestelar las capas más externas de

su atmósfera. Por esta fase pasarán aproximadamente el 95% de todas las estrellas del Universo.

Sin embargo, todavı́a hoy muchas preguntas acerca de la formación y evolución de estos objetos

continúan sin resolver.

Actualmente, el número de nebulosas planetarias que se conocen en nuestra Galaxia es de apro-

ximadamente 3000, aunque se estima que podrı́an ser muchas más. Esta gran muestra no es

ni mucho menos homogénea ya que presentan una gran variedadde formas, tamaños y brillos.

La formación de estas estructuras tan variadas y complejases actualmente un tema de intenso

debate. En situaciones normales, esperarı́amos que la pérdida de masa de un astro ocurriese

de forma radial y homogénea. Sin embargo, lo que vemos es bien distinto. Aproximadamente

el 80% de todas las nebulosas planetarias presentan formas no esféricas, lo que implica tener

que recurrir a mecanismos de formación que involucran la presencia de estrellas binarias, cam-

pos magnéticos o alta rotación estelar. En cualquier caso, las estrellas centrales (ası́ llamadas)

que dan lugar a estas nebulosas planetarias juegan un papel fundamental en la formación de las

mismas. Sin embargo, no todas las estrellas centrales son iguales. Al contrario, las estrellas cen-

trales exhiben una gran variedad de propiedades como la composición quı́mica, la temperatura

o la gravedad superficial, lo que se traduce en distintos rasgos espectrales. Esto hace que se les

haya clasificado en diferentes tipos espectrales. Entre estos tipos espectrales, encontramos las

estrellas subenanas calientes de tipo O (o sdO por sus siglasen inglés), que han sido el objeto

de este trabajo.
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Las estrellas subenanas calientes se encuentran en una faseprevia a las enanas blancas aunque

su origen continúa siendo tema de intenso debate desde que se descubrieron en 1947. Se cree

que sus progenitores son estrellas de baja masa. En este estado evolutivo se encuentran también

todas las estrellas centrales de nebulosas planetarias. Sin embargo, sorprendentemente, solo

alrededor de un 3% de las estrellas subenanas calientes que se conocen tienen una nebulosa

planetaria a su alrededor. Explicar este bajo porcentaje estodavı́a una incógnita que aguarda

a ser respondida. Las estrellas subenanas calientes se sit´uan al final de la Rama Horizontal

Extendida en el diagrama Hertzsprung-Russell. Esta zona esun cruce de caminos donde con-

fluyen las trazas evolutivas de estrellas procedentes de la rama de gigantes rojas (o post-RGB,

por sus siglas en inglés), de la rama horizontal (o post-HB)y de la rama asintótica de gigantes

(o post-AGB). Por eso, saber cuál de estos caminos evolutivos es el que han seguido las estrellas

subenanas calientes no es una tarea trivial.

La presencia de nebulosas planetarias alrededor de estas estrellas, implicarı́a un posible origen

post-AGB para estas estrellas. Sin embargo, debido a las finas envolturas de hidrógeno (< 0.02

M⊙) que poseen, que hace que su masa total sea prácticamente igual a la masa de su núcleo (∼

0.5 M⊙), se cree que éstas son incapaces de ascender la rama AGB. A pesar de esto, algunas

estrellas subenanas calientes, como ya hemos dicho, sı́ tienen una nebulosa planetaria. Los

primeros sistemas NP+sdO descubiertos datan de finales de los años 70 y principiosde los 80.

Cuatro nebulosas fueron descubiertas entonces alrededor de las estrellas LSS 2018, LSE 125,

RWT 152 y LSS 1362. Unos años más tarde, a finales de la década de los 80, varios autores se

embarcaron en la búsqueda de más nebulosas planetarias alrededor de estas estrellas, aunque con

muy poco éxito. Desde entonces, esta búsqueda (y quizás también el interés por estos sistemas)

cesó, principalmente motivado por la falta de nuevas detecciones. Solo unas pocas estrellas

centrales de nebulosas planetarias ya conocidas fueron posteriormente catalogadas como sdOs,

lo que amplió la muestra a unos 18 sistemas de este tipo.

En esta tesis, investigamos este campo empleando instrumentación moderna y telescopios de

mayor tamaño. Nuestra contribución se centra en la búsqueda y análisis de sistemas NP+sdO y

presentamos, por primera vez, un estudio conjunto de los sistemas que se conocen de este tipo.

El objetivo principal es tratar de obtener caracterı́sticas comunes que puedan trazar un mismo

escenario de formación para estos sistemas. Además, presentamos un nuevo catálogo actual-

izado de las nebulosas planetarias que se conocen en nuestraGalaxia, que ha sido construido

con la ayuda de las herramientas del Observatorio Virtual. Este catálogo es una contribución

fundamental al campo de las nebulosas planetarias ya que actualmente no se dispone de ninguna

base de datos donde se pueda consultar toda la población conocida de estos objetos.



Motivaci ón y objetivos de la tesis

Esta tesis nace con el principal objetivo de estudiar las nebulosas planetarias alrededor de estre-

llas sdOs. Como ya hemos comentado, estas estrellas son precursoras inmediatas de las enanas

blancas, sin embargo, su origen y estado evolutivo continúan siendo tema de debate. La razón

es que ocupan una zona muy amplia en el diagrama HR, con temperaturas efectivas (Teff ) que

van desde los∼ 40 000 K hasta más allá de los 100 000 K y gravedades superficiales (logg) entre

∼4.0 y∼6.5, por la que pasan trazas evolutivas de diferentes estrellas. Este amplio abanico de

posibilidades y la alternativa de escenarios binarios contribuyen a que no exista una teorı́a única

que explique sus orı́genes.

Ası́ pues, la asociación de sdOs con nebulosas planetarias(NPs) es esencial para determinar

qué fracción de sdOs podrı́a tener un origen post-AGB. Hasta la fecha, solo se conocen unas

pocas sdOs asociadas con NPs. Entre ellas se encuentran las “clásicas” LSE 125 y LSS 2018,

LSS 1362 y RWT 152 , que son las primeras nebulosas que se descubrieron alrededor de estrellas

sdO, ası́ como unos pocos casos de estrellas centrales de NPsque han sido clasificadas como

sdOs.

En este contexto, el objetivo principal de esta tesis es dar respuestar a dos cuestiones fundamen-

tales:

(i) ¿Son o no frecuentes las nebulosas planetarias alrededor deestrellas sdO?. Como ya

hemos mencionado, la fracción de sdOs que tienen nebulosa asu alrededor es muy baja

(∼ 3%). Sin embargo, si las presuntas nebulosas esperadas alrededor de estos objetos son

muy débiles, muchas de ellas no se habrı́an podido detectar. Por lo tanto, para contestar

a esta pregunta es necesario obtener imágenes profundas deun muestra amplia de sdOs,

que confirmen o descarten la posible presencia de nebulosas planetarias, y que puedan

arrojar luz sobre el posible origen post-AGB de estas estrellas.

(ii ) ¿Comparten los sistemas NP+ sdO propiedades comunes?. Como un segundo punto,

analizar en profundidad y caracterizar todos los sistemas NP+sdO que se conocen para

poder estudiarlos en un marco común, es imprescindible. Ası́, estudiar sus propiedades

fı́sicas, abundancias quı́micas, cinemática, morfolog´ıa, etc., con el fin de buscar posibles

similitudes, puede ayudarnos a trazar el origen y la evolución de estos objetos.

Metodoloǵıa

El primer paso que realizamos antes de comenzar nuestra investigación fue una revisión y

búsqueda bibliográfica exhaustiva de todos los trabajos realizados anteriormente en el campo



concreto de las estrellas sdOs, nebulosas planetarias y, especialmente, aquellos que trataban am-

bos objetos conjuntamente. Esto nos permitió definir con precisión cuál era el estado de este

campo en el momento de comenzar esta tesis, qué se habı́a investigado, con qué medios, cuáles

habı́an sido los resultados positivos y cuáles las posibles carencias de dichas investigaciones

(la mayorı́a de ellas realizadas en la década de los ochenta). Una de las conclusiones de esta

búsqueda bibliográfica fue constatar el bajo número de asociaciones NP+sdO ası́ como la alta

dispersión de la información de estos objetos en la bibliografı́a. Todo ello nos ayudó a estable-

cer el marco concreto de trabajo y planificar la investigaci´on con una aproximación mucho más

moderna.

Con el objetivo de comprobar si el número tan bajo de asociaciones NP+sdO era real o, por el

contrario, existı́a algún tipo de sesgo en las observaciones previas, diseñamos un programa de

búsqueda sistemática de nebulosas planetarias alrededor de sdOs conocidas basado en imagen

directa y espectroscopia de baja resolución en el rango óptico. Este programa se llevó a cabo

a lo largo de tres campañas de observación desde tres observatorios diferentes: dos campañas

en el Observatorio de Calar Alto (Almerı́a, España), una enel Observatorio de Roque de los

Muchachos (La Palma, España) y otra en el Observatorio de Sierra Nevada (Granada, España).

Los instrumentos CAFOS, WFC y CCDT150 se utilizaron en cada uno de estos telescopios,

respectivamente. En total se observaron 109 sdOs. Estas observaciones se realizaron siguiendo

siempre la misma estrategia: obtención de imágenes profundas en los filtros estrechos Hα y/o

[O iii]λ5007, ĺıneas tı́picas de nebulosas planetarias, con el objetivo de detectar emisión proce-

dente de estas bandas. Aquéllos objetos que pudieran presentar signos de emisión difusa en

dichos imágenes, eran subsecuentemente observados con espectroscopia (con el instrumento

CAFOS) con el objetivo de determinar la naturaleza de dicha emisión.

Además de esta búsqueda de nebulosas planetarias alrededor de sdOs, también obtuvimos imá-

genes y espectros de algunas de las nebulosas planetarias con estrellas centrales sdOs (tanto

confirmadas como probables), con el objetivo de constreñirla naturaleza sdO de estas estrel-

las. Para este trabajo, los instrumentos CAFOS y WFC fueron utilizados. Estas observaciones

fueron complementadas, en algunos de los casos, con espectros de rendija larga de alta res-

olución obtenidos con el instrumento MES del Observatoriode San Pedro Mártir (Baja Cali-

fornia, México). Estos espectros permiten construir los llamados mapas de posición-velocidad,

que proporcionan información sobre la cinemática interna y morfologı́a de las nebulosas de una

manera muy detallada.

También hicimos uso del instrumentos OSIRIS del Gran Telescopio de Canarias, en el Obser-

vatorio de Roque de los Muchachos. Este telescopio de clase 10-m nos ha permitido obtener

información de la nebulosa RWT 152 (uno de los sistemas NP+sdO) que no es posible obtener

con telescopios de clase 2-m. Para ello, obtuvimos imágenes con el filtro sintonizable rojo,



que permite variar la longitud de onda transmitida según serequiera, y espectros de resolución

intermedia en todo el rango óptico.

Para la parte más teórica de este trabajo, que fue el análisis espectral de uno de los posibles

sistemas NP+sdO con el objetivo de confirmar la naturaleza sdO de su estrella central, hicimos

uso de los modelos de atmóferas estelares para estrellas calientes y compactas, desarrollados

por el Observatorio Virtual Alemán y accesibles a través del servicio TheoSSA.

Finalmente, también hemos trabajado con datos de archivo para la compilación de un nuevo

catálogo de nebulosas planetarias. Esto ha sido posible mediante el uso de las herramientas del

Observatorio Virtual, como Topcat, Aladin, etc., que permiten trabajar con enormes cantidades

de datos de una manera eficiente y amigable.

Resultados

A continuación resumimos brevemente los principales resultados cientı́ficos obtenidos durante

esta tesis. Estos resultados se dividen en una búsqueda de sistemas NP+sdO, el análisis y la

caracterización de cinco de estos sistemas (uno de ellos a´un sin confirmar) y la compilación de

un nuevo catálogo de nebulosas planetarias.

• Búsqueda de sistemas NP+sdO: En el programa observacional de búsqueda de nuevos

sistemas NP+sdO, 109 sdOs fueron finalmente observadas. Esta búsqueda fue comple-

mentada con una inspección visual de las imágenes públicas del archivo del telescopio

WISE para una muestra de 774 sdOs. WISE proporciona imágenes en el infrarrojo medio

en cuatro bandas (desde 3.4 a 22µm). Estas búsquedas dieron como resultado el des-

cubrimiento de una nueva nebulosa planetaria alrededor de la sdO 2M 1931+4324. Por

otro lado, y como resultado de la búsqueda de estrellas centrales sdOs en nebulosas ya

conocidas, clasificamos por primera vez la estrella centralde la nebulosa planetaria DeHt 2

como sdO y proponemos la misma clasificación para la estrella central de K 2-2.

• 2M1931+4324: Presentamos la detección esta nueva nebulosa, resultadodel programa de

búsqueda de nebulosas planetarias alrededor de sdOs. Las imágenes revelan una nebulosa

extremadamente débil con una morfologı́a compleja, compuesta de una envoltura bipolar

y otra eĺıptica, cuyos ejes son perpendiculares. Además,también es posible reconocer un

filamento exterior a estas estructuras, visible solo en la imagen de [Oiii], lo que sugiere

una alta excitación para el mismo. Las regiones internas dela nebulosa también mues-

tran emisión en el infrarojo medio (concretamente a 12µm y 22µm), según revelan las

imágenes de archivo del telescopio espacial WISE. El análisis morfo-cinemático de esta

nebulosa, obtenido a partir de espectros de rendija larga dealta resolución, es consistente

con la presencia de una cavidad bipolar y otra ciĺındrica o elipsoidal, cuyos ejes están



orientados perpendicularmente a la ĺınea de visión. El espectro nebular, que solo presenta

las ĺıneas de emisión Hα, Hβ y [O iii] λλ 4959,5007, sugiere una baja excitación para la

nebulosa, en contraste con la ausencia de ĺıneas de baja excitación como las de [Nii], lo

que resulta bastante peculiar, pudiendo sugerir una deficiencia en elementos pesados.

• Abell 36 Las imágenes de esta nebulosa planetaria presentan una morfologı́a eĺıptica con

dos arcos con simetrı́a puntual. El análisisis morfo-cinemático sugiere que varios eventos

de eyección pudieron tener lugar en la formación de esta nebulosa planetaria. Proponemos

la presencia de una estructura esferoidal inicial que probablemente fue perforado posteri-

omente por la eyección de dos flujos colimados bipolares y que dieron lugar a los arcos

que hoy vemos en las imágenes. Además de las ĺıneas de emisión de hidrógeno y [O

iii] λλ4959,5007, el espectro nebular presenta ĺıneas de alta excitación como Heii λ4686

y [Ar iv] λλ4711,4740. La estrella central de Abell 36 ya estaba previamente clasificada

como sdO, clasificación que también confirman nuestros espectros estelares.

• DeHt 2 Las imágenes de esta nebulosa presentan una morfologı́a elı́ptica con ligeras

desviaciones en las regiones polares. Además revelan la existencia de un anillo eĺıptico

que parece estar embebido en la estructura eĺıptica principal. Las orientaciones de ambas

estructuras son bastante diferentes, indicando que el anillo no estarı́a trazando el plano

ecuatorial de la envoltura eĺıptica principal. El análisis morfo-cinemático de esta nebu-

losa indica que la formación de la misma ha sido compleja, con al menos dos procesos de

eyección diferentes, como el caso de Abell 36. Con el objetivo de explicar los sucesos in-

volucrados en esta formación, proponemos una estructura esferoidal inicial con una region

en forma de anillo trazando su plano ecuatorial. Probablemente, una posterior eyección

bipolar tuvo lugar, deformando el esferoide original, lo que provocó las protuberancias

que ahora vemos en las regiones polares de la envoltura eĺıptica. Además, el espectro neb-

ular presenta las ĺıneas de emisión Hα, Hβ, [O iii] λλ 4959,5007 y Heii λ4686, sugiriendo

una alta excitación. Sin embargo, la ausencia de otras ĺıneas tı́picas de alta excitación es

muy peculiar, sugiriendo una deficiencia en elementos pesados. Por primera vez, clasifi-

camos esta estrella como una sdO, lo que añade un nuevo sistema NP+sdO objeto a los

pocos identificados de este tipo.

• RWT 152: Por primera vez presentamos una descripción detallada dela morfologı́a de

RWT 152. Nuestras imágenes CAFOS/CAHA sugieren una morfologı́a bipolar para esta

nebulosa. Esta estructura bipolar es confirmada también por las imágenes posteriores

obtenidas con OSIRIS/GTC, las cuales añaden más detalles a esta descripción morfológica.

Los lóbulos bipolares están compuestos de pequeñas burbujas o lóbulos menores mien-

tras que una región brillante parece trazar el plano ecuatorial de la nebulosa. Además,

la envoltura bipolar aparece rodeada por un débil halo circular desplazado respecto al

centro de la nebulosa. El análisis morfo-cinemático derivado de los correspondientes



espectros de alta resolución confirma la morfologı́a bipolar de la nebulosa, aunque con

algunas desviaciones, posiblemente consecuencia de las pequeñas burbujas que se obser-

van en las imágenes de OSIRIS. El espectro nebular obtenidocon CAFOS solo revela

las ĺıneas de emisión Hα, Hβ y [O iii] λλ 4959,5007, como en el caso de la nebulosa

2M1931+4324, sugiriendo una deficiencia en elementos pesados. Paracomprobar dicha

deficiencia, obtuvimos espectros con OSIRIS/GTC, que confirmaron la presencia de otras

ĺıneas de emisión muy débiles de metales doblemente ionizados (e.g., [Neiii], [Ar iii] and

[S iii]) ası́ como de H y Hei. Las bajas abundancias quı́micas obtenidas y la alta velocidad

peculiar derivada para este objeto apuntarı́a a que RWT 152 es probablemente una nebu-

losa del disco grueso o del halo, las llamadas nebulosas tipoIII o tipo IV, respectivamente.

• BD+30◦623: Presentamos un análisis espectral de BD+30◦623, la estrella centralpecu-

liar de la nebulosa planetaria NGC 1514. Esta estrella pertenecea un sistema binario

compuesto por una estrella frı́a de tipo A, responsable del espectro de absorción, y una

estrella compañera caliente que es la responsable de la fotoionización de la nebulosa y que

ha sido clasificada por varios autores como sdO. La presenciade esta compañera caliente

es, en muchas ocasiones, apenas perceptible en el espectro ´optico lo que dificulta mucho

el análisis de ambas componentes. En este trabajo presentamos un nuevo método que

hemos desarrollado para el análisis espectral para este tipo de objetos, que nos permite

obtener simultáneamente los parámetros atmosféricos de ambas componentes del sistema

binario. Esto proporciona, en última instancia, información sobre el origen y el estado

evolutivo actual del sistema. A partir del análisis espectral obtenemos que el mejor mod-

elo corresponde a una estrella A0 en la Rama Horizontal conTeff = 9850± 150 K, logg

= 3.50± 0.25 y una estrella caliente con temperaturas entre los 80 000 y los 95 000 K y

logg ≃ 5.5. Aunque una naturaleza sdO es la más plausible para la estrella caliente, la

determinación de su tipo espectral no ha podido ser determinada con los datos actuales.

Este método de análisis nos abre una ventana para poder estudiar sistemas similares.

• Nuevo cat́alogo de nebulosas planetarias: Finalmente, presentamos un nuevo catálogo

actualizado de nebulosas planetarias conocidas en nuestraGalaxia. Dicho catálogo será

de gran utilidad en el campo ya que el útlimo de este tipo fue publicado en el año 2001

y, desde entonces, el número de nuevos descubrimientos se ha incrementado constan-

temente. Nuestro catálogo tiene en cuenta estos nuevos hallazgos, la mayorı́a de ellos

resultado de grandes proyectos diseñados para buscar nuevas nebulosas planetarias en

nuestra Galaxia. Además de esto, hemos diseñado un método de clasificación de estrellas

de diferentes clases. El fin último de este procedimiento era tratar de clasificar la muestra

completa de estrellas centrales de nebulosas planetarias incluidas en nuestro catálogo, de

una manera automática y utilizando datos de archivo. Aunque los criterios selecciona-

dos para dicha clasificación pudieron aplicarse con éxitoa la muestra de entrenamiento

de estrellas de campo, encontramos dificultades para aplicar esta técnica a la muestra de



estrellas centrales. Concluimos entonces que la obtención de espectros es crucial para

determinar los tipos espectrales de las mismas.

Conclusiones

Los resultados de este trabajo nos han permitido profundizar en el conocimiento de los sistemas

NP+sdO, un campo que llevaba prácticamente inexplorado desdefinales de la década de los

ochenta. Las principales conclusiones de este trabajo son:

• Los sistemas NP+sdO son escasos: solo alrededor de 18 sistemas de este tipo secono-

cen actualmente, lo que representa menos de un 1% de todas lasnebulosas conocidas en

nuestra Galaxia. Sin embargo, éste solo es un ĺımite inferior, ya que podrı́a estar sesgado

principalmente por dos motivos. En primer lugar, no todas las estrellas centrales de nebu-

losas planetarias han sido clasificadas espectroscópicamente (apenas un 13% lo han sido),

por lo que otras sdOs podrı́an formar parte de la muestra de estrellas centrales que aún

está por identificar. En segundo lugar, la debilidad intrı́nseca de las nebulosas planetarias

eyectadas por sdOs, podrı́a reducir de manera considerablela fracción de detección de las

mismas, debido a la necesidad de imágenes muy profundas para su detección.

• Si la evolución de las sdOs se produce muy lentamente, como esperamos para estrellas

de muy baja masa, la nebulosa planetaria eyectada podrı́a haberse disipado en el medio

interestelar mucho antes de que la estrella central hubieraalcanzado la suficiente temper-

atura como para ionizarla. Por lo tanto, dichas estrellas podrı́an haber pasado ya por la

fase de nebulosa planetaria pero sin embargo, no hubieran sido detectadas. Esta evolución

extremadamente lenta serı́a compatible con las altas latitudes galácticas a las que se en-

cuentran estos objetos, ya que esta localización implica que son objetos muy viejos desde

el punto de vista evolutivo.

• El estudio detallado llevado a cabo en esta tesis de algunos de los sistemas NP+sdO que

se conocen, nos ha permitido estudiar por primera vez las caracterı́sticas de estos sistemas

en un marco común y extraer conclusiones sobre su formación y origen. Encontramos

que la mayorı́a de las nebulosas tienen un bajo brillo superficial y que se encuentran en

un estado evolutivo avanzado. Además, presentan morfologı́as bipolares y/o eĺıpticas,

revelando también otras estructuras complejas ası́ como signos de eyecciones colimadas.

Por lo general, sus espectros nebulares sugieren una posible deficiencia de elementos

pesados. Finalmente, una alta fracción de estos objetos pertenecen (o podrı́an pertenecer)

a sistemas binarios. Estudios detallados como los llevadosa cabo en esta tesis para todos

los objetos de la muestra, nos permitirı́a confirmar estas posibles propiedades para poder

trazar el camino evolutivo de estas estrellas.



Abstract

About 95% of all stars in the Universe come from low- and intermediate- mass progenitors

(0.8 ≤ M/M⊙ ≤ 8). Most of these stars (including our Sun) will pass throughthe planetary

nebula (PN) phase before ending their lives as white dwarfs.Therefore, studying their formation

and evolution is crucial to understand the whole process of stellar evolution. From the discovery

of the first PN in 1764, the number of PN detected has been continuously increasing. Currently,

there are roughly 3000 confirmed or probable PNe in the Milky Way. They have been extensively

studied in the last decades although many aspects of these amazing objects still remain not fully

understood. They exhibit a wide variety of morphologies andproperties, what seems to be

closely related to the evolution of their central stars (CSs). For this reason, the study of PNe also

requires a high knowledge of the properties of these CSs.

This thesis is focused on the study of PNe with hot subdwarf O-type (sdO) CSs. sdOs are blue,

low-mass stars evolving towards the white dwarf phase, although their origin remains unknown.

Their progenitors could be, among others, post-AsymptoticGiant Branch (AGB) stars. Thus,

investigating the association of sdOs with PNe is essentialto establish the fraction of sdOs with

a post-AGB origin. We have found that, currently, only 18 objects have a reliable classification

as PN+sdO systems in the literature. This low fraction could be a consequence of the very slow

evolution expected for sdOs, which would make difficult the detection if the presumed ejected

PNe had been dissipated before being photoionized by the CS.In this thesis, we perform a

systematic search for new PNe around a large sample of sdOs inorder to determine how frequent

these systems are. In addition, we carry out an analysis and characterization of some of these

systems, which allows us to obtain information about their morphology, internal kinematics,

stellar properties and/or chemistry. All this information is crucial in order to trace the origin and

evolution of these systems.

The work performed during this thesis resulted in the discovery of a new PN+sdO system.

In addition, the detailed analysis carried out for this and other PN+sdO systems has allowed,

for the first time, studying their properties in a common framework. Our results suggest that

most of them show common characteristics: they are generally evolved PNe, show complex

morphologies with very low surface brightness, and host binary central stars. In addition, some

of their nebular spectra suggest a possible deficiency in heavy metals. Finally, we also present

a new catalogue of Galactic PNe that has been compiled duringthis thesis. All these results are

extensively described and discussed along this dissertation.





El pueblo de mi padre dice que cuando nacieron el Sol y su hermana la Luna su madre murió.

El Sol le ofreció a la Tierra el cuerpo de su madre del cual surgió la vida y de su pecho extrajo

las estrellas y las lanzó hacia el cielo nocturno en memoriade su espı́ritu.

El último mohicano (1992)
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On the evening of the 29th of August, 1864, I directed the telescope for the first time to a

planetary nebula [...] I looked into the spectroscope. No spectrum such as I expected! A single

bright line only! At first, I suspected some displacement of the prism [...] then the true

interpretation flashed upon me. [...] The riddle of the nebulae was solved. The answer, which

had come to us in the light itself, read: Not an aggregation ofstars, but a luminous gas.

William Huggins, “The New Astronomy: A Personal Retrospect”, Nineteenth Century, 41

(1897), pp. 916-17.





Chapter 1
Introduction

Planetary nebulae (PNe) are one of the most photogenic objects in the Universe. These won-

derful and astonishing objects have fascinated astronomers during many decades. The first PN

discovered was the Dumbbell Nebula (M27), by Charles Messier in 1764, although the term

“planetary nebula” was coined some time later by William Herschel, in the 1780s. This term

is certainly not appropriate since this type of objects havenothing to do with planets; Herschel

proposed this name due to the appearance of these objects with his recent discovery of the planet

Uranus. Since these first discoveries, the number of detected PNe has been increasing in leaps

and bounds. However, one year after the 250th anniversary ofthe discovery of the first PN,

many questions about the nature and formation of these objects remain open. It is clear that

their central stars play an important role in their evolution. Among the wide variety of types

of central stars that one can find in PN nuclei, hot subdwarf stars are of special interest due to

the very small number of known hot subdwarf stars that have associated a PN. In this chapter, a

brief review on stellar evolution of low- and intermediate-mass stars will be introduced, since it

is the natural starting point to understand how both planetary nebulae and hot subdwarf stars are

formed. The joint study of these twoa priori different objects can provide clues to understand

their origin and evolution.

1.1 The life of an ordinary star: birth and evolution

The evolution and fate of a star is inevitably determined by its initial mass. Briefly, if the star

has an initial low- or intermediate mass, i.e., between approximately 0.8 and 8 M⊙, it will evolve

slowly until becoming a planetary nebulae (PNe) and definitively cooling down. On the contrary,

if the initial mass of the star is higher than∼ 8 M⊙, it will experience a short and hectic life and

finally a violent death in the form of supernova explosion. Wewill focus our attention on the

former group since they will be the subject matter of this work.

1



2 Chapter 1.Introduction

Figure 1.1: Evolutionary track for a star with an initial mass of 2 M⊙ for solar metallicity. The
blue track shows a born-again evolution (see Sect.1.2). The colour clouds mark the different
phases of the evolution of a low-and intermediate-mass star, from the main-sequence (in green)

to the white dwarf cooling sequence (in blue). Image credit:Herwig (2005)

Figure1.1shows the evolutionary track followed by one of these stars (specifically a star with an

initial mass of 2 M⊙) in the log(L/L⊙) versus logTeff diagram, i.e., in the Hertzsprung-Russell

(HR) diagram. The life of the star will be a constant fight between the radiation pressure, result-

ing from the internal energy generated by nuclear reactions, and the gravitational contraction.

After the star forms in a molecular cloud, it will enter in theso-called main-sequence where the

star will pass most of its life. This phase is characterized by hydrogen (H) burning in the core

in hydrostatic and thermal equilibrium. When all the hydrogen fuel in the core is exhausted and

transformed into helium (He), the core begins to contract since there is no radiation pressure to

support the gravitational collapse.

The core continues to contract and, in order to maintain the thermal equilibrium, the envelope ex-

pands according to the mirror principle. This causes an increment of the radius and a decrement

of the effective temperature. This contraction of the core increasesthe star’s central temperature

enough to move H fusion into a shell surrounding the core. Thestar moves to the right in the

HR diagram (lowerTeff , higherL), along the so-called sub-giant branch, to settle on the base of

the Red Giant Branch (RGB). As a consequence of the H-burningin the shell, the core grows in

mass, the luminosity also grows and the star climbs up the RGB. Meanwhile, the core continues

to contract until it reaches the temperature required to ignite He fusion in the core by means of

the triple-alpha (3-α) process, in which three4He nuclei (i.e., alpha particles) are transformed
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Figure 1.2: Scheme of the internal structure of an AGB star. Credits:
http://www.atnf.csiro.au/.

into carbon. This He-burning phase, however, will start in adifferent way depending on the

initial mass of the star. If the initial mass is lower than∼ 1.8 M⊙, its core will become electron-

degenerate when it reaches the tip of the RGB. Then, the He-burning will start with a He flash,

in which a very quick and violent nuclear fusion of the He is produced. By contrast, if the star

has an initial mass higher than 1.8 M⊙, the He-burning in the core will start in a non-violent

way.

After these episodes, the star will enter in the zero-age horizontal branch (ZAHB) where He

burning in the core is produced in a stable way. This phase is also known as thehelium-burning

main-sequencefor its similarities with thenormal main-sequence, in which the hydrogen is

being burned. The location of a star at this point strongly depends on its metal content. Those

with a high metallicity will occupy a close region to the RGB,called red clump. In contrast,

stars with lower metal content will sit in the HB. Although both clump giants and HB stars are

fusing helium to carbon in their cores, their different structures result in different types of stars

in terms of radii, effective temperatures and colour. Therefore, the position ofstars on the HB

also depends on other factors such as their envelope mass. Thus, depending on the size of the

H-envelope, the star will occupy different regions in the ZAHB (bluewards or redwards in the

HR diagram), but having almost constant luminosity (this will be discussed in further detail in

Sect.1.3). In this stage, the star has now two sources of energy generation: He is being fused

into carbon (C) and oxygen (O) in the core while H is being fused in a shell.

After the He core exhaustion, the star will not have the required gravitational energy to trigger

the fusion of C and O. Thus, core fusion will no longer take place in the remaining life of

http://www.atnf.csiro.au/
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these stars. As in the RGB phase, the contraction of the core will result in an expansion of the

outer layers, causing a decrease of the effective temperature and an increment of the radius and

luminosity of the star. On the other hand, the heating from the C/O core is high enough to ignite

the He in a surrounding shell. The star moves upwards in the HR-diagram along the Asymptotic

Giant Branch (AGB). At this stage, the structure of the star consists (from the nucleus outwards)

of an inert C/O core, an He-burning concentric shell, an He layer, an H-burning shell, and finally,

an outer H convective envelope (see Figure1.2).

The AGB phase can be divided into two phases: the early-AGB (E-AGB) phase and the thermally-

pulsing AGB (TP-AGB) phase. During the E-AGB phase, the H-burning shell remains inactive

being the He-burning shell the only energy source in the star. The He-burning adds mass to the

C/O core, increasing the density until becoming degenerate. Eventually, when the burning shells

are thin enough, the burning becomes unstable and the star enters the TP-AGB phase, where the

H- and He- shells are burning intermittently, mixing material from the shells to the convective

envelope. In this last phase, the star undergoes a heavy massloss ofṀ ∼ 10−4-10−5 M⊙ yr−1 led

by a slow wind (vexp∼ 10-15 km s−1), which induces the star to lose more than 50% of its mass.

Almost all the H-envelope is rapidly removed as a consequence of thissuperwind1, determining

the end of the AGB phase. This stage will therefore determinethe final mass of the star as well

as the maximum luminosity to be reached. The timescales of the thermal pulses strongly depend

on the mass loss rate of the star.

It is worth noting that the AGB phase is the more important factory for the production of ele-

ments in low- and intermediate-mass stars. In this phase, the nucleosynthesis leads to the pro-

duction of carbon, nitrogen, neon, sodium, and magnesium, among others (see, e.g.,Karakas,

2010a). The mixing convection episodes bring the new synthesizedelements from the core to

the envelope, and finally these elements are expelled to the interstellar medium through strong

winds. Thus, AGB stars provide a fundamental source of chemical enrichment for the Universe.

1.2 Planetary nebulae phase: the chronicle of a death foretold

During the post-AGB phase, where H is burning in a shell, the remnant central star (CS) de-

creases in radius at almost constant luminosity, reaching higher effective temperatures. As a

consequence, the star moves leftwards in the HR-diagram (see Fig.1.1). In this phase the mass

loss does not cease but decreases abruptly until values ofṀ ∼ 10−8 M⊙ yr−1.

Simultaneously, the CS develops a very fast wind (∼ 1 000 km s−1), which interacts with the

fossil superwind from the AGB phase, forming a compressed optically thin shell. When the

CS reaches aTeff ≥ 30 000 K, the high energy of its ultraviolet (UV) photons is able to ionize

1The termsuperwindrefers to the large amount of material eyected, not to the velocity of the wind.
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the envelope. We can now say that a new PN has been born. The typical timescales for the

post-AGB phase is really short as compared with the rest of evolution. After ∼ 104 yrs, the

nebula will have been dissipated in the interstellar medium. Finally, when the H-burning shell

is extinguished (forTeff ∼ 105 K), the luminosity starts to drop and the remnant of the star starts

to cool down until becoming a white dwarf.

Although the evolution described above is the usual one for most of the stars, there are some

cases in which the evolution of the star is truncated by several reasons (generally not well under-

stood yet). In some cases, and as we will see later, the star can experience a last thermal pulse

(also called late He-flash) during the post-AGB phase or the white dwarf cooling sequence, ac-

tivating the fusion of the He again (Iben et al., 1983). This can temporarily bring the star back

to the AGB, evolving again to the post-AGB phase but this timedriven by the combustion in the

He-burning shell. This “second life” is also known asborn-againscenario (see Section1.2.4).

In other cases, the very low-mass stars (those with. 0.55 M⊙ in the ZAHB) cannot ascend the

AGB due to their thin H envelopes after the RGB phase and evolves along different channels,

sometimes having a late He-core flash, analogous to that in the post-AGB phase, after departure

from the RGB.

About 95% of all stars in the Galaxy are born with low- and intermediate mass (Kwok, 2004,

Werner, 2010). Therefore, it is expected that most of these stars (including our Sun) will pass

through the PN phase before ending their lives as white dwarfs. Nowadays, according toFrew &

Parker(2010), there are more than 3000 confirmed or probable PNe in the Milky Way. However,

this number is really low as compared with the theoretical Galactic PN population estimates. As

an example,Frew & Parker(2006) predicted a total number of 28 000± 5 000 andMoe & De

Marco (2006) estimated 46 000± 13 000 with radii<0.9 pc. By contrast, if it is assumed that

close binaries are required to form PNe (see below), the number falls until 6 600, within a factor

of 3 uncertainty according toDe Marco & Moe(2005).

1.2.1 Physics in PNe

• The nebular spectrum

The first spectrum of a PNe was taken in 1864 by the English astronomer William Hug-

gins. The nature of these objects was then unveiled. He observed the PN NGC 6543,

the Cat’s Eye Nebula, and found a very different spectrum than expected. Instead of a

continuum spectrum with absorption lines, typical of stars, the spectrum showed a bright

emission line at about 5007 Å. This emission line did not correspond to any familiar el-

ement at that time so it was assigned to a new hypothetical element, namednebulium. It

was only in the early 20th century, when this line was identified by Ira Bowen and his
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Figure 1.3: Infrared (top) and optical (bottom) spectra of the PNe NGC 7027 and NGC 1514,
respectively. Some of the recombination and collisionaly excited lines are identified. Credits

for the IR spectra:Bernard Salas et al.(2001)

team with emission from double-ionized oxygen, which was produced in a very rarefied

ionized gas.

Nowadays, we know that spectra of PNe are characterized by emission lines at different

wavelengths. As an example, Figure1.3 shows the infrared spectra (upper panels) of the

PN NGC 7026, taken fromBernard Salas et al.(2001), and the optical spectrum of the PN

NGC 1514, obtained with CAFOS in one of our observational campaigns. The physical

processes which originate these lines are also well-known today. The high energy of the

ultraviolet light from the CS removes electrons from the atoms in the process called pho-

toionization. These free electrons, can either recombine with ions or collide with other

atoms and ions. In the first case, the recombined electrons fall to the lower levels emit-

ting photons and generating a recombination line. The strongest recombination lines are

produced by hydrogen and helium. This process can also occurin metals, although much

less often, resulting in very weak lines difficult to measure. However, most of the stronger

lines observed in PNe are produced by the second process, which leads to collisionally

excited lines. The collisions with the atoms and ions are able to excite the lowest energy

levels electrons. These excited electrons can then be de-excited collisionally, where no

radiative emission takes place, or by a spontaneous transition, emitting a photon. Because

of the low density conditions in PNe – typically of order 103 atoms per cubic centimeter –,
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Figure 1.4: Excitation class (p of PNe according to their intensity ratios log(N1+N2)[O iii]/
Heiiλ 4686 and (N1+N2)[O iii]/ Hβ. PNe can be classified in low- (p = 1-3), middle- (p= 4-8)

and high- (p= 9-12) PNe. Credits image:Gurzadian & Egikian(1991)

the probability of collisional de-excitations are low, favoring spontaneous de-excitations

radiatively.

According to the relative intensities of emission lines, PNe are classified into low- middle-

and high-excitation PNe.Gurzadian & Egikian(1991) proposed a quantitative system

where the excitation class of a PN (p) is obtained from the intensity ratios (N1+N2)[O

iii] / Heii λ 4686 and (N1+N2)[O iii] / Hβ, where N1 and N2 refers to the line intensities

of [O iii] λ4959 and [Oiii] λ5007. Figure1.4 shows this classification scheme, wherep

can take values from 1 up to 12. If the spectrum shows the emission line Heii λ4686,

then it will be a middle- (p = 4-8) or high- (p = 9-12) excitation PNe, depending on the

magnitude of the ratio [Oiii] / Heii λ 4686. If this line is not present in the spectrum, then

it will be a low-excitation PN withp=1-3. The excitation class of PNe is related to the

effective temperature of the CS: the higher this temperature, the higher excitation is and

the spectrum will show highly ionized elements, such as Heii, [Ne v], [Ar iv], etc.

• Physical conditions and chemical abundances

Line intensity ratios in PNe allow to determine the physicalconditions of the gas. The

population of the energy levels depends on the temperature of the gas, that is the electron

temperature (Te). Due to this dependance,Te can be derived by measuring line intensity

ratios of emission lines from different excitation levels of the same atom/ion. This is

illustrated in Figure1.5(left panel), which shows the energy level diagrams for [Oiii] and

[N ii] ions, usually used to measureTe. For example, in the case of the [Oiii] diagram, the

photon emitted atλ4326 Å due to the de-excitation of an electron from1S level is more

energetic than photons emitted in the de-excitations from1D level (λ5007 Å orλ4959

Å). Thus, the intensity ratio between both de-excitations,I(λ4959+ λ5007)/I(λ4363),

provides information about the relative population between the levels and thus, on the
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Figure 1.5: Left: Energy level diagrams for [Oiii] and [N ii], the most commonly used temper-
ature diagnostic ratios. Right: Energy level diagram for [Oii] and [S ii], the most commonly

used density diagnostic ratios.

electron temperature. Similarly for [Nii], the ratio I(λ6548+ λ6584)/I(λ5754) can be

used to measure the electron temperature.

On the other hand, to derive the electron density (Ne), line intensity ratios originated

from levels with similar energies are required. In this case, the probability of sending

an electron from the bottom level to one or other level is about the same so both levels

have the same chance to be populated. Therefore, the dependence with the temperature is

practically cancelled. The most commonly used intensity ratio is that of the [Oii] lines

λ3726 Å/λ3729 Å and [Sii] lines λ6717 Å/λ6731 Å (see Figure1.5, right panel). Also,

lines from [Cl iii] and [Ar iv] can be used.

Finally, once the electron temperature and density have been derived, chemical abun-

dances can be determined relative to hydrogen. The abundance of a particular ion (ionic

abundance) can be obtained from the observed intensity ratio of an ionic line relative to

Hβ and the corresponding emission coefficients (which depend onTe andNe). The to-

tal abundance of a particular element (i.e., its elemental abundance) is calculated by the

sum of all the ionic contributions of the different stages of ionization. However, not all

these stages are observed so the unseen ionic contributionshave to be estimated. This

is possible by using the ionization correction factors (ICFs, Peimbert & Costero, 1969),

which are based on ionization potential similarities. These ICFs can be also derived from

photoionization models (see, e.g.,Kingsburgh & Barlow, 1994, Kwitter & Henry, 2001,

Delgado-Inglada et al., 2014).

Peimbert(1978) divided PNe into four types on the basis of their chemical composition,

spatial distribution and kinematical properties. Type I PNe are those with high He aun N

(He/H ≥ 0.125; log(N/O)≥ -0.30) abundances (Peimbert & Torres-Peimbert, 1983). They

result from the most massive stars (2.4-8.0 M⊙) so they are the youngest population. Type

II PNe are intermediate population, generally older than type I members and, therefore,
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more deficient in heavy elements such as O, S and Ne. They do notpresent He and N

enrichments. Type III PNe belong to the thick disk and present peculiar velocities of

| ∆Vpr |≥ 60 km s−1, which is the difference between the observed radial velocity and that

expected velocity on the basis of Galactic rotation (assumed circular). Finally, type IV

PNe are halo objects with| ∆Vpr |≥ 60 km s−1 and log (O/H)+12≤ 8.1.

1.2.2 PN Morphology

In spite of the large number of known PNe and the many published studies devoted to under-

stand their formation and evolution, many aspects of these amazing objects remain not well un-

derstood yet. One of the most puzzling issues is the wide variety of observed morphologies (see

Fig. 1.6) and, accordingly, the varied physical processes that may be involved in their shaping.

Morphologically, PNe were originally classified in round, elliptical, bipolar and irregular. Later,

observations at higher angular resolution of PNe revealed more complex features and structures,

which led to other morphological types like quadrupolar, multipolar and point-symmetric (see,

e.g.Manchado et al., 1996a,b). In addition, other structures like jets, knots, and disksare also

identified in many PNe, which complicates enormously the classification.

Stanghellini et al.(2002) analyzed the correlation between the PNe morphology and the physi-

cal parameters of their CSs. They found that bipolar PNe appear to come from higher-mass (and

short-lived) progenitors than elliptical or round PNe, confirming their different Galactic distri-

butions: bipolar PNe tend to be located in the Galactic planewhereas elliptical and specially

round PNe are spread along a wide range of latitudes. In addition, recent simulations carried out

by Huarte-Espinosa et al.(2012) show that young bipolar PNe may evolve to mature elliptical

ones, which is consistent with the Galactic distribution mentioned above. It is clear that the PN

zoo and their properties must be closely related to the evolution of their CSs and, specially with

the mass-loss history of their progenitors. It is worth noting that round PNe seem to represent

only about 20% of all PNe (Parker et al., 2006, Jacoby et al., 2010) so it is necessary to invoke

complex formation processes to explain the diversity of morphologies found in the rest of the

PNe sample.

The existence of highly collimated outflows or jets in PNe wasan unexpected fact because

no mechanism was foreseen that could produce high collimation in this evolutionary phase.

The first detection of bipolar jets in a PN was reported byGieseking et al.(1985) in NGC 2392

(“Esquimo” nebula), which was followed by the detection of jets in NGC 6543, (Miranda & Solf,

1992), M 1-16, (Schwarz, 1992), and Fleming 1 (Lopez et al., 1993). Since then, the presence

of jets in PNe is a well-established fact (Gonzalvez). Although they are known to originate in

the rapid transition from the AGB phase to the pre-PN phase, the formation of the jets remains

not well understood. They present high velocities of about∼ 100 - 150 km s−1 up to more than
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Figure 1.6: Mosaic of planetary nebulae with different morphologies, such as bipolar and el-
liptical. In addition, other structures like jets can be recognized. Images credits: NASA, ESA,

and The Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA).

500 km s−1 (O’Connor et al., 2000). In addition, these jets show in many cases changes in the

orientation with respect to the CS, suggesting precession or rotation of the collimating agent (see

Sect.1.2.3). Collimated outflows ejected at different directions are thought to be responsible for

the formation of quadrupolar (Manchado et al., 1996b) and multipolar PNe (seeSahai, 2000)).

1.2.3 Models for the formation of PNe

The basic model for the formation of PNe was firstly introduced by Kwok et al. (1978) and

called the interacting stellar wind (ISW) model . In this model, the fast wind of the post-AGB

phase interacts with the fossil slower and denser wind (or “superwind”) expelled in the latter

stages of the AGB phase, forming a compressed optically thinshell. This model easily explains

the formation of spherical PNe but it fails to explain more complex morphologies as bipolar,

which seems to require asymmetries in the mass-loss process. To solve this problem,Balick

(1987) proposed the generalized interacting stellar wind (GISW)model, previously suggested

by Kahn & West(1985). This model (see Figure1.7, a.1) assumed a density gradient in the AGB

envelope, so that the maximum density is reached in the equatorial region, forming a circum-

stellar torus or disk in the equatorial plane of the CS, whichis able to drive the winds toward
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the polar regions and form bipolar lobes. Analytic calculations and numerical simulations of

this model were later carried out byMellema & Frank(1995), Icke (1988), Icke et al.(1989),

who were able to reproduce the observed elliptical and bipolar shapes. We note that the origin

of the assumed density gradient in the AGB envelope was not considered in the GISW model.

Remarkably, GISW model was completely unable to explain jets, point-symmetric features and

multi-lobe structures. In fact, the huge number of PNe with this kind of components ledSahai

& Trauger(1998) to propose that collimated outflows are indeed the main shaping mechanism

of PNe and not the wind interaction. To explain the origin of these components, magnetic fields,

binary evolution and/or stellar rotation have been invoked. We briefly discuss these scenarios

below.

Among the magnetohydradinamic (MHD) models, (MWBB,Chevalier & Luo, 1994) proposed

the first magnetic wind blown bubble (MWBB) scenario. In thismodel (see Fig.1.7, a.2), a

weak toroidal magnetic field, generated by a rapid rotation of the star, is embedded in the fast

wind and it is strengthened when passing through the wind shock. Numerical simulations of

MWBB model byRozyczka & Franco(1996) andGarcı́a-Segura et al.(1999) were capable of

reproducing elliptical and bipolar PNe as well as collimated jets. According to the model, higher

rotation and stronger magnetic field produce the highest collimation. In addition, by introducing

precession of the magnetic axis, point-symmetric featuresare also reproduced (see Fig.1.7, a.4,

Garcia-Segura, 1997). In other scenario,Blackman et al.(2001a) proposed a model in which

a single AGB star generates a strong magnetic field, consequence of a dynamo effect induced

by the rapidly rotating core of the AGB star and the slowly rotating envelope. Eventually, a

“magnetic explosion” associated with toroidal pressure takes place, which is able to drive the

outflows. The observations show that magnetic fields around AGB and post-AGB stars are

indeed present. Polarized maser (H2O, SiO, OH) emission have been detected in some PNe

like, e.g., K 3-35 (Miranda et al., 2001a, Gómez et al., 2009) and IRAS 20406+2953Bains et al.

(2004), which is usually interpreted as due to a magnetic field. In addition, polarization caused

by the alignment of the dust grains has been also measured in some post-AGB stars like, e.g,

NGC 6537, 7027, 6302 and CRL 2688 (Sabin et al., 2007) as well as in some proto-PN like

CRL 618 and OH 231.8+4.2 (Sabin et al., 2014). Recently, non-thermal emission compatible

with synchrotron emission has been also detected for the first time in a PN (IRAS 15103-5754,

Suárez et al., 2015) and clearly indicates the presence of a magnetic field whichis probably

related with the water maser jet observed in the object (Gómez et al., 2015).

The question is whether a single star can produce the magnetic fields or rotation required for the

described models. In this respect,Soker(1997) concluded that the rotation in the later phases of

the evolution of a Sun-like star is very slow and, therefore,it is not possible to produce a strong

magnetic field. A binary companion (either stellar or substellar) seems to be necessary to spin up

the envelope in the AGB phase and to supply the angular momentum via tidal force or common

envelope (CE) evolution. In a recent work,Garcı́a-Segura et al.(2014) also concluded that single
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Figure 1.7: Sketch of the possible mechanisms involved in the formation of PNe. (a.1) Gener-
alized interacting stellar wind (GISW) model. (a.2) Magnetic wind blown bubble (MWBB)
model. (a.3) Magneto-centrifugal model. (a.4) Precessingof the jets can create point-
symmetric features. (b.1) CE formation in a short-period binary system. (b.2) Accretion disk

formation via Bondi wind. See the text for details. Image credit: Balick & Frank(2002)

star cannot sustain the high rotation velocities required in the current MHD models to reproduce

bipolar PNe. In this framework, binary interactions have become the most suitable candidates

to account for the formation of axisymmetric mass loss on theAGB phase and, therefore, to

explain the complex morphologies seen in the PN phase.

In the last years, searches for binary systems in CSPNe have been carried out through photo-

metric variations (Bond, 2000, Miszalski et al., 2009a, Hillwig et al., 2010), radial velocity vari-

ations (Van Winckel et al., 2014, Méndez, 1989), infrared excess detections (De Marco et al.,

2013, Douchin et al., 2015), and direct images (Ciardullo et al., 1999). Although the number the

observed objects is still small the results point out that binarity in CSPNe is a key ingredient in

the shaping of PNe.

Most of the confirmed binary CSs have very short orbital periods (less than 3 days,Miszalski

et al., 2009a, 2011). They are thought to have undergone through the so-called CE phase (Iben

& Livio , 1993, see Fig.1.7, b.1). In this scenario, two main-sequence stars with different masses
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evolve in a binary system. The more massive star evolves faster and reaches first the RGB

phase, filling its Roche lobe. Then, mass is transferred fromthe giant to the companion star

and, if the mass transfer is unstable, the envelope of the giant engulfs the companion and forms

a CE. During this phase, the two components spiral-in towards each other resulting in a much

closer binary system. Bipolar PNe are expected to have experienced the CE phase. This phase

is, however, poorly understood. On the other hand, our understanding about the shaping of PNe

could be extremely limited if we only take into account thosePNe formed in a CE phase. Many

authors highlight the need to focus on the search of wider binaries (see, e.g.,Miszalski et al.,

2009a, Bond, 2000).

Finally, and also as a result of binary interactions, accretion disks are another proposed mech-

anism to explain the high-velocity, collimated outflows or jets in many PNe and proto-PNe.

Basically, disks have been proposed to be formed through twodifferent ways: (i) they can be

formed around the secondary star via Bondi-Hoyle-type accretion (Morris, 1987, Mastrodemos

& Morris, 1998, 1999, see Fig.1.7, b.2), or (ii) around the primary star after the CE-phase (Soker

& Livio , 1994). Recent detailed 3D simulations of the first scenario were carried out byHuarte-

Espinosa et al.(2013), by using three different orbital separations for the binaries (10, 15 and 20

au). They found that the size of the disk as well as the accretion rates decrease with the orbital

radii. Simulations also show that a white dwarf as a companion can produce high enough wind

accretion rates to generate the highly collimated outflows seen in PNe. However, if the compan-

ion is a main-sequence star, the wind accretion rates is not sufficiently high to account for them.

In this latter case, closer binaries are likely involved in the formation of the jets, which would

favor the scenario of an accretion disk formed after a CE phase and a subsequent Roche-lobe

overflow (RLOF) of the secondary. Restrictions about the formation of the disks under these

circumstances are discussed in detail inReyes-Ruiz & López(1999). Finally, MHD models

have also investigated the presence of a disk, resulted frombinary disruption and coupled with

a star (Blackman et al., 2001b). In this scenario (see Fig.1.7, a.3), the misalignment of the disk

with respect to the axis of the rapidly rotating star result in multipolar features.

1.2.4 Central stars of planetary nebulae

As it has been described above, the mass-loss history of the CSs plays an important role in the

mechanisms for shaping PN. CSPNe show a large range of temperatures, gravities, masses and

chemical compositions which may result in a rich diversity of PNe properties. For these reasons,

the study of PNe needs to go hand in hand with the analysis of their CSs. However, this is not

always the case and CSPNe are often treated as simply ionization sources, without taking into

account their specific characteristics. In previous sections, we have described the progenitors of

CSPNe as low- or intermediate-mass stars which finally will end as a C/O core with He and H

shells and a H envelope. However, in its long way until this stage, the star can suffer different
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Figure 1.8: Scheme of the possible evolutionary channels for H-deficient CSPNe from the
AGB phase to the white dwarf sequence. See the text for details. Image credit:Rauch et al.

(1998)

deviations from the expected normal evolution which may lead to different compositions and

properties.

According toMendez(1991), most of the CSs can be divided in two different groups: the H-

rich CSs (those with hydrogen features identified in their spectra) and the H-poor or H-deficient

CSs (those with non-detectable hydrogen features). This isa very general scheme and within

these two wide groups, different classes with different features and properties can be found.

Weidmann & Gamen(2011) compiled a total of 26 different spectral types well differentiated.

Knowing whether a CSPN is H-rich or H-deficient is crucial to understand the evolution under-

gone by the progenitor star. In the most general scenario of stellar evolution, it is assumed that

low- and intermediate-mass stars leave the AGB with a H-richenvelope. As a consequence, it is

expected that all CSPNe are H-rich. In contrast, observations show that roughly 30% of CSPNe

are H-deficient (see, e.g.,Weidmann & Gamen, 2011, Mendez, 1991). For the majority of these

stars, the more accepted scenario to explain this H deficiency is the already described born-again

phenomenon (see Sect.1.2). The Sakurai’s object, A 30, A 58 and A 78 are examples of born

again PNe (see, e.g.,Toalá et al., 2015). However, this observational evidence is not supported

by the predictions of the theoretical models, which estimate that only 20-25% of the AGB stars

are expected to become H-deficient (Blöcker et al., 2001) and just 10-15% will experience a very

late He-flash (Lawlor & MacDonald, 2001). Therefore, other mechanisms, as binary evolution,

are also necessary together with the born again scenario, toexplain the relatively high fraction

of H-deficient CSPNe (see, e.g.,Tylenda & Gorny, 1993).
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Among H-deficient CSPNe, one can find O(He) stars, PG 1159 stars, He-rich sdB and He-rich

sdO stars, DO white dwarfs and Wolf-Rayet (WR) CSs. The latter group, that have nothing

to do with their massive analogous Population I W-R stars, are the most numerous within the

H-deficient CSPNe sample.

The possible evolutionary channels for the H-deficient CSPNe (especially W-R and PG 1159

stars) have been further discussed in the literature. Apartfrom the well-established carbon-rich

evolutionary sequence [WC]−→ PG 1159−→ DO (Werner & Herwig, 2006), the discovery of

the first unambiguous [WN] CSPNe (IC 4663,Miszalski et al., 2013) opened a new equivalent

helium-rich evolutionary sequence [WN]−→ O(He) −→ DO. This could explain the poorly

understood O(He) stars, for which the most accepted evolutionary sequences until then had

been He-sdO−→ O(He)−→ DO (Rauch et al., 1998) and RCrB−→ O(He)−→ DO (Rauch

et al., 2006). RCrB refers to the post-AGB R Coronae Borealis, which are cool stars (Teff

< 10 000 K) with helium-dominated atmospheres. Figure1.8, taken fromRauch et al.(1998),

shows a scheme of the possible evolutionary sequences for some of the He-rich stars. The origin

of He-sdOs (and, also, of the “normal” sdOs) is still controversial (see Sect.1.3.3).

H-rich CSs seems to be more frequent among the population of CSPNe. In this group, one can

find spectral types as O-type stars, hydrogen rich white dwarfs (i.e, DA), hot subdwarf stars

(“normal” sdBs and sdOs, see Sect.1.3), and hybrid stars. The former, also called O(H), are

the most common among the H-rich CSPNe. From a evolutionary point of view, they are less

interesting than their H-deficient analogous W-R stars, since the current status of O(H) stars

does not require deviations from a normal post-AGB evolution. In contrast, other CSPNe in this

group, such as sdBs and sdOs, are not easily explained and deserve more detailed consideration

(Sect.1.3).

In a general context, WR and O-like stars appear to dominate the initial evolution stages in the

PN phase. They have “cooler” effective temperatures and relatively high surface gravities. In

contrast, the hotter PG1159 and white dwarf CSs correspond to a more evolved evolutionary sta-

tus of CSPNe. An illustrative scheme of this evolution can beseen inWerner & Herwig(2006),

their figure 1. In the following, we will focus our attention on hot subdwarf stars (especially

sdOs), since they are the CSPNe studied in this work.

1.3 Hot subdwarf stars: why not ordinary stars?

Hot subdwarf stars are usually defined as compact (R≃ 0.1-0.3 R⊙) core He-burning stars at the

blue end of the HB, the so-called Extreme or Extended Horizontal Branch (EHB), or beyond

(see Figure1.9). They are low–mass (M ≃ 0.5 M⊙), blue subluminous objects mainly located

at high Galactic latitudes (Heber, 2009). They would be “normal” HB stars if it were not for
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Figure 1.9: Sketch of a HR-diagram showing the position of hot subdwarf (sdB and sdO) stars
in the extreme horizontal branch (EHB) and beyond. Image credit: Heber(2009).

their extremely thin (<0.02 M⊙) hydrogen envelopes. In contrast to the normal HB stars, this

thin envelope is unable to sustain H-burning in the shell and, most of the times, prevents the

star from ascending the AGB and continuing its expected evolution. As a consequence, the

star evolves towards higher temperatures to finally descendalong the WD cooling track. In

this Section, we will briefly discussed the main properties of hot subdwarfs and the possible

evolutionary channels that have been proposed to explain their controversial origins.

1.3.1 Properties of hot subdwarf stars

Hot subdwarfs were firstly discovered byHumason & Zwicky(1947) in a photometric survey

of the North Galactic Pole region searching for faint blue stars. Later on, many works were

published related to the search and analysis of blue stars, including hot subdwarfs (see. e.g.,

Luyten & Miller, 1951, Haro & Luyten, 1962, Greenstein, 1966). Sargent & Searle(1968)

divided, for the first time, hot subdwarf stars into two main subclasses:hot sudwarf B(sdB) and

hot sudwarf O(sdO), depending on whether they are chemically similar to the corresponding B

and O main-sequence stars, respectively. An intermediate class (sdOB) was defined a few years
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later (Baschek & Norris, 1975) to describe those hot subdwarfs that showed spectral features

from the two types.

While the sdB subclass forms a homogeneous group that populates a reduced region in the

logTeff - logg plane, sdOs are spread across a broad region in the same diagram. The former

have effective temperatures (Teff) generally in the range 20 000- 40 000 K, and surface gravity

(log(g)) from 5.0 to 6.5 (see, e.g.,Saffer et al., 1994). sdOBs are considered to be in the hotter

range of sdBs, withTeff from 30 000 K to 40 000 K approximately. In contrast, sdOs havehotter

temperatures (exceeding 40 000 K to above 100 000 K) and a widerange in log(g) from 4.0 to

6.5 (see, e.g.,Rodrı́guez-López et al., 2010). In addition, while sdBs usually present helium

deficient atmospheres due to diffusion, which inhibits the development of Heii convection zone

in their photospheres (Heber, 1986), the hotter sdOs, with Heii convection zones which reach

up to their photospheres (Groth et al., 1985), show a wide variety of helium abundances, which

contributes to the heterogeneity of this group.Stroeer et al.(2007) found a correlation between

this helium abundance in sdOs and the presence of carbon and/or nitrogen in their spectra. Thus,

the helium-enriched sdOs (i.e, He-sdOs) can be grouped intocarbon strong-lined and nitrogen

strong-lined.

The widespread location of sdOs in the HR diagram led to classify them into luminousand

compact, depending on their luminosity (Husfeld, 1987, Husfeld et al., 1989). Thus, the “low

gravity”, luminous sdOs, which are located in the region of the CSPNe evolutionary tracks, are

assumed to have a post-AGB origin. On the other hand, the compact, He-deficient sdOs would

have directly evolved from the EHB, being the possible outcome of sdBs (see, e.g.,Heber, 2009).

A remarkable property of hot subdwarfs is the presence of pulsations, which allows to study

them by means of asteroseismology (see, e.g.,Brassard et al., 2001). Pulsations in sdB stars were

theoretically predicted and observationally discovered at almost the same time, byCharpinet

et al. (1996) andKilkenny et al. (1997a), respectively. Since then, many sdB pulsators have

been discovered (see, e.g.,Silvotti et al., 2000, 2001, Oreiro et al., 2009). In contrast, pulsations

in sdOs appear less frequent than in sdBs. To date, only one sdO pulsating is known: SDSS

J160043.6+074802.9, that was discovered serendipitously byWoudt et al.(2006). Later on,

Rodrı́guez-López et al.(2007) carried out the first extensive search for new sdO pulsatorsand

found 2 very promising candidates out of 56 of the observed sdOs. However, to our knowledge,

their pulsating nature has still to be confirmed. Pulsation instabilities in sdOs have been recently

modeled byRodrı́guez-López et al.(2010), who reported the first sdO models capable of driving

high-radial-order g modes.
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1.3.2 Spectral classification and analysis

As mentioned above, the first spectral classification for hotsubdwarf stars, into two main classes,

was introduced bySargent & Searle(1968). However, even within these only two groups, hot

subdwarfs show a large variety of spectra, specially amongst sdOs, making difficult their clas-

sification. Many works have been published attempting to classify these objects accounting for

all the spectral features of the numerous subclasses (seeGreen et al., 1986, Moehler et al., 1990,

Drilling, 1996, Jeffery et al., 1997, Drilling et al., 2003). The most generally used classification

scheme is, up to then, that fromMoehler et al.(1990):

• sdB. They show Balmer absorption lines abnormally broader as compared with the Pop-

ulation I main-sequence B stars. Some of them show weak Hei lines in absorption, being

specially notable Hei λ4472.

• sdO. They present some Heii absorption lines in their spectra (specially intense Heii

λ4686). Balmer lines are strong relative to the Population I main-sequence O stars al-

though they are shallower than in sdBs. For sdOs in the coolest temperature range, some

Hei lines can be present in their spectra.

• sdOB.This class describes the spectra with sdB appearance but with weak Hei and Heii

lines also present.

• He-sdO.It refers to the helium-enriched sdOs. Their spectra is dominated by strong Heii

lines, resulting from the Pickering series. In contrast, Balmer lines are rarely visible.

Depending on theTeff , some Hei lines can also be visible.

• He-sdB.This is a scarcely populated class. It designates sdB stars with unusually strong

Hei lines.

In Figure1.10, we include an example that illustrates the main differences between typical spec-

tra of sdB and He-sdO stars. However, the most recent work related to this topic is that reported

by Drilling et al. (2013), in which the authors present an MK (Morgan-Keenan)-like system of

spectral classification for hot subdwarfs. This systems is mainly based in the He abundance, the

presence or absence of carbon, and the luminosity class, andrepresents the most homogeneous

classification system for hot subdwarf stars to date.

Atmospheric parameters (Teff , log(g)) and chemical abundances of hot subdwarfs can be derived

by means of spectral analysis.Kudritzki (1976) showed that taking into consideration the devi-

ations from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) as well as of opacities of elements heavier

than H have a significant influence on the determination of effective temperature and surface

gravity in spectral analysis of hot subdwarfs. This is specially critical at high temperatures since
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Figure 1.10: Comparison of a typical spectrum of a sdB star (top) andone of a He-sdO star
(bottom). While the sdB spectrum is dominated by the Balmer lines with the presence of some
weak Hei lines, in the He-sdO spectrum Balmer lines are blended with the Heii Pickering lines.

Image credit:Heber(2009).

deviations from LTE strongly increase with effective temperature.Napiwotzki (1997) drew the

line in Teff > 30 000 K, temperature above which the non-LTE effects start to be pronounced.

According to thisrule of thumb, the use of LTE model atmospheres seems to be appropriate for

the coolest sdBs (those withTeff between 20 000 and 30 000 K) but not for sdOs.Latour et al.

(2014) showed that, theoretically, NLTE effects also depend on surface gravity and helium con-

tent. However, their spectral analysis of Feige 48, an sdB with Teff > 29 850± 60 K, showed that

NLTE effects have small effects in the determination of the parameters, as compared with those

analyses carried out with LTE atmosphere models. The influence of the metal line blanketing

has been also further treated in the development of model atmospheres. This effect strongly

depends on the metallicity since metal components block part of the flux from the UV, which is

redistributed along redder wavelengths. This affects to the depth of the absorption lines in the

optical and can mimic hotter temperatures. Finally, atmospheric models have to account for the

enormous range of He abundances that hot subdwarfs (specially sdOs) present.
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The most used codes of non-LTE atmosphere models are TMAP2 (Tübingen NLTE - Model

Atmosphere Package;Werner & Dreizler, 1999, Werner et al., 2003) and TLUSTY (Hubeny &

Lanz, 1995). Both of them provide plane-parallel, non-LTE, line-blanketed model atmospheres

in radiative and hydrostatic equilibrium for hot stars. Themodels computed by TMAP code

were designed to analyze hot and compact objects such as white dwarfs, CSPNe, hot subdwarfs,

and PG1159 stars. The service TMAW3, recently developed in the framework of the German

Astrophysical Virtual Observatory (GAVO), provides access to such theoretical stellar spectra.

This collection of models has been successfully used for spectral analysis of hot, compact stars

(see, e.g.,Rauch et al., 2007, 2013, Ziegler et al., 2012). On the other hand, TLUSTY code is

divided into two different grids: model atmospheres for O stars (Lanz & Hubeny, 2003, OS-

TAR2002) and early B stars (Lanz & Hubeny, 2007, BSTAR2006). These models have been

also used to analyze sdOs (see, e.g.,Latour et al., 2013). The TLUSTY models are available

from the Spanish Virtual Observatory theoretical spectra server4 and also from the Virtual Ob-

servatory Sed Analyzer (VOSA5).

1.3.3 Formation and evolution channels for hot subdwarfs

The formation and evolution paths of hot subdwarf stars (both sdBs and sdOs) remain still un-

clear. The main problem is to find which mechanism (or mechanisms) causes the high mass loss

that these objects presumably have to undergo (≫ 0.1-0.3 M⊙, which are the typical mass loss in

the RGB phase for low mass stars;Dorman et al., 1993) before they reach their current position

in the HR diagram (see Figure1.9). They occupy a broad region that is crossed by evolutionary

tracks of post-AGB, post-RGB and post-EHB (Heber, 2009). This degeneracy in evolutionary

paths and the possibility of binary formation scenarios (e.g., Napiwotzki, 2008, Heber, 2009)

hamper a reliable determination of their origins. In the following, we briefly describe the most

plausible scenarios that have been proposed to account for their current evolutionary status.

1.3.3.1 Canonical HB and post-HB evolution

After the He flash takes place at the tip of the RGB, the remnanthelium core mass is restricted

to be 0.46≤Mc/M⊙ ≤ 0.5, depending on the metallicity and He abundance (Heber, 2009). The

thinner the H envelope is, the bluest the ZAHB location is. The post-HB evolution followed

by the star depending on this position on the ZAHB was extensively explored byDorman et al.

(1993). They calculated post-HB evolutionary tracks for envelope masses in the ZAHB (M0env)

in the range 0.002≤ M0
env/ M⊙ ≤ 0.531 and found that if the M0env is lower than a critical value

2http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/$\sim$TMAP/
3http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/$\sim$TMAW/
4http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/newov/index.php?mtype=star
5http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/

http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/$\sim $TMAP/
http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/$\sim $TMAW/
http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/newov/index.php?mtype=star
http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/vosa/
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Figure 1.11: Possible post-HB evolution channels (post-AGB, post-early AGB and AGB-
Manqué for different envelope masses and effective temperatures in the ZAHB. Image credit:

Brown et al.(2000).

named∼ 0.05 M⊙, the star will not be able to continue the normal AGB evolution after core

helium exhaustion. Then, depending on their envelope masses, they will evolve following either

of the two evolutionary tracks:

1. Post-early AGB (p-EAGB). The stars will evolve through the early stages of the AGB but

leave this phase before the thermal pulsating phase (Brocato et al., 1990).

2. AGB-Manqué. The stars with the lowest M0
env will never develop extensive convective

envelopes and, therefore, never reach the AGB (Greggio & Renzini, 1990).

Figure1.11shows these two scenarios for post-HB evolution. As alreadymentioned, the main

problem is the identification of the mechanism (or mechanisms) causing the strong mass-loss

required to remove almost completely the H envelope and end in the HB with tiny envelopes

of <0.02 M⊙ Geier(2013). One mechanism would be strong stellar winds. The most common

parametrizations used to describe these mass loss episodesare that ofReimers(1975), and its

revised version bySchröder & Cuntz(2005). It is estimated that RGB stars lose a considerable

amount of mass in this phase (∼ 0.1-0.3 M⊙), prior to reach the ZAHB (see, e.g.,Dorman et al.,

1993). This amount, however, is far from being the needed mass-loss to obtain the mentioned

thin H envelopes found in hot subdwarf stars.
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1.3.3.2 Hot He-flashers in the post-RGB

For low-mass stars, the He core-flash usually takes places atthe tip of the RGB (see Sect.1.1).

However, if the mass loss prior to this point is extreme, the star can lose enough mass to remove

the envelope making the total mass on the order of the core mass. Under these circumstances,

the star can leave the RGB before experiencing the He-flash (seeCastellani & Castellani, 1993).

Instead, a late He core-flash can occur for specific parameters. These stars are called “hot-

flashers”. This scenario is analogous to the born-again mechanism that takes place in the post-

AGB phase and produces some of the H-deficient stars (see above).

D’Cruz et al.(1996) computed models for initial masses lower than 1.1M⊙, different metallici-

ties and a large range of the mass-loss efficiency parameter (ηR) from the Reimers formula:

Ṁ = −4× 10−13 · ηR ·
L

gR
M⊙ yr−1, (1.1)

whereL is the luminosity,g the surface gravity, andR is the radius of the star. Their simulations

showed that after these late He-core flashes, the remnants ofthe hot flashers ended at the very

end of the EHB.

This scenario was further explored byBrown et al.(2001). Figure1.12(taken from that work),

shows the different paths followed by the star depending on the time when the late flash (marked

with asterisks) occurs. In the lower left corner of each panel, theηR value used for the calculation

is showed. Solid lines correspond to the evolution until theZAHB and dotted lines from the HB

onwards. In a typical evolutionary track of a low-mass star (Fig.1.12a) the He-flash occurs at the

tip of the RGB and the star finally evolves along the post-AGB phase. If the He-flash takes place

shortly after the tip of the RGB, the position in the ZAHB becomes hotter and the star evolves

as a p-EAGB star (Fig.1.12b). In contrast, if the He core-flash occurs after the departure of

the RGB, at constant luminosity, or early in the with dwarf cooling track (see Fig.1.12c and

Fig.1.12d, respectively), the star evolves as an AGB-manqué. For higher values ofηR, the He

core-flash takes places in the late white dwarf cooling sequence (Fig.1.12e) and the star would

enter in the white dwarf cooling curve for a second time. Finally, for ηR> 0.818 no He core-flash

occurs (Fig.1.12f).

Evolutive simulations byLanz et al.(2004) showed that for the later hot flashers (that is, those

occurring in the white dwarf cooling curve), the interior convection zones could penetrate into

the H envelope leading to strong enrichment of He (and sometimes C and N) in the surfaces.

They found two types of “flash mixing” depending on whether the H envelope is mixed deeply

into the site of the flash (deep mixing, Fig.1.12e) or only in the convective shell of the outer

layers of the core (shallow mixing, Fig.1.12d). In the early hot flasher (Fig.1.12c) no mixing

takes place and hot subdwarfs with standard H/He envelopes result. Hence, the hot-flasher
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scenarios may explain from sdBs (result of early flashes) to He-sdOs (remnants of late flashes

with deep mixing).

1.3.3.3 Binary scenarios for hot subdwarf evolution

In the last years, the observational evidence seems to focusthe debate on the binary formation

channels (see. e.g,Stark & Wade, 2003, Girven et al., 2012, Geier et al., 2011b). Radial

velocity surveys have demonstrated that a high fraction of sdBs (∼ 40-70%) reside in close

binaries (with periods from 0.07 to 30 days, see, e.g.,Maxted et al., 2001, Morales-Rueda et al.,

2003, Napiwotzki et al., 2004), being most of the companions from white dwarfs to late-type

main-sequence stars. This large fraction seems not to be applicable to He-sdOs as reported by

Napiwotzki et al.(2004), who found that only 4% of He-sdOs are binaries. However, more

recent studies show that this fraction could be higher than expected (Green et al., 2008, Geier

et al., 2011b).

Three different binary channels are generally used to explain the formation of hot subdwarfs:

• CE channel. Most binary sdBs have very short orbital periods(less than 1 day). They

are thought to have undergone a CE phase. In this scenario (see Sect.1.2.3), a giant star

fills its Roche-lobe, transferring mass to the companion. Ifmass transfer is unstable, the

envelope of the giant engulfs the companion forming the CE. The result is the core of

the giant (that will become an sdB star), and a main-sequencecompanion. A second CE

phase may occur when the companion reaches the RGB and fills its Roche-Lobe, which

can result in a closer binary with an sdB star and a white dwarf.

• Stable Roche-lobe overflow (RLOF) channel. In this case, thered giant star fills its Roche-

lobe and, if mass transfer is dynamically stable, the companion accretes matter but without

forming a CE. This results in a binary system with an sdB and a main-sequence companion

of long orbital period from 10 to 500 days, according toHeber(2009) and&1000 days

according toHan et al.(2002). An example of these systems is the sdB+G0 binary PG

1104+243 (Vos et al., 2012).

• The merger of two helium white dwarfs. In this scenario, a short-period binary system of

two helium core white dwarfs loses orbital energy due to radiation of gravitational waves.

The less massive one is accreted onto its companion, which will eventually get enough

mass to start helium burning (for a detailed description of this process, seeWebbink,

1984, Iben & Tutukov, 1986, Iben, 1990). As argued bySaio & Jeffery (2000), this would

result in an He-enriched sdO with nitrogen lines, consequence of the CNO-processed mat-

ter from the donor that has been transferred to the newly formed He-sdO.Jeffery (2002)

suggested that the sdB V 652 Her could be the product of this merging process. However,
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Figure 1.12: Evolutionary tracks from the MS to the white dwarf cooling sequence for different
values of the Reimers mass-loss efficiency parameterηR (lower left corner of each panel). This
illustrate the possible evolutionary paths that hot subdwarfs have followed until their current
position in the HR diagram, as well as their future evolution. Solid lines correspond to the
evolution until the ZAHB and dotted lines from the HB onwards. The moment in which the
He-core flash occurs is indicated with an asterisk. Depending on whether this moment occurs
sooner or later, the star will lie in cooler or hotter region of the ZAHB, respectively, and it will
evolve along different channels (as post-AGB, post-early AGB and AGB-Manqu´e). See the text

for the details. Image credit:Brown et al.(2001).
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Gourgouliatos & Jeffery (2006) concluded, assuming total conservation of angular mo-

mentum, that the rotation velocity of the He mergers products would be high enough to

cause breakup, so the star must lose angular momentum at somepoint in its evolution.

1.4 Putting in common Planetary Nebulae and Hot Subdwarf stars

As we have already mentioned, sdOs are also found as CSPNe. Inthese cases, it is clear that the

star has ascended the AGB phase before ejecting the nebula. However, observational evidence

seems to point that this is not the preferred evolutionary path for sdOs. An exhaustive search in

the literature leads to a very few sdOs with associated PNe, hereafter PN+sdO sytems, (∼ 18),

which represent only∼ 3% of all sdOs. This number includes both PNe discovered around sdOs,

that we will refer to as “classical” systems in this thesis, and those already known CSPNe that

have been classified as sdOs. In Chapter2 we will discuss this point in detail. In this context, the

question that naturally arises is: what is the difference between sdO CSPNe and sdOs without,a

priori , an associated nebula?. Both PNe and sdOs have been extensively studied independently.

However, there are only a few works dealing with both PNe and sdO simultaneously in the same

context (see, e.g,Mendez et al., 1988, Kwitter et al., 1989). The reasons for the scarcity of PN

hosting sdOs was already addressed byHeber & Hunger(1987), who proposed three possible

explanations that could account for the non-detection of the nebula in most of the cases:

(i) The star simply does not eject the nebula during the AGB phase. This scenario hardly

explains the enrichment of helium and carbon found in many sdOs. If the H-envelope has

not been expelled, hydrogen should dominate the photospheric abundances of these stars,

and this is not the case for the majority of sdOs.

(ii ) The evolution of the star is extremely slow. This would imply that the ejected nebula has

been dissipated in the interstellar medium before the central star becomes hot enough to

ionize it.

(iii ) They are “born again” post-AGB stars. As mentioned above, in this scenario a late thermal

pulse may occur in the post-AGB phase or white dwarf cooling sequence. This would

lead the star again to the RGB phase, which will evolve along the post-AGB phase for a

second time. No nebula will be ejected at this time and the first one would have already

been dissipated.

It this framework, it is clear that knowing the number of sdOswith PNe as well as to study in

detail their properties is very relevant in order to constrain the fraction of sdOs that indeed have

a post-AGB origin. This would help us to understand the evolution of the puzzling sdOs, which

remains unclear today.
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1.5 Motivation and structure of this thesis

The core of this thesis is the analysis and characterizationof PN+sdO systems in a common

framework. As it has been described in the previous sections, many question regarding the

formation and evolution of sdOs remain still open. Several scenarios have been proposed to

explain the origins of these stars and the post-AGB scenariois a less explored channel due to

the low number of known sdOs with associated PN. The detection of PNe in a large sample of

sdOs is crucial to tip the balance to a post-AGB origin or other scenarios. Hence, this thesis was

conceived with the aim of answering two fundamental questions:

(i) How frequent PNe around sdOs are. As already mentioned, among the large sample

of known sdOs, the fraction of those with PNe around them is extremely small. If the

progenitors of sdOs are normal low-mass stars, the questionwhich arises is why most of

the known sdOs do not have associated PNe. The first step to resolve this question is to

search for the expected PNe around a large sample of sdOs, in order to confirm or discard

a possible AGB origin.

(ii ) Whether or not PN+sdO systems share common properties. The study of all known

PN+sdO systems in a general context is very important in order toelucidate why these

sdOs have suffered a different evolution than those sdOs without associated PNe. Thus,

analysis of their physical properties, chemical abundances, internal kinematics, morphol-

ogy as well as the possibility of a binary evolution is mandatory to study whether PN+sdO

systems present similar characteristics that may trace a same evolutionary channel.

Answering the above questions is the main objective of this thesis, which is outlined as follows:

In Chapter2, we describe our observational program designed to search for new extended

emission around known sdOs by means of imaging and intermediate-resolution long-slit spec-

troscopy. The observations and the general results of this survey are presented. The most

relevant result of these surveys was the detection of a multi-shell PN around the sdO binary

2M1931+4324. This discovery adds a new object to the small sample of PN+sdO systems. In

addition, we also obtained imaging and intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra of some of the

already known PNe with confirmed or possible sdO CSs, in orderto constrain the sdO nature of

these objects. These observations are also described in this chapter.

A detailed analysis of 2M1931+4324 including both optical and mid-infrared imaging, and

intermediate- and high-resolution, long-slit spectra of the nebula is described in Chapter3. This

is the first analysis published of this PN. Since no other new PNe were discovered in the course of

our survey, we focused the subsequent analysis on a sample ofknown PNe with sdO CSs, mainly

motivated by the detailed study carried out for 2M1931+4324 Thus, in Chapter4 we present the
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results of the analysis of three more PN+sdO systems, Abell 36, DeHt 2 and RWT 152, obtained

from a morpho-kinematic study of their PNe as well as from their intermediate-resolution long-

slit spectra. Also in this chapter, we will discuss the main properties and characteristics that seem

to share PN+sdO systems in order to put these peculiar objects in a commoncontext. Finally,

in Chapter5, we present a more detailed study of the PN RWT 152. In particular, we analyze

deeper subarsecond images and spectra of the nebula and discuss the chemical abundance study

carried out for this object.

Chapter6 is dedicated to the spectral analysis of BD+30◦623, thepeculiar central starof the

PN NGC 1514. The nucleus of this PN consists of a cool star and ahot (and faint) companion

which is the responsible for the photoionization of the nebula. This hot star has been historically

classified as sdO although previous classification and modeling have not taken into account the

complexity of this system. We present an innovative spectral analysis of BD+30◦623 by using

an extensive composite grid of Kurucz and Tübingen NLTE Model Atmosphere spectra.

In Chapter7, as a by-product of our investigation, we present a new and updated catalogue

of true, probable and possible PNe in our Galaxy. This catalogue has been motivated by the

large number of new PNe discovered in the last few years and the complete lack of a database

that gathers all these objects. The catalogue has been builtup by means of Virtual Observatory

tools. We also present a classification method to distinguish different classes of blue stars. The

ultimate goal of this method is to obtain the spectral class of the whole sample of CSPNe in our

catalogue in an automatic way, on basis of archival data.

Finally, Chapter8 closes the thesis with a summary of the main conclusions of the work and

some prospective projects for future research.





Chapter 2
Searching for Planetary Nebulae around sdOs

This chapter is devoted to describe the work carried out at the beginning of this thesis in order

to detect new PNe around sdOs. To contextualize this work, the first discoveries and systematic

searches previously carried out in the field are summarized in Sect.2.1. Later, we explain the

motivation for a new search with a more suitable and recent instrumentation than the previous

ones and describe our contribution in the field. We have imaged at optical wavelengths more

than 100 sdOs with a new positive detection (Sect.2.2). WISE archive images have also been

inspected to search for hints of nebular emission around more than 700 sdOs (Sect.2.3). Diffuse

extended emission can be guessed in a handful of them. Imaging and intermediate-resolution,

long-slit spectra of some CSPNe classified as sdOs, obtainedin the course of this work, are also

presented. Finally, an overview of the confirmed and possible PN+sdO systems is described in

Sect.2.4.

2.1 Previous work in the field: 1978-1989

The first detections of nebular emission around sdOs date back to the late seventies and early

eighties. Holmberg et al.(1978) detected a very diffuse and obscured PN around the sdO

LSS 2018, in the ESO/UPPSALA survey of the ESO (B) Atlas of the southern sky. It was

designated as 215-PN?04. Later,Drilling (1983) confirmed the presence of this faint nebula

by means of image-tube spectroscopy. In that work, in which the spectra of 12 newly discov-

ered sdOs were analyzed, Drilling also reported the detection of a faint nebula around the sdO

LSE 125. By inspecting the ESO-SRC Sky Survey (J) prints, he concluded that both nebulae

were roughly circular with diameters of∼ 180 arcsec but also noted that the nebula surrounding

LSE 125 appeared to have more a shell-like structure than that surrounding LSS 2018.

29
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The third detected nebula around an sdO was RWT 152. Althoughthe CS of this PN was ini-

tially classified as an O4-5 star on or near the main sequence (Chromey, 1980), Ebbets & Savage

(1982) estimated the stellar mass, radius and metallicity and concluded that were in good agree-

ment with those of the hot subdwarf population. The evolutionary state proposed byEbbets &

Savage(1982), very close to that of the already known PN NGC 6543, and the detected interstel-

lar absorptions lines at velocities close to that of the CS ofRWT 152 –possibly indicative of the

presence of a photoionized nebula–, ledPritchet(1984) to search for a possible nebula around

this object with a positive result. His Hα+[N ii] image showed a small, low surface brightness

nebulosity, after subtracting from the image of RWT 152 itself, the image of a nearby star scaled

to the central intensity of RWT 152.

In parallel with the detection of RWT 152,Heber & Drilling (1984) reported the detection of a

very faint PN with a diameter of 1.5 arcmin around the sdO LSS 1362, after an inspection of

the ESO survey. This object had been observed byDrilling (1983), but no nebular emission was

reported then.

From these discoveries, the interest on these peculiar objects grew rapidly and some authors

started systematic searches for nebulosity traces surrounding more known sdOs. It is the case of

Mendez et al.(1988), who carried out long-slit spectroscopy of 12 sdOs to search for extended

emission around them. The observations were obtained with the Boller & Chivens spectrograph

mounted in the 2.2m telescope at La Silla Observatory (Chile). Exposure times ranged from 5

to 50 min. For comparison, they also observed, with the same instrumentation, three of the four

already known PNe around sdOs: RWT 152, LSS 2018, and LSS 1362. The search resulted in

six positive detections: HD 49798 (Hγ and Hβ); LSS 630 (Hβ and [Oiii]λ5007); LSE 44 and

153 (Hβ and possibly a very weak [Oiii]λ5007); SB 705 and KPD 0720-0003 (possibly a very

weak Hβ). However, the authors concluded that these emissions werenot associated to a PN but

due to diffuse, low-excitation ionized regions in the galactic disk. The arguments that support

these conclusions were mainly two: no intensity variationswere detected along the slit and the

low excitation of the obtained nebular spectra. However, the authors also conclude that an image

survey was necessary to analyze the morphology of the detected extended emission.

Shortly after,Kwitter et al.(1989) carried out spectroscopy and imaging of a larger sample (45

sdOs, including the already known RWT 152). For the long-slit spectroscopy, the 0.9m telescope

at Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) was used. For imaging, two telescopes were used:

the 0.9m telescope at KPNO and the 2.2m telescope at Mauna Kea(Hawaii), with field size of

5.7 arcmin2 and 5 arcmin2, respectively. Filters Hβ and [Oiii]λ5007 were used in both telescopes

as well as the Hα+[N ii]λ6584 filter in the second one. Exposure times ranged from 3 to 60

min. The results were discouraging since no convincing detections associated with the sdO

stars were observed. They obtained positive results just for the case of RWT 152, for which

its spectrum clearly showed Hβ and [Oiii] in emission. Only in three cases (KPD 0549+1948,
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KPD 2104+3407, and KPD 2145+4216) they detected faint Hβ in the spectrum. However, they

concluded that these emissions were not associated with thesdOs, following the same arguments

that those reported byMendez et al.(1988). Finally, strong [Oii]λ3727 and Balmer lines were

also detected in the surroundings of LS IV-12◦1, but they concluded, by measuring the radial

velocities of Hβ and Hγ lines, that the detected emission was associated with theξ Oph emission

nebulosity, very close on the sky to the sdO.

After these discoveries, the search for nebular emission around sdOs ceased mainly motivated

for the lack of detections, and the association of PNe with sdOs was limited to the identification

of some already known CSPNe as sdO (see Sect.2.4).

2.2 Search for new PNe around sdOs in the optical range

As already discussed in Chapter1, the association of sdOs with PNe is crucial to constrain the

origin of these stars. If a large number of sdOs are associated with PNe, a post-AGB origin

can be firmly established. If not, post-RGB and post- EHB scenarios would be favored. In this

context, searching for new PNe around sdOs is needed to understand whether these systems are

the rule or the exception. In addition, studying in detail the properties (morphology, kinematics,

chemical abundances, etc.) of all the known PN+sdO systems could shed some light on their

formation, that is relevant to understand their scarcity sofar.

Although, as stated previously, these searches for new PNe around sdOs have been already

conducted at the late eighties, we considered that a new search around a larger number of sdOs,

and with modern and advanced instrumentation would be very helpful to contribute drawing

definitive conclusions on these systems. It is worth noting that the instrumental characteristics

of previous surveys (relatively short exposure times, small field of view) may have prevented

from detecting large and/or very faint PNe. Therefore, a new complementary search forPNe

around sdOs that accounts for these concerns is desirable. In this framework, we started such a

systematic survey with the main goal of increasing the number of identified PN+sdOs systems.

2.2.1 Sample selection

Most of the objects to be imaged were selected from the Subdwarf Database1 by Østensen

(2006). This database is the largest and latest compilation of spectroscopically confirmed hot

subdwarfs to date. It contains 2399 entries among sdBs, sdOsand sdOBs. For each entry,

the database returns the finding chart of the object, and information such as photometric data,

spectral classification and physical properties, if available, with the corresponding references.

1http://www.ing.iac.es/ds/sddb/

http://www.ing.iac.es/ds/sddb/
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Figure 2.1: Snapshot of the Subdwarf Database query form, fromØstensen(2006).

Figure2.1 shows a snapshot of the search form from the Subdwarf Database. As can be seen,

it permits queries by different fields such as name, coordinates, class, magnitudes, etc. Addi-

tionally, we also included in the sample some objects observed by theKepler2 mission (Borucki

et al., 2003, 2010) and classified as sdOs (Østensen et al., 2010, 2011) but not still incorporated

in the Subdwarf Database. In total, we compiled 774 stars, among sdOs and sdOBs, from both

northern and southern hemispheres, in our initial sample.

A good selection of the objects (among the so heterogeneous class of sdOs) is very important

in order to obtain a high detection ratio. Therefore, from the whole sdOs sample, only those

accomplishing certain criteria were selected:

• Firstly, we imposed the condition that the effective temperature (Teff) was higher than∼

45000 K in order to guarantee the existence of strong ionizing radiation; at these effective

temperatures, [Oiii] emission is strong in PNe.

• Among those sdOs with available atmospheric parameters (both Teff and surface gravity

-logg-), we prioritized those located along the post-AGB evolutionary tracks of PNe. In

Figure2.2 we show the position of our sample of sdOs (those having Teff and logg in

the literature, blue symbols) in a logg versus Teff diagram as compared with a sample

of CSPNe (red symbols) taken fromMal’Kov (1997). Post-AGB evolutionary tracks by

Bloecker(1995) andSchoenberner(1983) have also been plotted. Although this diagram

shows a clear segregation between both samples, there are some sdOs (roughly thirty) that

2http://kepler.nasa.gov/

http://kepler.nasa.gov/
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Figure 2.2: Location of CSPNe (red) and sdOs (blue) on post-AGB evolutionary tracks by
Bloecker(1995) andSchoenberner(1983). Each evolutionary track is labelled with the corre-

sponding stellar mass (in M⊙).

lie in the expected region of CSPNe. Therefore, these sdOs are the best candidates to be

CSPNe so we included them with high priority in our final sample.

• Finally, since the large majority of sdOs lacks informationabout Teff, we also selected

those sdOs located at relatively low galactic latitudes (b≤ |15◦|) to increase the probability

of being associated to a PN. This is a quite restrictive criterion since sdOs are mainly

found at high galactic latitudes while most PNe are located near the galactic plane (see

Fig.2.3). This distribution is shown in Figure2.3, where we plot our whole sample of

sdOs together with the PNe sample from the catalogue of Galactic PNe that we have built

up in this thesis (see Chapter7).

Applying all these criteria to the initial sample, we ended up with a final sample of 311 objects.

2.2.2 Optical observations and data reduction

Data were obtained in four different observational campaigns in the course of 2010, 2011 and

2012 (see Table2.1). We performed the observations with three different instruments and the

observing strategy was similar in all the cases (see below).

In total, 109 objects out of 311 were observed (10 of them in common with the search byKwitter

et al.(1989) and none in common with the search byMendez et al.(1988)), all visible from the
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Figure 2.3: Galactic distribution of PNe (red) and sdOs (blue). As can be seen, PNe are mainly
found near the galactic plane while sdOs are generally located at high latitudes. The PNe
sample used in this plot has been obtained from the catalogueof Galactic PNe that we have

built up during this thesis (see Chapter7) for details.

northern hemisphere. The rest of the objects of the final sample could not be observed due to

lack of more observational time. Table2.2 lists the common names of the objects observed (col

1), their equatorial coordinates (col 2 and 3), the instrument used (col 4), and both the filter

and exposure time in each case (col 5). A summary of the instrumentation used in each case is

described as follows.

We used Calar Alto Faint Object Spectrograph (CAFOS) at the 2.2-m telescope at Calar Alto

Observatory3 (Almerı́a, Spain), which permits a rapid change between both direct image and

long-slit spectroscopic modes. A SITe 2k×2k–CCD was used as detector, with a plate scale

of 0.′′53 pixel−1 and a circular field of view (FOV) of 16′. Images were obtained through the

narrow-band filters 501/9 (λ0 = 6563 Å, FWHM= 15 Å) and 656/2 (λ0 = 6563 Å, FWHM=

15 Å), which isolate the [Oiii]λ5007 and Hα emission lines, respectively. If extended emission

was suspected or detected, long-slit spectra of the brightest nebular region were subsequently

obtained. For intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy gratings B-100 and R-100 were

used, that provide a wavelength coverage between 3500 and 9600 Å (where relevant nebular

emission lines of H, N, O, S exist) at a dispersion of 2 Å pixel that is enough to resolve most of

the expected emission lines.

3The Centro Astronómico Hispano Alemán (CAHA) at Calar Alto is operated jointly by the Max-Planck Institut
für Astronomie and the Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Andalucı́a (CSIC).
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Table 2.1: Summary of the observational campaigns dedicated to search for new PNe around
sdOs.

Semester Telescope Instrument Observatory Nights
2010B 2.2m CAFOS CAHA 14
2010B INT WFC ORM 9
2011B 2.2m CAFOS CAHA 8
2012B 1.5m CCD Vers Array OSN 13

The Wide Field Camera (WFC) at the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT) on El Roque de los

Muchachos Observatory4 (La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain) was also used. The detector was a

four 2k×4k–CCD mosaic with a plate scale of 0.′′33 pixel−1 and a FOV of 34′×34′. This large

FOV provides a noticeable improvement with respect to the previous searches for PNe around

sdOs since allows us to detect very large objects. The filtersWFC5008 (λ0 = 5008 Å, FWHM=

100 Å) and WFC6568 (λ0 = 6568 Å, FWHM= 95 Å) were used, which contain the [Oiii] and

Hα+[N ii] emission lines, respectively.

Finally, we also used the CCD Camera mounted at the 1.5m telescope of the Observatorio de

Sierra Nevada5 (Granada, Spain). This camera provides a FOV of 7.92× 7.92 arcsec2 with a

plate scale of 0.′′232 pixel−1. The filters #32 and #50 were used, which contain the Hα+[N ii]

and [Oiii] emission lines, respectively.

Images were reduced following standard procedures with specific softwares for image process-

ing and data reduction. First, a careful cosmic ray removal was carried out witheso-midas6

(European Southern Observatory Munich Image Data AnalysisSystem;Banse et al., 1983).

Then, the bias subtraction and flat-field correction was performed withiraf7 (Image Reduction

and Analysis Facility;Tody, 1986, 1993). Finally, when more than one image was obtained for

the same object, we aligned and combine them in order to get a higher signal-to-noise ratio and

so detect fainter emissions (if present).

Once completed our survey, nebular emission was only detected around one object: the sdO

2MASS J19310888+4324577. The analysis of this object will be described in detail in Chap-

ter3. In addition, the low detection ratio of new PNe around sdOs will be discussed in Sec-

tion2.5at the end of this chapter.

4The Isaac Newton Telescope is operated on the island of La Palma by the Isaac Newton Group in the Spanish
Observatorio de El Roque de los Muchachos of the Instituto deAstrofı́sica de Canarias.

5The Observatorio de Sierra Nevada (OSN) is operated by the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientı́ficas
through the Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Andalucı́a

6http://www.eso.org/sci/software/esomidas/
7http://iraf.noao.edu/

http://www.eso.org/sci/software/esomidas/
http://iraf.noao.edu/ 
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Table 2.2: Summary of imaging observations.

Object α(2000.0) δ(2000.0) Instrument Exposure time (s)/Filter

PG0011+221 00:14:19.28 22:24:18.14 CAFOS 3x1200/[O iii]

LBQS 0015+0216 00:17:57.08 +02:33:31.5 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

HS0019+3944 00:21:47.32 40:01:23.08 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

HS0024+3331 00:27:22.95 33:48:17.24 CAFOS (1x1800+1x2700)/[O iii];1x2700/Hα

KPD0033+5229 00:35:52.36 52:45:49.34 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

PG0039+135 00:42:16.54 13:45:40.55 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

PG0045+251 00:47:55.28 25:20:27.62 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

FBS B4 00:49:04.42 +39:50:22.6 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; (2x2700+ 1x1200)/Hα+[N ii]

FB10 00:52:15.07 -10:39:46.00 CAFOS 3x900/[O iii]

PG0105+276 01:08:16.65 27:52:51.22 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

J01276+4043 01:27:39.40 40:43:58.00 WFC 3x1800/[O iii];1x1800/Hα

BD+37 442 01:58:33.43 38:34:23.82 CAFOS 1x600/1x400/[O iii]

PHL1256 02:19:18.91 03:26:53.21 CAFOS/WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

PG0217+155 02:20:35.53 15:44:07.55 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PHL1359 02:34:02.73 -12:42:56.89 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

Feige26 02:40:04.36 03:55:42.60 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

FBS0244+366 02:47:35.05 36:45:51.10 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

PG0245+182 02:48:07.48 18:26:15.73 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

HS0258+3003 03:01:27.99 30:15:36.91 CAFOS (2x1200+ 1x900)/[O iii]

PG0310+149 03:13:37.19 15:06:21.53 CAFOS 3x1200/[O iii]

HS0312+2225 03:15:15.07 22:36:20.72 WFC 2x1800/[O iii]

PG0314+146 03:17:38.05 14:46:25.71 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

KPD0319+4553 03:22:38.95 46:04:34.12 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

FB29 03:29:05.68 64:04:42.20 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

HZ3 03:53:31.30 10:45:04.43 CAFOS (2x900+ 1x1200)/[O iii]

KUV 04233+1502 04:26:07.99 15:08:29.01 CAFOS (2x1200+ 1x1800)/[O iii]

KUV 04402+1455 04:43:03.31 15:00:24.67 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

KUV 04456+1502 04:48:29.77 15:07:39.92 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

HZ1 04:50:13.51 17:42:06.18 CAFOS (2x600+ 1x900)/[O iii]

RWT114 05:11:51.29 41:41:29.14 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

KUV 05109+1739 05:13:49.72 17:42:03.39 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

KPD0549+1948 05:52:40.12 19:49:14.04 CAFOS 3x300/[O iii]

KPD0552+1903 05:55:40.39 19:04:26.24 CAFOS 3x1200/[O iii]

KPD0553+1755 05:56:02.29 17:56:13.57 CAFOS (2x900+ 1x600)/[O iii]

JL129 07:07:03.86 -03:08:54.57 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

UVO0711+22 07:14:29.82 22:17:00.20 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

KPD0720-0003 07:22:56.25 -00:09:37.3 WFC 1x1800/[O iii]

HS0735+4026 07:38:56.98 40:19:42.11 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

FBS0759+413 08:02:59.83 41:14:38.15 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

J0828+4040 08:28:01.90 40:40:09.00 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

J08396+0308 08:39:36.00 03:08:40.99 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

J08443+0753 08:44:23.09 07:53:05.99 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

PG0844+232 08:47:18.91 23:00:30.80 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

PG0845+129 08:48:44.77 12:41:49.13 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

PG0848+249 08:51:37.84 24:41:50.71 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

FBS0913+819 09:21:19.92 81:43:28.59 CAFOS (2x900+ 1x1200)/[O iii]

BD+37 1997 09:24:26.38 36:42:53.29 CCDT150 3x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

PG0924+565 09:28:30.55 56:18:12.25 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

FBS0932+627 09:36:12.66 62:27:00.60 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

EC09445-0905 09:47:03.37 -09:19:49.07 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

J1000-0034 10:00:19.99 -00:34:13.41 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PG1009+069 10:12:13.28 06:40:31.37 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]
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Table 2.2: continued.

Object α(2000.0) δ(2000.0) Instrument Exposure time (s)/Filter

PG1036+434 10:39:36.73 43:06:10.64 CAFOS (3x120+ 1x60)/[O iii]; 1x120/Hα

HE1047-0637 10:50:28.84 -06:53:25.38 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PG1102+499 11:05:23.15 49:34:59.72 WFC 1x1800/[O iii]

HE1106-0942 11:09:08.23 -09:58:47.34 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

PG1125+295 11:28:29.33 29:15:04.56 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PG1134+463 11:37:30.94 46:00:06.89 CCDT150 1x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

J1214+5502 12:14:24.70 55:02:26.00 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

TON129 12:48:19.06 03:50:04.49 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

J16007+0748 16:00:43.60 07:48:02.99 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

J1614+0040 16:14:31.39 00:40:04.00 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

J1614+0821 16:14:42.30 08:21:45.00 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PG1624+382 16:26:16.73 38:07:09.90 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

J1628+3532 16:28:25.90 35:32:04.99 CAFOS 4x1800/[O iii]

PG1654+322 16:55:52.93 32:08:25.41 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]/ (2x2700+ 1x600)/Hα+[N ii]

PG1708+602 17:09:15.90 60:10:10.8 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

HS1732+7023 17:32:18.97 70:21:28.49 CAFOS 2x1800/[O iii]; 1x1800/Hα

HS1736+7023 17:35:36.70 70:21:06.99 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]; 1x1800/Hα

HS1736+5521 17:37:23.83 55:20:16.68 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

HS1800+7252 17:59:32.43 72:52:41.22 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]; 1x1800/Hα

HS1804+4632 18:05:43.60 46:33:10.00 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

HS1831+6432 18:31:27.21 64:34:41.45 CCDT150 (2x2700+ 1x600)/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

KPD1856+2301 18:58:22.01 23:05:47.32 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

KPD1903+2540 19:05:36.04 25:45:53.49 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

J19100+4640 19:10:00.18 +46:40:24.41 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

J19153+4256 19:15:18.9 42:56:13 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

J19244+5305 19:24:29.70 53:05:54 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

J19311+4324 19:31:08.9 43:24:58 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

CAFOS (1x1800+ 1x2400)/Hα

HS1939+6728 19:39:32.59 67:35:22.49 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]; 1x1800/Hα

KPD1938+4220 19:39:39.94 42:28:01.79 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

J19477+4347 19:47:42.88 +43:47:30.68 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

J19569+4350 19:56:55.56 +43:50:17.19 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

LSII+2221 20:04:57.58 22:20:40.21 CAFOS (2x1800+ 1x1459)/[O iii]

KPD2048+3515 20:50:03.52 35:27:26.07 CAFOS 2x1800/[O iii]

HS2100+0650 21:02:47.65 07:02:28.52 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PG2106+1042 21:06:04.99 10:42:15.00 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

KPD2104+3407 21:06:15.67 34:19:14.72 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

J2024+1337 20:24:40.90 13:37:28.99 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

PHL4 21:26:21.16 00:58:35.06 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

PG2129+151 21:31:40.82 15:16:49.63 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

KPD2145+4216 21:47:24.27 42:31:34.69 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

BD+28 4211 21:51:11.05 28:51:50.90 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

J2200+1236 22:00:48.70 12:36:11.99 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PG2158+082 22:01:02.37 08:30:49.65 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

PG2201+145 22:04:03.79 14:46:38.54 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

FBS2207+392 22:09:26.04 39:30:18.69 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 2x2700/Hα+[N ii]

HS2225+2344 22:27:59.8 23:59:36.43 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

HS2234+8457 22:32:37.99 85:13:20.29 CAFOS 1x1200/[O iii]

HS2231+0749 22:34:18.98 08:05:33.43 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]

PB5164 22:49:01.54 01:17:23.24 CCDT150 2x2700/[O iii]; 1x2700/Hα+[N ii]

HS2304+0118 23:06:38.14 01:35:10.07 CAFOS 1x1800/[O iii]; 2x1800/Hα

PG2304+193 23:07:14.57 19:32:19.64 CAFOS 2x1800/[O iii]
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Table 2.2: continued.

Object α(2000.0) δ(2000.0) Instrument Exposure time (s)/Filter

HS2307+3345 23:10:13.90 34:01:55.90 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

PG2321+214 23:24:27.46 +21:38:51.26 CCDT150 1x2700/[O iii]; 3x2700/Hα+[N ii]

KPD2322+4933 23:24:32.74 49:50:55.29 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

HS2333-0014 23:35:41.46 00:02:19.74 CAFOS 3x1800/[O iii]

PG2352+180 23:55:17.24 18:20:15.50 WFC 3x1800/[O iii]

2.3 Hints of possible PNe around sdOs in infrared wavelengths

PNe are strong emitters not only at optical wavelengths but also at other wavelengths as, e.g., the

infrared, in many cases revealing different morphologies in different wavelength ranges. For this

reason, the studies related to the search for PNe emission inthe infrared wavelengths have in-

creased in the late years, by means of large telescopes like the Spitzer Space Telescope (see, e.g.,

Kwok et al., 2008, Chu et al., 2009) and the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). Another

example in the mid-IR is the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE), which provides a

database with images of the entire sky taken in four infraredbands: 3.4µm (W1), 4.6µm (W2),

12µm (W3), and 22µm (W4), with angular resolutions of 6.1, 6.4, 6.5, and 12.0 arcsec, respec-

tively. The quantum-efficiency-based response of these bands, taken fromWright et al.(2010),

is shown in Fig.2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The quantum-efficiency-based (response per photon) relative system response
curves normalized to a peak value of unity, on a logarithmic scale. Transmission data from

Wright et al.(2010).

A very illustrative case of how different the morphology of PNe can be at optical and infrared

wavelengths is provided by the PN NGC 1514 (a possible PN+sdO system with a binary central
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Figure 2.5: NGC 1514 as seen in different wavelengths. Left: WISE 3-colour image (blue=
W2, green= W3, and red= W4). Right: Visible 3-colour image derived from POSS (blue=

B, green= B+R, red= R+I). Credits:Ressler et al.(2010)

star which will be analyzed in detail in Chapter6). Fig.2.5shows both WISE and optical images

of NGC 1514 taken fromRessler et al.(2010). As can be appreciated, the WISE 3-colour image

reveals well defined structures that are not recognizable inthe optical image.

Within this context, we visually inspected in detail the WISE archive images of our whole sdOs

sample (774 objects) with the main goal of searching for extended and/or diffuse emission in

their surroundings, which may trace the presence of new PNe.This inspection was carried out

by checking the four bands of the WISE archive and selecting potential candidates that show

extended emission in at least one WISE band either surrounding the star or relatively close to it.

We constraint our search to a field of 3×3 arcmin2 around the stars to increase the probability

that the detected emission was associated to the star. In 12 sdOs nebular emission was detected

that fulfilled those criteria, including the recently detected 2M1931+4324 (the WISE data of this

object will be further discussed in Chapter3). Fig.2.6 shows the mentioned detections for the

bands W2, W3, and W4 (W1 images are not shown here because no emissions were detected).

Most of them present diffuse emission specially at W3 (12µm ) and W4 (22µm) bands, while

no nebular emission can be recognized in the W1 and W2 images.

These successful mid-IR detections were consequently requested for imaging in service mode

in CAFOS/CAHA, to search for the optical counterparts. Unfortunately, time was only available

to observe two objects (FB 29 and UVO 1419-09) but no nebulae were detected in both cases.

For the rest of the objects, observing time has not been awarded yet.
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Figure 2.6: False colour of W2 (left), W3(centre), and W4 (right) images of those sdOs with
possible traces of nebular emission in their surroundings.The field of view of the images is the
same in all cases (3 arcmin× 3 arcmin) and the orientation is north up, east left. In each panel,

the sdO is located at the centre and indicated with a green plus symbol.
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Figure 2.6: Continued.
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Figure 2.6: Continued.

2.4 Search for sdO central stars in known PNe

Up to now throughout this chapter, we have focused on the search for new PNe around sdOs.

However, the study of PN+sdO systems can be also addressed from a different point of view:

“searching” for sdOs in the nuclei of known PNe. Apart from the already mentioned PNe

discovered around sdOs, there is also a small number of knownCSPNe that have been classified

as sdO by one or more authors. While this classification is firmly stablished in some of the cases,

it is doubtful or controversial in others, with different classifications (including sdO) having been

proposed by several authors. For instance, the CS of NGC 2371is classified as sdO in SIMBAD

but as WR-PG 1159 byHerald & Bianchi(2004); the CS of NGC 6026 is classified as WD/sdO

by De Marco(2009), as a pre-WD/WD by Hillwig et al. (2010) but as OB byWeidmann &

Gamen(2011); in the case of NGC 1514, the hot star in its binary CS has beenclassified as

sdO (Kohoutek, 1967) but as we will see in Chapter6, our spectral analysis does not allow us to

establish a firm classification.

After an exhaustive search in the literature, we compiled 29sdOs, either confirmed or possible

(i.e., those for which the spectral type has not been confirmed yet), that have been proposed to

be the CSs of known PNe. In Table.2.3 we list these systems. In addition, two more objects

(K 2-2 and DeHt 2) are included, since we noted in already published spectra (Napiwotzki &

Schoenberner, 1995) that they have similar spectral features to those found in sdOs, although

this spectral type has not been previously proposed for these two objects. Table2.3contains the

common names of the objects (col 1), their equatorial coordinates (col 2 and 3), whether or not
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Table 2.3: Confirmed and possible PN+sdO systems compiled from the literature (see the text
for details).

Object α(2000.0) δ(2000.0) Own data Semester Instrument Section
Confirmed PN+sdO systems
HFG 1 03h03m47.s0 +64◦54′35.′′7 ✓ 2010B CAFOS § 2.4
NGC 2346 07h09m22.s5 −00◦48′23.′′6 ✗ - - -
RWT 152 07h29m58.s5 −02◦06′37.′′5 ✓ 2010B CAFOS § 4.3.3/ 5
He 2–36 09h43m25.s6 −57◦16′55.′′6 ✗ - - -
LSS 1362 09h52m44.s5 −46◦16′47.′′5 ✗ - - -
NGC 3132 10h07m01.s8 −40◦26′11.′′1 ✗ - - -
LSS 2018 (DS 1) 10h54m40.s6 −48◦47′02.′′8 ✗ - - -
LoTr 5 12h55m33.s7 +25◦53′30.′′6 ✗ - - -
Abell 36 13h40m41.s3 −19◦52′55.′′3 ✓ 2013 Mexman-B&Ch § 4.3.1
LSE 125 (DS 2) 15h43m05.s0 −39◦18′14.′′6 ✗ - - -
Hen 3–1357 17h16m21.s1 −59◦29′23.′′3 ✗ - - -
Abell 41 17h29m02.s0 −15◦13′04.′′4 ✗ - - -
Abell 46 18h31m18.s3 +26◦56′12.′′9 ✗ - - -
GJJC 1 18h36m22.s8 −23◦55′18.′′3 ✗ - - -
2M1931+4324 19h31m08.s9 +43◦24′57.′′7 ✓ 2010B/2011B WFC/CAFOS § 3
Abell 63 19h42m10.s3 +17◦05′14.′′4 ✓ 2010B/2011B WFC/CAFOS § 2.4
K 648 21h29m59.s4 +12◦10′27.′′5 ✗ - - -
Possible PN+sdO systems
NGC 246 00h47m03.s3 −11◦52′18.′′9 ✗ - - -
NGC 1360 03h33m14.s6 −25◦52′17.′′9 ✓ 2010B CAFOS § 2.4
NGC 1514 04h09m16.s9 +30◦46′33.′′5 ✓ 2011 CAFOS § 6
Abell 15 06h27m01.s8 −25◦22′49.′′6 ✗ - - -
NGC 2371 07h25m34.s7 +29◦29′26.′′4 ✗ - - -
Abell 33 09h39m09.s1 −02◦48′32.′′0 ✗ - - -
Be UMa 11h57m44.s8 +48◦56′18.′′5 ✓ 2010B CAFOS § 2.4
PG 1520+525 15h21m46.s6 +52◦22′04.′′1 ✓ 2011B CAFOS § 2.4
NGC 6026 16h01m21.s1 −34◦32′35.′′8 ✗ - - -
NGC 6337 17h22m15.s6 −38◦29′03.′′5 ✗ - - -
Abell 65 19h46m34.s2 −23◦08′12.′′9 ✗ - - -
NGC 7293 22h29m38.s5 −20◦50′13.′′6 ✗ - - -
New candidates for PN+sdO systems (this work)
K 2-2 06h52m23.s17 +09◦57′55.′′7 ✓ 2010B CAFOS § 2.4
DeHt 2 17h41m40.s9 +03◦06′57.′′3 ✓ 2010B WFC § 4.3.2

our own data were obtained (col 4), the observing date (col 5), and the section where they will

be described (col 6).

All the objects marked with a check in the table (except Abell36 and NGC 1514) were observed

in some of the observing runs listed in Table2.1. Data of Abell 36 and NGC 1514 were obtained

during other campaigns (see col 5) and the corresponding observations will be described in de-

tail in the chapters dedicated to these objects. Deep optical images (in Hα and/or [Oiii] filters)

and intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra were acquired for each object. All images were re-

duced following the procedure described in Sect.2.2.2. On the other hand, spectra were reduced

following standard procedures for long-slit spectroscopywithin the iraf andmidas packages.

The first steps of the reduction process are identical to those used for imaging reduction. Firstly,

a cosmic ray removal is performed followed by the bias subtraction and flat-field correction.

After this basic correction, spectra have to be wavelength calibrated. To do this, arc calibration
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Figure 2.7: Normalized spectra of four possible PN+sdO systems as compared with the known
sdO BD+28◦4211 (top).

images (e.g., ThAr, HgCdAr arc lamps) are obtained, in orderto identify and measure the posi-

tion of the visible spectral features. Once the dispersion axis has been transformed from pixels

to wavelengths, the next step is to subtract the background sky from the spectra. Finally, the

spectra are flux calibrated using a spectrophotometric standard obtained in the same night as the

target.

For some of the objects, a detailed study (sometimes complemented with high-resolution spec-

troscopy of the nebulae) have been carried out. These objects will be extensively discussed

in subsequent chapters: 2M 1931+4324 (Chapter3), Abell 36 (Chapter4), DeHt 2 (Chapter4),

RWT 152 (Chapter4 and 5), and NGC 1514 (Chapter6). For the remaining observed objects,

we present in the following the acquired observations as well as a summary of their main prop-

erties:

• Abell 63: The nucleus of this evolved and low-surface brightness PN (UU Sagittae) is

a well-known eclipsing close-binary system whose primary star has been classified as

an sdO star by several authors (Bond et al., 1978, Walton et al., 1993). It has already

passed through the CE phase and is currently a pre-cataclysmic (pre-CV) variable star.

Pre-CVs refer to semi-detached binaries with a white dwarf (or white dwarf precursor) as

a primary and a low-mass secondary that is filling its Roche lobe. The similarities of the

CS spectrum of Abell 36 with that of the known sdO BD+28◦4211 (see Fig.2.7) clearly

support the sdO classification. Our Hα image (taken with WFC/INT), W4 image and the

CAFOS nebular spectrum of this PN is shown in Fig.2.8(top). In the light of Hα, the PN

shows a cylinder-like structure with a constriction at the waist and bipolar caps connected

to the main nebula by faint emission, as already reported byPollacco & Bell (1997).
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Mitchell et al.(2007) confirmed with kinematical data that these caps are likely to be high-

velocity outflows from the central binary that have excavated a cavity through the remnant

AGB envelope. In W4 image the nebula shows a very different morphology, revealing

a non-defined structure much more larger in size than in the optical counterpart. This

structure can be only recognized in the W4 filter since in the W3 one (not shown here), the

nebula presents the same size as at optical wavelengths. Finally, the nebular spectrum only

shows Hα, Hβ, [O iii] (4959Å, 5007Å, and probably 4363Å) and Hei (5876Å, 6678Å)

emission lines. The [Ariii]λ7135Å emission line may be also present. The spectrum

indicates a low excitation, which is atypical for the relatively high effective temperature

of the central star (75000-85000 K,Wawrzyn et al., 2009). Furthermore, the lack of low-

excitation emission lines as [Nii] or [S ii] is highly peculiar. We will see in the next

chapters that this characteristic seems to be common in someof the PN+sdO systems.

• NGC 1360: The CS of this PN (CPD◦389) was initially classified as an sdO (Mendez &

Niemelä, 1977, Gleizes et al., 1989) although the O(H) spectral classification was later

proposed (Acker et al., 1992). However, the spectral features of our CAFOS spectrum,

dominated by strong and narrow ionized helium absorption lines (see Fig.2.7) clearly

points out an sdO classification. Therefore, we can propose this classification for this star.

As Fig.2.8 (middle panels) shows, the nebula presents an elliptical morphology both in

the Hα and W3 images. A similar morphology is also presented in all WISE bands (not

shown here). As in the case of Abell 63, collimated outflows are also present in NGC 1360

(Goldman et al., 2004). Finally, the nebular spectrum indicates a high excitation showing,

e.g., Heiiλ4686, [Oiii]λ4363Å, 4959Å, and 5007Å.

• K 2-2: Although the CS of this PN was classified as a high-gravity O star -hgO(H)- by

Napiwotzki & Schoenberner(1995), it was selected in the course of this work since its ab-

sorption spectrum shows similar spectral features than those found in the sdO BD+28◦4211

(see Fig.2.7). In view of these similarities, we can tentatively classify it as an sdO and this

would add another object to the PN+sdO sample. The nebula (see Fig.2.8bottom) shows

an irregular morphology that is very similar in the Hα and W3 images. It is worth noting

that no hints of nebular emission can be recognized in the other WISE bans (not shown

here). Our CAFOS nebular spectrum shows [Oii]λ3727, Hγ, Hβ, Hα, [O iii]λλ4959,5007,

[S ii]λλ6716,6731, and [Nii]λλ6548, 6584, indicating a low excitation.

• PG 1520+525: This extremely faint nebula was discovered byJacoby & van de Steene

(1995), who presented an Hα image revealing a spherical PN of 11 arcmin of diameter.

Surprisingly, our CAFOS Hα and [Oiii] images (not shown here) do not reveal any nebu-

lar emission. WISE images neither reveal nebular emission in any of its bands. Also, our

long-slit blue and red spectra of 1800 s each fail to detect nebular emission. The extreme
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Figure 2.8: Hα images (left), WISE images (middle), and nebular blue spectra (right) of the
PNe Abell 63, NGC 1360 and K 2-2 (from top to bottom respectively). The field of view and
orientation of both Hα and WISE images are the same in each row. In each panel, the sdOis

located at the centre and indicated with a green plus symbol in the WISE image.

faintness of the nebula and the sky conditions (a bright moon) of our CAFOS observa-

tions could prevent us from the detection of the nebula. The CS of this PN has been

classified as PG1159 and as sdO, sometimes indistinctly, by several authors (see, e.g.,

Kwitter et al., 1989, Jacoby & van de Steene, 1993). Our CAFOS CS spectrum is also

included in Fig.2.7. Although the signal-to-noise is very poor, it is clear thatthe spectrum

of PG 1520+525 does not show typical features of sdO, so this PN can be definitively

discarded from the PN+sdO sample.

• Be UMA: Our CAFOS [Oiii] image is shown in Figure2.9 (left upper panel). The nebula

presents a barrel-like morphology, and a filament extendingtowards the northwest. Al-

though no filament can be recognized towards the southeast, it cannot be ruled out that

the nebula may be point-symmetric. Deeper images are neededto confirm this. WISE

images do not reveal nebular emission in any of its bands. TheCS of this faint PN has

been classified as an sdO/DAO by Liebert et al.(1995) but as an O(H) by Napiwotzki
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Figure 2.9: [Oiii] images (left) and central star spectra (right) of the PNe
Be UMa (top) and HFG 1(bottom). The red plus symbol in the images mark
the position of the central star. Credit of the HFG 1 image: Ken Crawford,

http://www.imagingdeepsky.com/Nebulae/HFG1/HFG1.htm.

(1999). Our CAFOS CS spectrum (Fig.2.9, upper right panel) is dominated by emission

lines from the nebula, which prevents us from a spectral classification for the CS.

• HFG 1: This PN (also known as V664 Cas) is another pre-CVs containing an sdO (Rit-

ter & Kolb, 2003). Our CAFOS images do not reveal the nebula because of its extreme

faintness. Fig.2.9 (left lower panel) shows the image by Ken Crawford, where thesin-

gular bock sock-tail morphology of HFG 1, discovered byBoumis et al.(2009), can be

recognized. As in the case of Be UMa, our CS spectrum of HFG 1 (see Fig.2.9, lower

right panel) is dominated by emission lines from the nebula and stellar features cannot be

observed.

http://www.imagingdeepsky.com/Nebulae/HFG1/HFG1.htm
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2.5 Discussion

Despite the great efforts dedicated in this thesis to search for new PNe around sdOs, the low

detection rate is surprising. Only one new PNe has been identified by imaging in the optical

range, which barely represents less than 1% of all the observed sample. In addition, a dozen of

our sample of sdOs reveal signs of extended emission in the mid-infrared, although this emission

has definitively to be confirmed with optical imaging and spectroscopy. These results appear to

be consistent with the low total number of known PN+sdO sytems (∼ 18, see Sect.2.4 and

Chapter4), which represents, as we said, only∼ 3% of the total spectroscopically classified

CSPNe.

This number, however, could be biased by the intrinsic faintness of the associated PNe, and by

the lack of a firm classification for many CS of PNe. Very deep images of more sdOs, preferably

with large telescopes (≥ 2m class), and analysis of high-quality CS spectra are necessary to

identify new PN+sdO systems. On the other hand, and as already mentioned in Chapter1, if

sdOs originate from low-mass progenitors, the non-detection of more PN+sdO systems could

be, at least for a certain fraction of sdOs, a consequence of the dissipation of the nebula before

being photoionized, due to the slow evolution of the CS.

It would be very interesting, as already mentioned byKwitter et al.(1989), to carry out detailed

analysis of all of the PN+sdO systems in order to study whether or not systematic trends in their

properties are present. These analyses could help us to understand the rarity of finding an sdO

with a PN in its surroundings. However, these analysis have never been carried out before. In

this context, we will dedicate the next chapters (Chapter3, 4 and 5), to analyze in detail the

morphology, kinematics and spectral characteristics of some of these systems, and to search for

properties that may be shared by them.

2.6 Summary and outcomes of this chapter

The main conclusions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

(1) By using narrow-band Hα and [Oiii] filters, we have imaged 109 sdOs as part of a survey to

search for new PNe around sdOs. This search resulted in the detection of nebular emission

around one object: the sdO 2MASS J19310888+4324577.

(2) A sample of 774 sdOs was visually inspected in the WISE archive, which provides images

in four bands (3.4µm, 4.6µm, 12µm, and 22µm) in the mid-infrared. 12 of these objects

(including 2MASS J19310888+4324577) were selected based on the detection of possible
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extended emission, to subsequently be observed in the optical range. Two of them were

imaged with CAFOS but no nebulosity were identified in these images.

(3) A compilation of all known PN+sdO systems from the literature was done. In total, we

report 31 confirmed, possible and new candidates sdOs as CSPNe. We describe the obser-

vations and the main properties of some of the observed systems in this sample.





Chapter 3
Detection of a multishell planetary nebula

around the sdO 2M1931+4324

In this chapter we report the discovery of a complex PN aroundthe sdO 2M1931+4324, as a re-

sult from our survey to search for new PNe around sdOs. A detailed morpho-kinematic analysis

of this PN based on imaging and high-resolution spectroscopy is presented. Narrow-band opti-

cal images reveal, for the first time, a very faint multishellPN around 2M1931+4324. We also

show mid-IR images from the WISE archive1, in which the nebula is detected. Complementary

intermediate- and high-resolution, long-slit spectra allow us to confirm the sdO/central star na-

ture of 2M1931+4324, to describe the nebular emission spectrum, and to analyze the internal

kinematics of this complex nebula. This discovery adds a newobject to the small sample (∼ 18)

of known PN+sdO systems. This chapter has been adapted fromAller et al. (2013) (A&A, 552,

A25) and updated with the more recent information publishedon the object.

3.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapters, studying the association of sdOs with PNe is essential

for obtaining the fraction of sdOs that have a post-AGB origin. To briefly remind the reader,

only a few (∼ 18) PN+sdO systems have been reported to date. This number includesthe four

“classical” PNe discovered around known sdOs in the early eighties: LSE 125 and LSS 2018

(Drilling, 1983), LSS 1362 (Heber & Drilling, 1984), and RWT 152 (Pritchet, 1984); and several

already known PNe (∼ 14) whose central stars have been later classified as sdOs (see Chapter2

for a review of this topic).

In this framework, and as a part of the results obtained in oursurvey carried out to observation-

ally search for and to analyze PN+sdO associations (see Chapter2), we present the discovery of
1http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
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a PN around 2MASS J19310888+4324577 (hereafter 2M1931+4324;α(2000.0)= 19h 31m 8.s9,

δ(2000.0)= +43◦ 24′ 58′′; l = 075.◦99,b = 11.◦6), which has been firstly spectroscopically clas-

sified as an sdO byØstensen et al.(2010). The discovered PN is extremely faint and presents

a complex structure. We note that in the red and blue plates ofthe Palomar Observatory Sky

Survey (POSS), the nebula can be guessed only at very low intensity levels. Recently,De Marco

et al. (2015) have analyzedKepler photometric data of 2M1931+4324 (Kepler ID 77557412)

and found that it is a non-eclipsing, post-CE binary star with a period of 2.928 days. In such

analysis, the authors conclude that the companion of the sdOis most likely a white dwarf.

3.2 Observations and results

3.2.1 Optical imaging

A narrow-band [Oiii] image was obtained on 2010 August 22 with the WFC at the INT onEl

Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, with the same configuration to that described in Chap-

ter2. We used an [Oiii] filter (λ0 = 5008 Å, FWHM= 100 Å) to obtain three images with an

exposure time of 1800 s each. The sky was clear with an averageseeing value of≃1.′′3.

A narrow-band Hα image was obtained on 2011 July 12 with CAFOS at the 2.2m telescope on

Calar Alto Observatory, also with the same configuration to that described in Chapter2. We used

an Hα filter (λ0 = 6563 Å, FWHM= 15 Å) to obtain two images of 1800 s and 2400 s. Weather

conditions were fair and seeing was≃2′′. The images were reduced using standard procedures

for direct image within the IRAF and MIDAS packages.

Figure3.1shows the Hα and [Oiii] images of 2M1931+4324 that reveal the existence of a very

faint and complex nebula around the star. In Hα two structures can be recognized: a bipolar

shell with a size of≃ 4.′3×1.′7 and the major axis oriented at position angle (PA)≃ 55◦, and

an elliptical shell with a size of≃ 5′×1.′8 and the major axis oriented at PA≃ 145◦. The polar

regions of the elliptical shell are very faint and, in fact, the elliptical shell seems to be open.

The nebula is particularly bright in the regions where both shells cross each other, while the

shells enclose regions of lower intensity. The nebula is very weak in [Oiii], suggesting low

excitation (see Sect.3.2.3.3). Additionally, the [Oiii] image reveals a long filament outside the

two shells, which extends from the north towards the southeast of the two shells, ending in a

diffuse emission region. While the diffuse emission could also be present in Hα, the filament

is not detected in this line, indicating very high excitation. We note that 2M1931+4324 is

not located at the centre of the shells but displaced≃ 10′′ towards PA≃ 235◦, approximately

coinciding with the orientation of the minor (major) axis ofthe bipolar (elliptical) shell. The

presence of two axisymmetric shells around a hot sdO star (see Sect.3.2.3.1) strongly suggests

2http://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/data_search/search.php

http://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/data_search/search.php
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Figure 3.1: Grey-scale reproductions of the Hα (left and centre) and [Oiii] (right) images of
2M1931+4324. Grey levels are linear and two different levels are used to show the Hα image.
The slits s1 and s2 (S3 and S4) used for intermediate (high) resolution, long-slit spectroscopy
are plotted on the [Oiii] image (slit width not to scale) in which 2M1931+4324 is also arrowed.

Figure 3.2: Grey-scale reproductions of the WISE 2 (4.6µm), WISE 3 (12µm), and WISE 4
(22µm) images of 2M1931+4324. The grey levels are linear and arbitrary, and have beencho-
sen to emphasize the more relevant nebular features. 2M1931+4324 is arrowed in the WISE 2

image, while it is not detected in the WISE 3 and WISE 4 images.

a PN nature for the nebula. Following the designation schemefor Galactic PNe byAcker et al.

(1992), we tentatively propose the name PN G 075.9+11.6 for this nebula, and we refer to it

hereafter as such.

3.2.2 Mid–infrared imaging

To investigate this PN further, we inspected the NASA’s WISEdatabase which, as mentioned

in Chapter2, is a space telescope designed to map the entire sky in four infrared bands: 3.4µm

(W1), 4.6µm (W2), 12µm (W3), and 22µm (W4). Because we are interested in the nebular

morphology, we retrieved the W1 to W4 images in the atlas, which have a spatial scale of

1.′′375 pixel−1.

Figure3.2shows the W2, W3, and W4 images around 2M1931+4324 (W1 is not shown here).

While no nebula can be recognized in the W1 and W2 images, the W3 and W4 ones show
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Figure 3.3: Colour-composite image of PN G 075.9+11.6. Red corresponds to WISE 4
(22µm), green to Hα, and blue to [Oiii]. North is up, east to the left. The size of the field
shown is 10.′5 x 6.′1. The red knot near the tip of the southwestern bipolar lobe is probably a

galaxy that is also observed in the optical images.

nebulous emission that seems to be related to PN G 075.9+11.6. In W3, very weak extended

emission is detected in a region of≃ 3.′1×1.′5 in size oriented at PA≃ 145◦. The orientation is

similar to that of the elliptical shell described in Sect.4.2.1, although the nebulosity observed

in W3 is displaced towards the northeast with respect to the elliptical shell observed in Hα. In

W4, extended emission is observed in a region of≃ 50′′ in size at the centre of the nebula,

and it presents an irregular, knotty morphology. The originof the 12µm and 22µm emission

associated to PN G 075.9+11.6 is difficult to establish without a spectrum. In principle, [Siv]

and [Neiii] emission lines could contribute to the emission observed in W3, and [Oiv] emission

line could be partially included in what is observed in W4 (see Ressler et al., 2010). However,

the absence of (prominent) high-excitation emission linesin the optical spectrum (e.g., [Neiii],

see Sect.3.2.3.3) seems to suggest that the mid-infrared emission is due to cool dust associated

to the nebula. We also note that 2M1931+4324 itself is detected in W1 and W2, but not in W3

and W4.

To analyze the morphological relationship between the emission observed at 22µm (W4) and

in the optical images, we present a colour-composite image obtained by combining Hα, [O iii],

and W4 in Figure3.3. This image shows that the Hα emission dominates in the bipolar shell

and outer regions of the elliptical shell. The [Oiii] emission comes mainly from the regions

where the bipolar and elliptical shells cross each other, and it is the dominant emission in the

high-excitation filament and diffuse region. The emission at 22µm traces only a part of the
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Figure 3.4: CAFOS CAHA blue spectrum of 2M1931+4324 in the range 3500–6000 Å. The
inset shows the CAFOS CAHA red spectrum. Some helium, hydrogen, and Nv absorption

lines are indicated, as well as the Caii λ3968 and Nai λ5895 in absorption.

northwestern border of the elliptical shell, and it is also detected in a region surrounding the

central star.

3.2.3 Intermediate-resolution optical spectroscopy

Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra were acquired on 2011 July 13 with CAFOS. Gratings

B-100 and R-100 were used to cover the 3200–6200 Å and 5800–9600 Å spectral ranges, respec-

tively, both at a dispersion of≃ 2 Å pixel−1. The slit width was 2′′ and spectra were obtained at

two slit positions: one (denoted s1) with the slit oriented north–south, centred on 2M1931+4324

and with an exposure time of 3600 s for each grism, in order to cover 2M1931+ 4324 and the

brightest nebular regions; and another (s2) with the slit oriented east–west, centred 2.′2 northern

of 2M1931+4324 and with an exposure time of 2400 s for each grism, in order to register the

outer filament. These slits are also shown in Fig.3.1. The spectrophotometric standard HZ 44

was also observed for flux calibration. The sky was clear and seeing was≃ 2′′. The spectra

were reduced using standard procedures for long-slit spectroscopy within the IRAF and MIDAS

packages.

3.2.3.1 The stellar spectrum of 2M1931+4324

Figure3.4shows the optical spectrum of 2M1931+4324. It is dominated by strong ionized he-

lium and hydrogen Balmer absorptions that are blended with the corresponding Heii Pickering

lines. The narrowness of the absorption lines and the presence of the Heiiλ4686 line indicate
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an sdO nature for 2M1931+4324, in agreement with the classification byØstensen et al.(2010).

We also note the presence of Nvλλ4604,4620 absorption lines that are observed in some sdOs

(Husfeld et al., 1989, Rauch et al., 1991) and which indicate a maximum limit for theTeff of

115 000 K (De Marco et al., 2015). On the other hand, the lack of Heiλ4471 in absorption

suggests aTeff ≥ 60 000 K (Rauch et al., 1991), which is high enough to produce the ioniza-

tion of the nebula. Therefore, we can say, with a high probability, that 2M1931+4324 is the

central star of the nebula. Finally, a careful inspection ofthe spectrum reveals Caii λ3934 and

Nai λλ5890,5895 absorption lines. These absorptions lines couldbe attributed to a late type

companion, although they also are strong features of the interstellar medium. The first possibil-

ity can be now ruled out on the basis of the variability analysis recently carried out byDe Marco

et al.(2015) (see below).

3.2.3.2 The stellar spectral energy distribution: from g band to WISE

To obtain more information about 2M1931+4324, we constructed its spectral energy distribution

(SED) with the available photometry: the g, r, i, and z magnitudes from theKeplerInput Catalog

(KIC, Brown et al., 2011), theJ, H, andKs magnitudes from the 2MASS Point Source Catalog3,

and the W1 and W2 magnitudes from the WISE archive. Figure3.5presents the SED, including

our optical spectrum. Because the red part of the SED is barely sensitive toTeff for hot central

stars, we have plotted in Fig.3.5 a blackbody withTeff = 70 000 K, as a guide to what could

be expected from extrapolating the stellar continuum of ourred spectrum. The blackbody has

been reddened byAV = 0.04 (corresponding to c(Hβ) = 0.02, see Sect.3.2.3.3) and normalized

at therKIC magnitude. Fig.3.5 shows that the KIC, near-, and mid-infrared magnitudes agree

reasonably well with those we expected from a blackbody withTeff ≥ 60 000 K. Moreover, no

noticeable infrared excess can be recognized in the SED of 2M1931+4324.

Atmospheric parameters of 2M1931+4324 have been recently determined byDe Marco et al.

(2015), who obtainedTeff = 70 000 K and logg = 5.2-5.4 cm s−2 by fitting tmap atmospheres

models with pure hydrogen and helium composition and a helium mass fraction of 0.4. Also in

that work, an exhaustive variability study of 2M1931+4324 (named J19311) is presented, which

allows us to put constraints on the nature of the companion. By using light and radial velocity

curves obtained withKepler, they concluded that 2M1931+4324 is a short-period (2.928 days),

post-CE binary with a compact companion, most likely a whitedwarf. Figure3.6 shows the

light and radial velocity curves reported byDe Marco et al.(2015). While no signs of eclipses

are found in the light curve, the authors interpret the variability as due to both Doppler beaming

and ellipsoidal effects. They obtained a range for the inclination of the systemof 40◦- 88◦, and

constrained the radius and mass of the CS to 0.27< RCS/R⊙ < 0.35 and 0.55<MCS/M⊙ < 0.70,

3http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu

http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu
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Figure 3.5: Spectral energy distribution (SED) of 2M1931+4324 constructed with the magni-
tudes from the Kepler Input Catalog (KIC), 2MASS Point Source Catalog, and WISE archive.
The blue and red CAFOS spectra (see Fig.3.4) are also included. The solid line corresponds to
a blackbody withTeff = 70000K, reddened byAV = 0.04 (see text) and normalized to therKIC

magnitude.

respectively. Finally, a range for the companion mass of 0.68< MCS/M⊙ < 1.4 was found. This

result is compatible with the lack of infrared excess in the SED of 2M1931+4324.

3.2.3.3 The nebular spectrum

In the nebular spectrum obtained at s1 (Fig.3.1), only faint Hα, Hβ, and [Oiii]λλ4959,5007

emission lines are detected. Figure3.7 presents the integrated spectra around these lines. The

underreddened line intensities and their Poissonian errors are listed in Table3.1. They have been

obtained using the extinction law ofSeaton(1979) and a logarithmic extinction coefficientc(Hβ)

≃ 0.02 derived from the observed Hα/Hβ ratio, assuming Case B recombination (Te=104 K,

Ne=104 cm−3) and a theoretical Hα/Hβ ratio of 2.85 (Brocklehurst, 1971).

The [Oiii]/Hβ line intensity ratio of≃1.6 (Table3.1) and the absence of Heiiλ4686 indicates

a very low-excitation PN. However, the lack of prominent low-excitation emission lines, in

particular due to [Nii], is highly peculiar. In fact, (low-excitation) bipolar PNe usually present

strong [Nii] line emission that is not detected from the bipolar shell ofPN G 075.9+11.6. It could

be that PN G 075.9+11.6 is a density bounded PN with no low-excitation region ora very high-

excitation PN with very weak [Oiii] line emission due to the prevalence of O3+ in the nebula.
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Figure 3.6: Light (upper panel) and radial velocity curves (lower panel) of 2M1931+4324. The
solid line corresponds to the best model fitting to the curves. In particular, the small amplitude
curve in the upper panel represents the fit to the ellipsoidalmodulation. Credits Image:De

Marco et al.(2015).

Although the existence of (very) high-excitation is suggested by the outer filament, the absence

of other high-excitation emission lines (e.g., Heii, [Ar v], [Ne iv]) in the optical spectrum makes

these possibilities questionable. Alternatively, the nebula could be strongly deficient in heavy

elements. This possibility would be compatible with both low and high excitation in the nebula,

and seems to be the only one that accounts for the observed spectrum. This strong deficiency

of heavy elements may also provide information about the progenitor of the central star. Since

one would expect that metal-poor PNe had formed in the early stages of the Galaxy, this would

mean that they took long time to evolve. This would point to a low-mass progenitor of say,≤

1 M⊙ (see, e.g.,Vázquez et al., 2002) for 2M1931+4324. This value is compatible with the

range of masses obtained byDe Marco et al.(2015) for the central star (see above) and also with

the relatively high Galactic latitude of the object (seeStanghellini et al., 2002). A much deeper

nebular spectrum is needed to identify more (presumably extremely faint) emission lines and to
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Figure 3.7: (top) CAFOS CAHA spectra of the detected nebular emission lines from
PN G 075.9+11.6. The spectrum has been obtained by integrating the detected emission lines
at s1 (see Fig. 1) between 38′′ and 75′′ north of 2M1931+4324. (bottom) Spectrum of the high-
excitation filament. The spectrum has been obtained by integrating the detected [Oiii]λ5007

emission line at s2 (see Fig. 1) in a region of 8′′ centred on the filament.

obtain elemental abundances, which will allow us to derive amuch more accurate initial mass

for the central star.

The spectrum of the outer filament obtained at s2 (see Fig.3.1) is also shown in Fig.3.7. Only

very faint [Oiii]λλ4959,5007 line emission is detected (observed [Oiii]λ5007 flux∼ 1.7×10−15

erg cm−2 s−1), confirming its very high-excitation. Similar outer filaments and knots are ob-

served in other PNe (e.g, NGC 40Balick et al., 1992). In the case of PN G 075.9+11.6, our

data do not allow us to establish whether the outer structures are related to mass ejection from

2M1931+4324, or whether they are instead ambient gas ionized by the central star. Neverthe-

less, we note that the optical and mid-infrared images do notshow any nebulosities (except for

those detected in our images) in the environment of PN G 075.9+11.6.

3.2.4 High-resolution spectroscopy

High-resolution, long-slit spectra were obtained on 2012 May 14 and 15 with the Manchester

Echelle Spectrometer (Meaburn et al., 2003) at the 2.1 m telescope on the OAN San Pedro

Mártir Observatory4 (Baja California, Mexico). The detector was a 2k×2k Marconi CCD that

was employed with a 4×4 binning, resulting in spectral and spatial scales of 0.11 Åpixel−1 and

0.′′702 pixel−1, respectively. A∆λ = 90 Å filter was used to isolate the 87th order containing

the Hα emission line. The slit (6′ long, 2′′ wide) was set on 2M1931+4324 and spectra were

4The Observatorio Astronómico Nacional at the Sierra de SanPedro Mártir (OAN-SPM) is operated by the
Instituto de Astronomı́a of the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
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Table 3.1: Emission line intensities in PN G 075.9+11.6.

Line f (λ) I (λ) (I (Hβ)=100)
Hβλ4861 0.000 100± 3
[O iii]λ4959 −0.023 37± 3
[O iii]λ5007 −0.034 113± 3
Hαλ6563 −0.323 285± 4
c(Hβ) = 0.02
logFHβ(erg cm−2 s−1) = −14.31

obtained at two slit PAs: PA 58◦ (denoted S3) and PA 148◦ (S4). These slits are also shown

in Fig.3.1. In the case of PA 58◦, two spectra were secured with the slit on 2M1931+4324

but displaced from each other along PA 58◦, and these two spectra were combined in a single

long-slit spectrum. Exposure time was 1800 s for each spectrum. A Th-Ar lamp was used for

wavelength calibration to an accuracy of± 1 km s−1. The resulting spectral resolution (FWHM)

is 12 km s−1. Seeing was≃ 2′′ during the observations. The spectra were reduced with standard

routines for long-slit spectroscopy within the IRAF and MIDAS packages.

Observing through a long slit allows us to simultaneously obtain spectra of each point of the

PNe covered by the slit. Each spectrum provides informationabout both intensity of the emis-

sion lines and their wavelengths, at each specific point (spatial position). The intensity and

wavelength may vary along the slit, tracing variations in the different parts of the nebula. If

the long-slit spectrum is obtained at high resolution, different kinematic components of the PN

can be observed, as they are separated according to their radial velocity (i.e., their wavelength)

due to the Doppler effect. By easily transforming the wavelength axis into radialvelocity (by

using the corresponding rest wavelength of the observed emission line) and the spatial axis into

an angular scale (by using the plate scale of the instrument), we directly obtain a so-called

position-velocity (PV) map. This is basically the radial velocity profile of the PN along the

slit in a specific emission line, which contains the intensity information in each point (usually

represented with a colour map). Figure3.8 shows an illustration for the most simple case: a

spherical PN. In the top panel, we show a front-view of the nebula with the position of the slit

(orange vertical lines) overplotted. In the bottom left panel, the expansion velocity vectors of

the PN are shown (in yellow) together with their radial (i.e., those in the line of sight, in blue)

and perpendicular (i.e., those perpendicular to the line ofsight, in white) velocity components.

Finally, in the bottom right panel, the resulting high-resolution spectrum along the slit, with the

wavelength (or radial velocity) in the x-axis and the pixel of the CCD (or angular scale) in the

y-axis. As the radial velocity decreases from the middle of the nebula towards its edges (where

the radial velocity component vanishes), a velocity ellipse results in the high-resolution, long-

slit spectrum. In this ellipse, one can identify the parts ofthe nebula that are blueshifted (that is,

moving towards us) and those redshifted (that is, moving away from us). As mentioned, this is
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of simulated high-resolution, long-slit spectra (right lower panel) con-
structed from specific image+slit configurations (upper panel). In the left lower panel, the
radial velocity components are plotted. The high-resolution spectra can be easily transform-
ing to position-velocity maps by using the pixel scale of theinstrument and the Doppler effect

equation (see the text for details).

the most simple case; depending on the kinematical components present in the nebula, the PV

map may be very complex.

Figure3.9 shows PV maps of the Hα emission line at the two observed PAs. Although the

Hα emission is weak, it shows details of the internal kinematics of PN G 075.9+11.6. From

the velocity centroid of the line emission feature we derivea heliocentric systemic velocity of

−16±2 km s−1. Internal radial velocities will be quoted hereafter with respect to the systemic

velocity.

The PV map at PA 148◦ (Fig.3.9) mainly covers the major axis of the elliptical shell. It shows

two extended velocity components with almost constant radial velocities of≃ ± 16 km s−1. The

two components appear mainly parallel to the spatial axis inthe PV map, although a slight tilt

(≃ 1–2 km s−1 in ≃ 4′) could be present with the northwestern (southeastern) region slightly

blueshifted (redshifted). The PV map at PA 58◦ (Fig.3.9) covers the major axis of the bipolar

shell and shows a more complex kinematics. Two velocity components are observed at the stellar

position with radial velocities of≃ ± 16 km s−1. Towards the southwest, the radial velocity of

the two components increases up to≃ ±23 km s−1 at ≃ 50′′ from the central star and then it
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Figure 3.9: Grey-scale position-velocity maps of the Hα line observed at two slit position
angles (upper left). The origin (0,0) corresponds to the systemic velocity and the position of
the central star. The grey-scale is linear. A 3×3 box smooth was used for the representation.

decreases until the two velocity components merge at the systemic velocity, at the southwestern

tip of the bipolar shell. An additional, faint velocity component can be identified between≃ 20′′

and≃ 80′′ southwestern from the central star, with radial velocitiesbetween≃ 10 and≃ 0 km s−1,

respectively. This component could be related to the elliptical shell or indicate complex motions

in the southwestern lobe of bipolar shell. Towards the northeast, up to 35′′ from the central

star, two velocity components are also recognized with radial velocities of≃ −15 km s−1 and≃

25 km s−1. At ≃ 40′′ from the central star, a bright feature is observed at the systemic velocity,

which coincides with a bright region observed in the images (Fig.3.1) and may correspond to the

northeastern edge of the elliptical shell. At angular distances> 50′′ towards the northeast, the

emission feature does not show two velocity components but asingle, relatively broad feature

mainly at the systemic velocity. This suggests that the northeastern lobe may contain material

expanding a lower velocities than the surface of the shell. Finally, the radial velocity of the

northeastern tip of the bipolar shell coincides with the systemic velocity.

The kinematics of the elliptical shell observed at PA 148◦ rules out that this shell corresponds

to the projection of a tilted ring, as the images could suggest. If this was the case, one would
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not detect emission from the inner regions of the shell, but only from the two “points” of the

ring intersected by the slit. The possibility of an oblate (equatorial) ellipsoid, such as the one

identified in Mz 3 (Guerrero et al., 2004), may also be ruled out because one would expect to

see in the PV map at PA 148◦ decreasing radial velocities from the position of the central star

to the tips of the elliptical shell, which is not observed. The presence of two spatially extended

velocity components almost parallel to the spatial axis is compatible with a cylindrical (or open

ellipsoidal) shell whose major axis is in (or close to) the plane of the sky. The equatorial ex-

pansion velocity of this shell is≃ 16 km s−1, and if we assume homologous expansion (velocity

proportional to radius), the expansion velocity at the observed maximum size (≃ 2.′5, see Sect.

4.2.1) is ≃ 45 km s−1. From the equatorial expansion velocity and the equatorialradius of the

elliptical shell (≃ 0.′9, Sect.4.2.1), a kinematic age of∼1.6×104×D[kpc] yr is obtained for this

structure.

The PV map at PA 58◦, along the main axis of the bipolar shell, is compatible withthe kinematics

expected from bipolar motions in an hour-glass-like shell.The main axis of the bipolar shell

should be located in the plane of the sky, as indicated by the absence of tilt of the Hα emission

feature on the PV map. The equatorial expansion velocity of the bipolar shell is≃ 16 km s−1,

while the polar one is≃ 43 km s−1 (also assuming homologous expansion), which are virtually

identical to those of the cylindrical shell. From the equatorial expansion velocity and equatorial

radius (0.′85, Sect.4.2.1) of the bipolar shell, a kinematic age of∼1.5×104×D[kpc] yr is obtained

for this structure, which is very similar to that of the cylindrical shell. The kinematic ages of the

shells are compatible with an evolved PN. Moreover, the similarity between the kinematic ages

suggests that the formation of the two shells has occurred ina short time span, as compared with

the age of the nebula.

3.3 Discussion

The detection of PN G 075.9+11.6 around the sdO/central star 2M1931+4324 adds a new object

to the known sample of sdO+PN associations and, therefore, a new sdO whose origin can be

ascribed to post-AGB evolution. It is worth noting that 2M1931+4324 is quite bright (rKIC

≃ 13.m9) compared to most central stars of PNe. That such a “bright”central star has gone

unnoticed to date can be understood by its association with an extremely faint PN that cannot be

recognized in the POSS with a simple visual inspection of theplates. In this respect, it should

be mentioned thatJacoby et al.(2010) have recently identified a relatively large number of new

PNe using the POSS plates, most of them at the detection limitof the plates. It is also noteworthy

that PN G 075.9+11.6 and a large fraction of the new PNe identified byJacoby et al.(2010) are

located at relatively high Galactic latitudes (|b| > 6◦) and, therefore, cannot be identified in recent

PN surveys that are concentrated more towards the Galactic plane (e.g.,Parker et al., 2005, Drew
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et al., 2005). A survey for PNe at higher Galactic latitudes may result inthe identification of

many new PNe (seeMiszalski et al., 2011, and references therein).

The existence of two shells in PN G 075.9+11.6 indicates that complex ejection processes have

been involved in the formation of the nebula. As already mentioned, the ejection of the two shells

should have occurred in a relatively short time span (as compared with the age of the nebula).

Moreover, the location of the two major axes, mainly in the plane of the sky, and the difference

of ≃ 90◦ in their orientation indicate that the major axes are (virtually) perpendicular to each

other. Therefore, the central star has been able to eject twoshells in a relatively short time span,

including, in addition, a large change of∼ 90◦ in the orientation of the main ejection axis. These

results, involving episodic ejections and changes in the orientation of the main ejection axis, are

difficult to interpret within a single star scenario but fit in the framework of binary central stars

in which they may be explained as a result of stellar interactions, mass transfer, and precession

of the collimating agent. In fact, PNe with multiple structures at different orientations, such

as quadrupolar or multipolar ones, are usually interpretedinvoking a binary central star (e.g.,

Manchado et al., 1996a, Guerrero et al., 2013, and references therein). In this respect, the

structure of PN G 075.9+11.6 and the binary nature of 2M1931+4324 (Jacoby et al., 2012, De

Marco et al., 2015) provide support for a binary star scenario in multishell PNe and reinforce the

idea that binary stars are an important ingredient in the formation of complex PNe (De Marco

2009, and references therein;Miszalski et al. 2009b, Miszalski 2012, Boffin et al. 2012).

Within the context of PNe with binary central stars, we note the off-centre position of 2M1931+

4324 with respect to the nebular shells. This situation has already been observed in other PNe

(e.g.,Sahai et al., 1999, Miranda et al., 2001b) and interpreted as a result of a possible binary

central star (Soker et al., 1998, and references therein). The binary nature of 2M1931+4324

supports this interpretation. Peculiar in PN G 075.9+11.6 is the very large difference between

the orientation of the two shells. Other quadrupolar or multipolar PNe do not usually show such

large differences in the orientation of the shells (Manchado et al., 1996a), although they have

been observed in a few cases (seeGuillén et al., 2013, and references therein). In an axisymmet-

ric PN with a binary central star, the orientation of the mainnebular axis may be expected to be

perpendicular to the orbital plane of the binary. If so, the orbital plane of 2M1931+4324 should

have been almost parallel to the line of sight (or somewhat tilted, as eclipses are not observed,

De Marco et al., 2015) when each shell was formed, but it has rotated by∼ 90◦ between the

ejections. This would imply a dramatic change in the angularmomentum of the binary star sys-

tem, which is not easy to explain. On the other hand, the generation of axisymmetric shells in

PNe may be due to other mechanisms (collimated outflows, magnetic fields, see, e.g.,Balick &

Frank, 2002) so that the main nebular axis should not be necessarily related to the orbital plane

of a binary central star. Nevertheless, very large changes in orientation of the collimating agent

would still be required. In any case, PN G 075.9+11.6 and its binary central star 2M1931+4324

present characteristics that make this system another interesting case for studying the formation
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of PNe with binary central stars, as, e.g., ETHOS 1 and Fleming 1 (Miszalski et al., 2011, Boffin

et al., 2012).

The role of the binary 2M1931+4324 in the formation of PN G 075.9+11.6 could be even more

crucial if the nebula is strongly deficient in heavy elementsand the central star evolves from a

low-mass progenitor, since single stars with low initial mass are expected to form spherical PNe

but not axysimmetric and multishell ones (e.g.,Vázquez et al. 1999, 2002; Stanghellini et al.

2002, and references therein). Besides obtaining elemental abundances in the nebula, in order

to confirm a possible deficiency of heavy elements, estimating the atmospheric parameters of

2M1931+4324 will allow us to constrain the initial mass of the progenitor.

3.4 Summary and outcomes of this chapter

Using deep Hα and [Oiii] images we have detected a very faint nebula around the sdO 2M1931+

4324, recently found to be a binary star. The nebula presentsa bipolar and an elliptical shell, as

well as high-excitation structures outside the two shells.Faint emission from the central nebular

regions is also detected at 12µm and 22µm in archive WISE images. Analysis of the internal

nebular kinematics, by means of high-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy, reveals a bipolar shell

and a cylindrical (or open ellipsoidal) shell with their major axes mainly perpendicular to each

other. In addition, very similar expansion velocities are found in the two shells that were formed

within a relatively short time span.

Our intermediate-resolution spectrum of 2M1931+4324 confirms its sdO classification and indi-

cates aTeff ≥ 60 000 K, strongly suggesting a PN nature for the detected nebula that is tentatively

referred to as PN G 075.9+11.6. The detection of 2M1931+4324 adds a new object to the known

sdOs associated with a PN and to the sdOs with a post-AGB origin.

A recent spectral analysis of the central star carried out byDe Marco et al.(2015) have de-

terminedTeff = 80 000 and logg = 5.2-5.4 cm s−2 for the sdO 2M1931+4324. In that work,

a variability study of this star has also revealed a short period (2.928 days), post-CE binary

system, with a most likely a white dwarf as a companion.

The spectrum of PN G 075.9+11.6 exhibits only Hα, Hβ, and [Oiii] emission lines that indicate

a very low-excitation ([Oiii] to Hβ intensity ratio≃1.6), in strong contrast to the absence of other

low-excitation emission lines. The possibility of a very high nebular excitation is difficult to rec-

oncile with the absence of other high-excitation emission lines, suggesting that PN G 075.9+11.6

might be deficient in heavy elements, a fact that should be confirmed by means of very deep

spectroscopy and elemental abundance calculations.
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The analysis of the spatiokinematical structure of PN G 075.9+11.6 indicates that 2M1931+4324

has been able to eject two axisymmetric shells in a relatively short time span, as compared with

the age of the nebula of∼1.6×104×D[kpc] yr, as derived in the present work. Between these two

events, the main ejection axis has rotated by∼ 90◦ in such a way that the two main nebular axes

are perpendicular to each other and, in both cases, orientedalmost in the plane of the sky. The

complexity of PN G 075.9+11.6 and the binary nature of 2M1931+4324 provide strong support

to the idea that binary central stars are a key ingredient forgenerating complex PNe.



Chapter 4
The physical structure of planetary nebulae

around sdO stars: Abell 36, DeHt 2, and

RWT 152

In this chapter we present the first detailed morpho-kinematic analysis of Abell 36, DeHt 2, and

RWT 152, three PNe with sdO central stars, by means of narrow-band Hα and [Oiii] images, and

high-resolution, long-slit spectra. These data are complemented with intermediate-resolution,

long-slit spectroscopy of the three objects, which allow usto describe the spectral properties

of the CSs and nebulae. Finally, we report a compilation of the bona fideclassified PN+sdO

systems to date and discuss their possible common properties. This chapter has been adapted

from Aller et al. (2015a) (MNRAS, 446, 317).

4.1 Introduction

Abell 36 and RWT 152 are two faint PNe with sdO CSs and neither their morphology nor their

kinematics have previously been analysed in detail. Abell 36 was discovered byAbell (1966)

using the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) plates and was later imaged byHua & Kwok

(1999). Its bright (B ≃ 11.3 mag) CS was initially classified as O(H) byAcker et al.(1992)

and as sdO byKilkenny et al.(1997b). Later, it was incorporated to the Subdwarf Database1

by Østensen(2006). RWT 152 is also included in this data base as an sdO, although it was

previously classified as an O5 star byChromey(1980). The PN around RWT 152 was discovered

by Pritchet(1984) who found a slightly elongated nebulosity after subtracting the image of a

nearby star from the image of RWT 152 itself. We have also noticed that the CS of DeHt 2 has

similar spectral features to those found in sdOs (seeNapiwotzki & Schoenberner, 1995, their

1http://www.ing.iac.es/ds/sddb/
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Table 4.1: Common names, PN G designations, coordinates, and atmospheric parameters of
the CSPNe for the objects discussed in this chapter.

Object PN G α(2000.0) δ(2000.0) ℓ b Teff [K] log g [cm s−2]
Abell 36 PN G 318.4+41.4 13h40m41.s3 −19◦52′55.′′3 318.◦4 41.◦4 93 000b – 113 000c 5.3b – 5.6c

DeHt 2 PN G 027.6+16.9 17h41m40.s9 +03◦06′57.′′3 027.◦6 16.◦9 117 000d 5.64d

RWT 152 PN G 219.2+07.5a 07h29m58.s5 −02◦06′37.′′5 219.◦2 07.◦5 45 000e 4.5e

a Designation proposed in this work following the designation for Galactic PNe byAcker et al.(1992). bHerrero et al.(1990).
cTraulsen et al.(2005). dNapiwotzki (1999). eEbbets & Savage(1982)

fig.3) and, therefore, we included it in this investigation.DeHt 2 was discovered byDengel et al.

(1980) after inspecting the POSS plates. Its CS was classified as anO-type star byAcker et al.

(1992) and as a hybrid-high luminosity object byNapiwotzki (1999).

Table 4.1 lists a summary of the three objects: the common names and PN Gdesignations,

the equatorial and Galactic coordinates, together with theatmospheric parameters (effective

temperature and surface gravity) of their CSs.

4.2 Observations

4.2.1 Optical imaging

Narrow-band Hα, [O iii], and [Nii] images of Abell 36 were obtained with the Mexman filter-

wheel at the 0.84 m telescope on San Pedro Mártir Observatory (OAN-SPM). The [Nii] image

was taken on 2013 February 19 with a seeing of≃ 2.8 arcsec, and the [Oiii] and Hα images were

obtained on 2013 April 7 with a seeing of≃ 2.8 arcsec. A Marconi (e2v) CCD with 2048×4612

pixels each of 15µm in size, was used as detector in both campaigns. A 2×2 binning was

employed providing a field of view (fov) of≃ 8.2×18.4 arcmin2 and a plate scale of 0.468 arcsec

pixel−1. Total exposure time was 3600 s in the [Nii] filter (λ0 = 6585 Å, FWHM= 10 Å), 4800 s

in the [Oiii] filter (λ0 = 5009 Å, FWHM= 52 Å), and also 4800 s in the Hα filter (λ0 = 6565 Å,

FWHM = 11 Å).

Narrow-band Hα and [Oiii] images of DeHt 2 were obtained on 2010 August 23 with the WFC

at the INT on El Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory. We used the same configuration to that

described in Chapter2. Total exposure time was 5400 s in the [Oiii] filter (λ0 = 5008 Å, FWHM

= 100 Å), and 3600 s in the Hα filter (λ0 = 6568 Å, FWHM= 95 Å). We note that the Hα filter

includes the [Nii]λλ6548,6583 emission lines. However, these [Nii] lines are not detected in

the nebular spectra of DeHt 2 due to its high excitation (see Section4.3.2.3) and, therefore, the

Hα filter registers only the Hα emission line. Seeing was≃1.5 arcsec.

In the case of RWT 152, narrow-band Hα and [Oiii] images were obtained on 2010 December

16 with CAFOS, with the same configuration to that described in Chapter2. Total exposure time
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was 900 s in [Oiii] filter (λ0 = 5007 Å, FWHM= 87 Å), and 1900 s in the Hα filter (λ0 = 6563

Å, FWHM = 15 Å). Seeing was≃1.5 arcsec.

The images were reduced following standard procedures within the iraf andmidas packages.

4.2.2 Spectroscopy

4.2.2.1 High-resolution long-slit spectroscopy

High-resolution long-slit spectra of Abell 36, DeHt 2, and RWT 152 were obtained with the

Manchester Echelle Spectrometer at the 2.1 m telescope on the OAN-SPM during two different

campaigns between 2011 and 2012: Abell 36 was observed on 2012 May 12–17, DeHt 2 on

2012 May 11–13, and RWT 152 on 2011 February 17. A 2k×2k Marconi CCD was used as

detector in 4×4 binning (0.702 arcsec pixel−1) in the case of Abell 36 and DeHt 2, and in 2×2

binning (0.338 arcsec pixel−1) in the case of RWT 152. Two filters were used: (1) a∆λ = 60

Å filter to isolate the Hα emission line (87th order), with a dispersion of 0.11 Å pixel−1 (in 4×4

binning) and 0.05 Å pixel−1 (in 2×2 binning) and (2) a∆λ = 50 Å filter to isolate the [Oiii]

emission line (114th order), with a dispersion 0.08 Å pixel−1 (in 4×4 binning) and 0.04 Å pixel−1

(in 2×2 binning). Spectra of Abell 36 and DeHt 2 were obtained with the [Oiii] filter and an

exposure time of 1800 s for each individual spectrum. Spectra of RWT 152 were acquired with

the Hα and [Oiii] filters and exposures times of 1200 and 1800 s, respectively. For all spectra,

the slit was centred on the CS of each PN and oriented at different position angles (PAs) to cover

relevant morphological structures of each object. The observed PAs for each object and their

choice will be described in the corresponding section dedicated to each object. The spectra were

wavelength calibrated to an accuracy of± 1 km s−1 using a Th-Ar lamp. The resulting spectral

resolution (FWHM) is 12 km s−1. Seeing was≃ 1.5–2 arcsec during the observations.

The spectra were reduced with standard routines for long-slit spectroscopy within theiraf and

midas packages. Position-velocity (PV) maps have been obtained from these high-resolution,

long-slit spectra. The origin of radial velocities in the PVmaps is the systemic velocity obtained

for each PN (see below), and the origin for projected angulardistances is the position of the CS,

as given by the intensity peak of the stellar continuum that is detected in all long-slit spectra.

Internal radial velocities will be quoted hereafter with respect to the heliocentric systemic ve-

locity of each nebula. The rest wavelengths adopted to rescale the radial velocity are 5006.84 Å

for [O iii] and 6562.82 Å for Hα.
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4.2.2.2 Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy

Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra of DeHt 2 and Abell 36 were obtained with the Boller

and Chivens spectrograph mounted on the 2.1m telescope at the OAN-SPM on 2013 June 5

and 6, respectively. The detector was a Marconi CCD with 2k×2k pixels and a plate scale

of 1.18 arcsec pixel−1. We used a 400 lines mm−1 dispersion grating, giving a dispersion of

1.7 Å pixel−1, and covering the 4100–7600 Å spectral range. In the case of DeHt 2, a spectrum

with the slit at PA 55◦ was obtained with the slit centred on the CS. In the case of Abell 36, a

spectrum with the slit at PA 90◦ was obtained covering the CS and the eastern part of the nebula.

For both objects, the slit width was 2 arcsec and exposure time was 1800 s for each spectrum.

Seeing was≃ 3 arcsec.

Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra of RWT 152 were obtained using CAFOS on 2010

December 17. The detector was an SITe 2k×2k–CCD with a plate scale of 0.53 arcsec pixel−1.

Gratings B-100 and R-100 were used to cover the 3200–6200 Å and 5800–9600 Å spectral

ranges, respectively, both at a dispersion of≃ 2 Å pixel−1. The spectra were taken with the slit

at PA 0◦ and exposure times was 900 s for each grism. The slit width was2 arcsec and it was

centred on the CS. Seeing was≃ 2 arcsec. Spectrophotometric standards stars were observed

each night for flux calibration.

The spectra were reduced using standard procedures for long-slit spectroscopy within theiraf

andmidas packages. For each PN, the observed emission line fluxes weredereddened using the

extinction law ofSeaton(1979) and the corresponding logarithmic extinction coefficientc(Hβ),

as obtained from the Hα/Hβ observed flux ratio, assuming Case B recombination (Te=104 K,

Ne=104 cm−3) and a theoretical Hα/Hβ ratio of 2.85 (Brocklehurst, 1971).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Abell 36

4.3.1.1 Imaging

Figure4.1shows our Hα and [Oiii] images of Abell 36. Due to the high excitation of the nebula

(see Sect.4.3.1.3), our [N ii] image does not show nebular emission and, therefore, it is not

presented here. Abell 36 presents an elliptical morphologywith the major axis oriented at PA

≃ 350◦, and a size of≃ 7.4×5.3 arcmin2. Two particularly bright point-symmetric knotty arcs

are observed, giving a spiral appearance to Abell 36, as already noted byHua & Kwok (1999).

Our images also suggest that a faint elliptical envelope could encircle the rest of components.

The nebular emission is dominated, particularly in [Oiii], by a distorted ring-like structure of≃
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Figure 4.1: Grey-scale reproductions of the Hα (left) and [Oiii] (middle and right) images of
Abell 36. Grey levels are linear on the left and right panels and logarithmic on the middle one.
Slit positions used for high-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy are drawn in the right panel (slit

width not to scale).

Figure 4.2: Grey-scale, PV maps derived from the high-resolution,long-slit [Oiii] spectra of
Abell 36 at four different PAs (upper left corner in each panel, see also Fig. 1). Grey levels are
linear. The origin is at the systemic velocity (see text) andposition of the CS, as indicated by
the stellar continuum. The two horizontal emission features parallel to the continuum of the CS

is a well characterized reflection of the instrument.
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3.3×5.3 arcmin2 in size, that appears displaced towards the south with respect to the CS. Several

bright knots are also observed inside this ring. Towards thenorth, a bubble-like structure can

be recognized inside the elliptical shell, that apparentlyemanates from the ring. The bubble

extends up to≃ 2.6 arcmin from the CS and is oriented at PA≃ 12◦

4.3.1.2 High-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy

Spectra of Abell 36 were obtained at PAs 35◦, 80◦, 305◦, and 350◦. The slit positions are shown

in Fig.4.1 (right-hand panel) overimposed on the [Oiii] image of the nebula, and are denoted

from S1 to S4 starting at PA 350◦ counterclockwise. The slit PAs were chosen to cover the

major and minor axis (S1 and S3, respectively) of the ellipseas well as two intermediate PAs

(S2 and S4). It should be noted that in the cases of PAs 35◦, 305◦, and 350◦, two spectra were

secured with the slit on the CS but displaced from each other along the corresponding PA to

cover the whole nebula. These two spectra were combined during the reduction process into

a single long-slit spectrum. Figure4.2 shows the PV maps of the [Oiii] emission line at the

four observed PAs. From the radial velocity centroid of the [O iii] emission feature, we derive a

heliocentric systemic velocityVHEL = +34.8±1.4 km s−1, in agreement with the value obtained

by Bohuski & Smith(1974).

The PV maps show a velocity ellipse with maximum velocity splitting of ≃ 74 km s−1 at the stel-

lar position and with no particular tilt with respect to the angular axis. The spatio-kinematical

properties of the velocity ellipse vary with PA. In addition, outer structures are also distin-

guished. We describe below the PV maps in more detail.

The velocity ellipses at PAs 35◦ and 80◦ (S2 and S3 in Figs.4.1and4.2) present similar proper-

ties to each other. They extend up to≃ 130 arcsec towards the north-east (NE) and≃ 105 arcsec

towards the south-west (SW). The size of the velocity ellipses fits very well the size of the bub-

ble and the southern part of the distorted ring (see Fig.4.1), suggesting a spatio-kinematical

relationship between both structures.

The PV map at 350◦ (S1 in Fig.4.1) reveals a more complex kinematics. The velocity ellipse

extends between≃ ± 130 arcsec from the CS. Two bright knots are observed close toits tips

with radial velocities of≃ ± 20 km s−1 (NW knot redshifted). A comparison with the images in

Fig.4.1shows that these knots correspond to cuts of slit S1 with the bright edge of the northern

bubble and with the southern edge of the distorted ring. Thisresult reinforces those obtained at

PAs 35◦ and 80◦ that the northern bubble and the southern half of the observed ring form a unique

spatio-kinematic structure that may be defined as a spheroid. It is noteworthy that this spheroid

has been identified through an analysis of PV maps based on high-resolution spectra and that it

can be hardly recognized in the direct images. In addition, these spectra also demonstrate that

the distorted ring observed in the direct images is a projection effect and does not correspond
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Figure 4.3: Sketch of Abell 36 as derived from our morphokinematical analysis. The spheroidal
shell is displayed in red and the bright arcs are representedby thick blue lines.

to a real nebular structure. We also note that the velocity ellipse appears to be open at two

point-symmetric locations on the PV map, with the north-west (NW) ‘hole’ mainly blueshifted

and the south-east (SE) one mainly redshifted. Moreover, towards the NW, faint emission,

with an arcuate shape in the PV map, and radial velocities up to ≃ −55 km s−1, connects the

velocity ellipse with emission from the NW point-symmetricarc. The NW arc itself presents

two radial velocity components centred at the systemic velocity, with the brightest component

being slightly blueshifted. The emission feature due to theSE arcs is similar to that of the NW

arcs, but fainter and slightly redshifted.

At PA 305◦ (S4 in Fig.4.1), the velocity ellipse may also be recognized, although it appears

open at its tips and connected to emission from the point-symmetric arcs. This velocity ellipse

is also compatible with the spheroidal structures identified at the other PAs. Emission from the

NW arc present two velocity components, although it is centred close to the systemic velocity.

Emission from the SE arc shows a single velocity component atthe systemic velocity.

Some of the bright knots observed in the inner nebular regions have been covered by the slits

(see Fig.4.1). These knots do not appear as separated entities in the PV maps but share the

kinematics of the velocity ellipses, suggesting that they are a part of the spheroidal structure.
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The PV maps (Fig.4.2) reveal that the [Oiii] emission is noticeable stronger in the blueshifted

part of the nebula than in the redshifted one, as observed in other PNe (e.g., IC 2149Vázquez

et al., 2002). This could be related to dust absorption of the redshiftedemission. Alternatively,

interaction of the front (blueshifted) half of Abell 36 withthe interstellar medium (ISM) could

be causing this effect. To test this possibility, we compare the radial velocity of the local ISM

at the position of Abell 36 with that of the nebula itself, assuming a distance of 150–770 pc (see

Abell, 1966, Cahn & Kaler, 1971, Cahn et al., 1992, Acker et al., 1998, Phillips, 2005) and a

standard rotation curve of the Galaxy. Following the formulation byNakanishi & Sofue(2003),

we obtain a heliocentric radial velocity of≃ +26 km s−1 for the ISM around Abell 36, that is

lower than that of the nebula (≃ +35 km s−1). These values suggest that Abell 36 is encroaching

on the ISM, although one would expect that the rear (redshifted) half of Abell 36 was the brighter

one, while the opposite is observed.

The analysis of the PV maps implies a physical structure for Abell 36 that is quite different from

what could be expected from the images. Figure4.3shows a sketch of the nebula overimposed

on the [Oiii] image. As already mentioned, the velocity ellipse observed at all PAs is compatible

with a spheroidal structure. Its major axis should be almostperpendicular to the line of sight, as

indicated by the lack of tilt of the velocity ellipse in the PVmaps, and oriented at PA around 12◦,

as suggested by the orientation of the northern bubble. The arcs resemble the point-symmetric

structures observed in other PNe (e.g., NGC 6309;Vázquez et al., 2008). Hua & Kwok (1999)

compared Abell 36 with NGC 6543 and our results strength thiscomparison and extend it to

IC 4364 as well. These three PNe show a/an spheroidal/ellipsoidal shell that is accompanied

by outer and extended point-symmetric regions [componentsDD’ in NGC 6543 (Miranda &

Solf, 1992) and in IC 4364 (Guerrero et al., 2008) and point-symmetric arcs in Abell 36], which

appear twisted with respect to the orientation of the spheroidal shell. Following these authors,

the point-symmetric arcs of Abell 36 may be interpreted as due to a collimated bipolar outflow

that has been ejected along a rotating axis. If so, the axis has rotated mainly in a plane (the plane

of the sky) as indicated by the low radial velocity of the arcs, while a relatively large rotation

angle of≃ 100◦ is inferred from the images.

The velocity ellipses appear disrupted at PAs 305◦ and 350◦, where the bright arcs are observed,

but not at PAs 35◦ and 80◦, where the bright arcs do not extend. This strongly suggestsa

relationship between the bright arcs and the disrupted regions of the spheroid. In particular, this

disruption could be originated by a collimated outflow that is able to go through the spheroid,

perforating parts of it. The kinematics of the faint emission connecting the velocity ellipse and

the emission features from the arcs observed in the PV map at PA 305◦ strongly suggests an

acceleration of material from the spheroid followed by a more or less sudden deceleration that

could be due to interaction with the faint elliptical envelope. It is worth noting that, if this

interpretation is correct, the collimation degree of the bipolar outflow should have been very
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Table 4.2: Emission line intensities in Abell 36.

Line f (λ) I (λ) (I (Hβ)=100)
Hγ λ4340 0.129 46.5± 0.7
Heii λ4686 0.042 123.0± 1.0
Hei+[Ar iv] λ4711 0.036 16.7± 0.3
[Ar iv] λ4740 0.029 8.4± 0.4
Hβ λ4861 0.000 100.0± 1.0
[O iii] λ4959 −0.023 96.9± 1.0
[O iii] λ5007 −0.034 278.6± 2.2
Heii λ5411 −0.118 9.5± 0.3
Hα λ6563 −0.323 285.0± 1.4
c(Hβ) = 0.17
logFHβ(erg cm−2 s−1) = −13.34

high because only “relatively” small portions of the spheroid are disrupted at each PA and a

velocity ellipse can still be recognized in the PV maps at PAs305◦ and 350◦.

The equatorial expansion velocity of the spheroid (∼ 37 km s−1), its equatorial radius (∼ 1.7

arcmin), and the distance (150–770 pc, see above) yield a kinematical age of∼ 2–10×103 yr,

a broad range of ages given by the uncertainty in the distance, that is compatible with a rela-

tively young or very evolved PN. Finally, if our interpretation of the bright arcs is correct, the

corresponding collimated outflows should be younger than the spheroid. However, their kine-

matical age is impossible to obtain because their original velocity as well as the changes that

their velocity may have suffered through collimated outflow–shell interaction are unknown.

4.3.1.3 Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy

The intermediate-resolution, long-slit nebular spectrumof Abell 36 is presented in Figure4.4.

A logarithmic extinction coefficient c(Hβ) of ≃ 0.17 was obtained (see Sect.4.2.2.2). The

dereddened line intensities and their Poissonian errors are listed in Table4.2. In addition to

the hydrogen and [Oiii]λλ4959,5007 emission lines, strong high excitation emissionlines are

observed as Heii λ4686 and [Ariv]λλ4711,4740. We note that [Oiii]λ4363 and [Arv]λ7005 line

emissions could also be present but deeper spectra are needed to confirm them. The spectrum

indicates a high-excitation nebula, which is compatible with the non-detection of the nebula in

the [Nii] filter.

The normalized spectrum of the CS of Abell 36 is shown in Figure4.5. As already mentioned,

this star is included in the Subdwarf Database byØstensen(2006). The presence of narrow Heii

absorption lines (specially Heii λ4686) as well as the atmospheric parameters (Table4.1) are

indeed compatible with an sdO nature.
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Figure 4.4: Nebular spectrum of Abell 36 obtained by integrating the emission lines between
77 and 124 arcsec eastern from the CS along the slit position.The emission lines are labelled.

Figure 4.5: Normalized optical spectrum of the CS of Abell 36. Poorly subtracted sky lines
and nebular emission lines are marked as well as some absorption lines.

4.3.2 DeHt 2

4.3.2.1 Imaging

Figure4.6 shows our Hα and [Oiii] images of DeHt 2 that reveal more details than previous

ones (Manchado et al., 1996a). They show an elliptical shell with a size of≃ 1.9×1.5 arcmin2

and major axis oriented at PA≃ 55◦, although the polar regions seem to protrude and deviate

from a “pure” elliptical geometry, in particular at the SW region. The shell shows a limb-

brightening that is more noticeable along the northern edge. This could be a result of interaction

of the nebula with the ISM (Wareing et al., 2007), an idea that is supported by the fact that the

limb-brightening is more noticeable in [Oiii] than in Hα. Two bright filaments are observed

in [O iii] (much weaker in Hα) at the NE tip of the shell. They are parallel to each other,

separated≃ 0.1 arcmin, and oriented perpendicular to the major nebularaxis. Furthermore, the
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Figure 4.6: Grey-scale reproductions of the Hα (left) and [Oiii] (middle and right) images
of DeHt 2. Grey levels are linear. Slit positions used for thehigh-resolution, long-slit spec-
troscopy are drawn on the right panel (slit width not to scale). The small nebulosity towards

the northwestern of DeHt 2 could be a galaxy.

Figure 4.7: Grey-scale, PV maps derived from the high-resolution,long-slit [Oiii] spectra of
DeHt 2 at four different PAs (upper left, see also Fig. 6). The bright features related to the

ring-like structure are indicated by ‘R’.

images reveal the existence of an (elliptical) ring embedded in the elliptical shell, that is mainly

distinguished by its relative brightness. The size of the ring is≃ 1.5×0.7 arcmin2 and its minor

axis is oriented E–W approximately. This ring is drawn in Fig. 4.6. The orientations of the ring

and the elliptical shell are quite different from each other, indicating that the ring does not trace

the equatorial plane of the elliptical shell.
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4.3.2.2 High-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy

Spectra of DeHt 2 were obtained at PAs 0◦, 50◦, 90◦, and 140◦. These slit positions (denoted S1

to S4, respectively) are plotted in Fig.4.6(right-hand panel), on the [Oiii] image of the nebula.

Slits S1 and S3 were chosen to cover the major and minor axes ofthe ring, respectively, while

S2 covers the main axis of the elliptical shell and S4 its minor axis. Figure4.7 shows the PV

maps of the [Oiii] emission line at the four observed PAs. From the radial velocity centroid of

the line emission feature, we derive a heliocentric systemic velocityVHEL = +47±2 km s−1.

The PV maps at PAs 0◦ and 140◦ mainly show a velocity ellipse. The ellipse does not appear

tilted on these PV maps, although some asymmetries with respect to the velocity axis are ob-

served. At PA 50◦ the emission line feature shows a spindle-like shape slightly tilted in the PV

map such the NE (SW) regions present an excess of blueshifted(redshifted) radial velocities. At

PA 90◦ the emission line feature shows a shape halfway between thatobserved at PA 50◦ and

PA 140◦. Maximum line splitting of≃ 100 km s−1 is observed at the stellar position at all PAs.

The PV maps also show that the CS is displaced from the nebularcentre≃ 3 arcsec towards the

SW at PA 50◦ and≃ 5 arcsec towards the west at PA 90◦, which is difficult to recognize in the

direct images. By combining these shifts, the CS appears displaced≃ 7.5 arcsec towards PA≃

255◦.

The [Oiii] emission feature is generally weak in the PV maps except at particular positions that

correspond to well-identified regions in the images. The twobright filaments at the NE tip of the

elliptical shell can be recognized on the PV map at PA 50◦, as two knots with radial velocities

of ≃ −18 km s−1 at ≃ 0.9 arcmin from the CS and−10 km s−1 at ≃ 1 arcmin. The SW tip of

the elliptical shell also appears bright in the PV map with a radial velocity of≃ +16 km s−1 at

≃ 0.9 arcmin. The rest of bright regions on PV maps coincide with the ring identified in the

images. Although these features appear elongated in the spatial direction (particularly at PA

140◦) and the radial velocity is difficult to measure, we have considered the position observed in

the direct images to obtain the radial velocity that is indicated in Fig.4.6(right-hand panel). The

western half of the ring is blueshifted while the eastern half is redshifted. Moreover, the radial

velocity presents systematic variations in the ring reaching a maximum (in absolute value) of≃

28 km s−1 at the minor axis, a minimum value of≃ 0 km s−1 at the major axis, and intermediate

values at PAs 50◦ and 140◦. This kinematics coincides with that expected from a tiltedcircular

ring. Under this assumption, we obtain an inclination angleof ≃ 30◦ for the plane of the ring

with respect to the line of sight, an expansion velocity of≃ 36 km s−1, and a PA of≃ 96◦ for

the orientation of the ring axis. It is noteworthy that the expansion velocity of the ring is lower

than the expansion velocity measured at the stellar position, ≃ 50 km s−1, as indicated by the

maximum radial velocity splitting of the velocity ellipse.
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Figure 4.8: Sketch of the PN DeHt 2 as derived from our morphokinematical analysis. The
spheroidal shell (dashed blue line), the ring-like structure (solid blue line), and the bipolar

outflow (solid red line) are drawn.

The spatio-kinematical properties of DeHt 2 indicate that its formation has been complex with

at least two different ejection processes being involved. In Figure4.8, we show a schematic rep-

resentation of the structures that compose DeHt 2, as inferred from the analysis of the PV maps.

We suggest that the original structure of this PN was a spheroid on which a bright, ring-like

region defined its equatorial plane. The fact that the expansion velocity of the ring (36 km s−1) is

lower than that measured at the stellar position (50 km s−1, at some latitude above the equator),

strongly suggests that the original structure was not spherical but probably an ellipsoid with the

major axis oriented approximately E–W. Taken into account the spatio-kinematical properties of

the ring and assuming a distance of 1.9–3.2 kpc (Dengel et al., 1980, Napiwotzki, 1999, 2001),

its kinematical age results to be 1.3–1.9×104 yr, compatible with an evolved PN. Probably later,

another bipolar ejection has taken place, that interacted with and deformed the original spheroid,

as suggested by the protruding regions that are now observedas the polar regions of the appar-

ent elliptical shell. The second ejection should have been collimated and along a bipolar axis

oriented at PA≃ 50◦, that is different from the orientation of the previous structure.

4.3.2.3 Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy

Figure4.9 shows the intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra of the NE filaments of DeHt 2.

Only the Hα, Hβ, [O iii]λλ4959, 5007, and Heiiλ4686 emission lines are detected. A logarith-

mic extinction coefficient c(Hβ) ≃ 0.33 was obtained (see Sect.4.2.2.2). The dereddened line

intensities and their Poissonian errors are listed in Table4.3. The spectrum indicates a very high
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Table 4.3: Emission line intensities in DeHt 2.

Line f (λ) I (λ) (I (Hβ)=100)
Heii λ4686 0.042 103.7± 2.7
Hβ λ4861 0.000 100.0± 2.8
[O iii] λ4959 −0.023 308.5± 3.6
[O iii] λ5007 −0.034 921.1± 6.5
Hα λ6563 −0.323 285.0± 4.3
c(Hβ) = 0.33
logFHβ(erg cm−2 s−1) = −14.63

Figure 4.9: Nebular spectrum of DeHt 2 obtained by integrating the long-slit spectrum be-
tween 0.8 and 1.1 acmin from the CS along PA= 55◦. The spectrum corresponds to the bright

filaments at the northeastern (see Fig.4.6).

excitation although other high-excitation emission lines(as in the case of Abell 36) are not ob-

served. The same emission lines are detected in other nebular regions (spectra not shown here),

suggesting a somewhat lower excitation than in the NE filaments.

The stellar spectrum is shown in Figure4.10. It shows strong Heii absorptions some of which

can be blended with the Balmer absorptions. Although the spectrum of DeHt 2 does not have

enough spectral resolution to resolve the Pickering and Balmer absorption lines, most probably

the absorptions present in this spectrum mainly correspondto the Pickering ones, due to the

high effective temperature of this CS (117 000 K, see Table4.1). These spectral features and the

atmospheric parameters (Table4.1) are compatible with a very hot sdO star. To provide more

support for this classification, we compare in Fig.4.10the normalized blue spectrum of the CS

with that of BD+28◦4211, a well-known sdO withTeff ≃ 82 000 K and logg≃ 6.2 cm s−2 (Latour

et al., 2013). The spectrum of BD+28◦4211 was obtained with the CAFOS spectrograph in 2011

July. Spectra of both stars are also shown inNapiwotzki & Schoenberner(1995, their fig. 3).

Both spectra are remarkably similar to each other, being theobserved differences probably due

to the signal to noise in each spectra and to the different atmospheric parameters of the stars. In

any case, the spectral similarities strongly suggest an sdOnature for the CS of DeHt 2.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized optical spectrum of the CS of DeHt 2 (bottom) compared to that of
BD+28◦4211 (top).

4.3.3 RWT 152

4.3.3.1 Imaging

Figure4.11shows the Hα and [Oiii] images of RWT 152, in which details of the nebular mor-

phology can be distinguished for the first time. Both images reveal a very faint PN. While in

the Hα image the nebula presents a diffuse, although non-spherical appearance, a more defined

nebula can be discerned in the [Oiii] image. At low-intensity levels, the nebula seems to be

almost circular whereas at higher intensity levels, it appears slightly bipolar with a size of≃

17×21 arcsec2, major axis oriented at PA≃ 40◦, and a rather uniform intensity distribution. It is

worth noting that the CS is clearly displaced towards the NW with respect to the centre of the

nebula (see also below).

4.3.3.2 High-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy

Spectra of RWT 152 were obtained at PA 45◦ (in Hα and [Oiii]) and PA 135◦ (in [O iii]) to cover

the major and minor axis (S1 and S2, respectively, in Fig.4.11) of the bipolar shell. Figure4.12

shows the two PV maps in the [Oiii] emission line. We note that the [Oiii] emission line feature

presents a much more knotty appearance in the PV maps than in the image. The PV map of Hα

emission line at PA 45◦ (not shown here) is very similar to that of the [Oiii] emission line at the

same PA, but the large thermal width in the Hα line does not allow us a detailed analysis of the

kinematics. From the velocity centroid of the line emissionfeatures, we derive a heliocentric

systemic velocity ofVHEL = +134.5±1.8 km s−1.
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Figure 4.11: Grey-scale reproductions of the Hα and [Oiii] images of RWT 152. Grey-levels
are linear. A 3×3 box smooth was used for the representation. The slit positions used for the

high-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy (S1 and S2) are drawn in the right-hand panel.

Figure 4.12: Grey-scale, PV maps derived from the high-resolution, long-slit [Oiii] spectra of
RWT 152. Grey-levels are linear. The continuum of the central star has been removed (using
thebackgroundiraf task) and its position is marked with a dashed horizontal line. A 3×3 box

smooth was used for the representation.
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In the PV map at PA 45◦, the [Oiii] emission feature presents an hour-glass like shape with a

size of≃ 22 arcsec, although deviations from a pure hour-glass shapeare noticed, particularly

in the NE lobe. Radial velocity at the tips of the emission feature is≃ ± 7 km s−1 . Two bright

knots can be distinguished in the central region, that are symmetric in radial velocity but not

centred on the CS: the redshifted knot presents a radial velocity of ≃ +14 km s−1 and is located

≃ 0.12 arcsec NE from the CS; the blueshifted one has a radial velocity of ≃ −14 km s−1 and

is located≃ 1.8 arcsec SW from the CS. The PV map at PA 135◦ presents a velocity ellipse

with a maximum line splitting of≃ 34 km s−1 at the stellar position and a size of≃ 18 arcsec as

measured between the intensity peaks at the systemic velocity. The centre of the velocity ellipse

is displaced≃ 1.2 arcsec towards the SE with respect to the CS.

The displacements of nebula’s centre with respect to the CS as measured in the PV maps are

consistent with the off-centre position of the CS observed in the direct images. Taken into

account the two observed PAs, a shift of≃ 1.4 arcsec towards PA≃ 348◦ is obtained.

Both images and PV maps are compatible with a bipolar PN. The two bright knots observed in

the central regions in the PV map at PA 45◦ suggest the existence of an equatorial enhancement.

If we assume circular cross-section for the equator, the equatorial plane of the nebula is tilted

by ≃6◦ with respect to the line of sight. Assuming homologous expansion, a polar velocity

of 19 km s−1 is obtained. There is no reliable determination for the distance of RWT 152 and

estimates are 1.4 and 6.5 kpc (Ebbets & Savage, 1982, Pritchet, 1984). In consequence, only a

lower limit of ≃ 4×103 yr can be obtained for its kinematical age, which suggests (at least) a

relatively evolved PN.

4.3.3.3 Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectroscopy

The intermediate-resolution nebular spectrum of RWT 152 ispresented in Figure4.13. Only

the Hα, Hβ, and [Oiii]λλ4959,5007 emission lines are identified. A logarithmic extinction

coefficient c(Hβ) of ≃ 0.46 was derived (see Sect.4.2.2.2). Table4.4 lists the dereddened line

intensities and their Poissonian errors. The [Oiii]/Hβ line intensity ratio is≃ 8 (Table4.4),

suggesting a low excitation.

The normalized spectrum of the CS is shown in Figure4.14. In contrast to the CS spectrum of

DeHt 2, the CS spectrum of RWT 152 is dominated by hydrogen Balmer lines. The narrowness

of the absorption lines, and the presence of Hei (e.g. Hei λλ4386,4471) and Heii absorption

lines (specially Heii λ4686) confirm the sdO nature of the CS. The CS was analysed byEbbets

& Savage(1982) who determined a relatively low (for an sdO)Teff of ≃ 45000 K (see Table4.1)

that is compatible with the presence of Hei λ4471.
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Figure 4.13: Nebular spectrum of RWT 152 obtained by integrating the detected emission lines
4.3 and 8.6 arcsec northern of RWT 2 along PA= 0◦.

4.4 Discussion

The data presented and analysed in the previous sections have allowed us to deduce the basic

physical structure and emission properties of Abell 36, DeHt 2, and RWT 152 and their CSs.

Moreover, the spatio-kinematical analysis has been able torecover relevant information about

the processes involved in the formation of the three objects. In addition, the spectra of the three

CSs show characteristics that allow us to classify them as sdOs. In particular, the narrowness

of the absorption lines and the presence of prominent Heii absorption are typical of sdOs. This

classification is corroborated by the atmospheric parameters of the CSs (Table4.1), that are

within the range of the sdOs atmospheric parameters (seeHeber, 2009).

RWT 152 seems to be a result of a typical bipolar ejection as observed in many PNe. The

formation of Abell 36 and DeHt 2 appears more complex and requires multiple ejection events,

changes in the orientation of main ejection axis between events, and a different collimation

degree of the ejections. In Abell 36, the bright arcs indicate a very large and ‘continuous’ change

in the collimated ejection axis, whereas in DeHt 2 the bipolar outflows seem to have acted along

a constant direction that is different from the main axis of the previous shell. Interestingly,

evidence is found in both PNe that the collimated outflows might have been ejected after the

main nebular shell was formed. Moreover, in both cases, the collimated outflows seem to have

disrupted or deformed the previous shell. This situation issimilar to that found in other PNe

(e.g., Guerrero & Miranda, 2012, Ramos-Larios et al., 2012, Guillén et al., 2013) in which

young collimated outflows seem to have disrupted a previous nebular structures. The origin of

collimated outflows in PNe after the formation of the main nebular shell is difficult to explain

within current scenarios for PN formation and is still matter of debate (seeTocknell et al., 2014).
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Table 4.4: Emission line intensities in RWT 152.

Line f (λ) I (λ) (I (Hβ)=100)
Hβ λ4861 0.000 100± 3
[O iii] λ4959 −0.023 209± 3
[O iii] λ5007 −0.034 591± 3
Hα λ6563 −0.323 285± 4
c(Hβ) = 0.46
logFHβ(erg cm−2 s−1) = −14.97

Multiple ejection events, as those identified in Abell 36 andDeHt 2, are observed in many PNe.

The idea that complex PNe are related to the evolution of binary CSs has been present during

many years and it has received strong support with recent detections of new binary CSs in PNe

with multiple structures and jets (seeMiszalski et al., 2009b, and references therein). Within this

context, it could be suggested that the CSs of Abell 36 and DeHt 2 are also binaries, although,

to the best of our knowledge, no direct evidence exists for such binaries. It is interesting to note

that both Abell 36 and DeHt 2 contain off-centre CSs, which could be considered as an indirect

evidence for a binary CS (e.g.,Soker et al., 1998). Although it is true that some binary CSs

appear off-centre, inferring a binary CS from its off-centre position only should be seen with

caution. Given that DeHt 2 and, perhaps, Abell 36 are evolvedPNe, the off-centre CSs could be

caused by deformation in the shell due to, for instance, interaction with the ISM (Jones et al.,

2010, Frew et al., 2014), and/or amplification through evolution of (originally small) asymme-

tries in the ejection process. In the case of Abell 36, interaction shell-collimated outflows could

also contribute to create asymmetries in the shell. The caseof the off-centre CS of RWT 152

looks different because of the more symmetric shell. However, RWT 152 may be a very distant

PN and a higher spatial resolution is necessary to investigate possible asymmetries in the shell,

which are already suggested by the distortions in the kinematics. In any case, these three PNe

are good candidates to host binary CSs (see also below), and dedicated observations of their CSs

should be obtained to search for possible companions.

The nebular spectra of Abell 36 indicates high excitation, as shown by the presence of [Ariv]

and strong Heii λ4686 emission lines. The nebular spectra of DeHt 2 and RWT 152indicate high

and low excitation respectively, but no emission lines fromheavy elements (except [Oiii]) are

detected. If other emission lines exist in these two PNe, they should be very faint. The CSs of

Abell 36 and DeHt 2 present very similar atmospheric parameters (Table4.1). Therefore, similar

emission lines could be expected, unless the physical conditions and/or chemical abundances are

very different in both PNe. The CS of RWT 152 has a relatively lowTeff and, in principle, low-

excitation emission lines should be present in the nebula. The nebular spectra of DeHt 2 and

RWT 152 are very similar to that of PN G 075.9+11.6 (see Chapter3), in which only [Oiii] and

Balmer emission lines have been detected. Following these authors, a probable explanation for

the peculiar nebular spectra of DeHt 2 and RWT 152 is a deficiency in heavy elements in the

nebula. Such a deficiency may be expected in PNe that originate from low-mass progenitors
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Figure 4.14: Normalized optical spectrum of the central star of RWT152. Some of the absorp-
tion lines (specially Hei and Heii) are marked.

(see e.g., IC 2149;Vázquez et al., 2002) and it would be consistent with the idea that sdOs

evolve from low-mass progenitors (see, e.g.,Heber, 2009). Deep spectroscopy of these PNe is

crucial to detect faint emission lines and to obtain their chemical abundances.

It is interesting to compare the properties of PN+sdO systems. If we restrict to those objects with

a more confident classification, the number of PN+sdO systems is 18, that are those classified

as “confirmed” in Table2.3, together with the newly classified DeHt 2. Table4.5lists these PNe

(columns 1 and 2), their morphology and some comments about nebular structures present in

them (column 3), the binary nature of the CSs (column 4), and the corresponding references

(column 5). We emphasize that the discussion below does not critically depend on whether

some of the possible PN+sdO systems are added to the list and/or whether some of the objects

in Table4.5 are removed. We note that our Table4.5 shares several objects with Table 1 by

Miszalski et al.(2009b). These authors analyse the morphology of PNe with close binary CSs

while we focus in the morphology and presence of binaries in sdO CSs.

An inspection of the properties of PN+sdO systems reveals that most of these PNe are very

faint, suggesting that they are in a moderately or very evolved stage. A noticeable exception

is the Stingray nebula (Hen 3−1357), a very young PN (Parthasarathy et al., 1995) whose CS

(SAO244567) has recently been identified as an sdO (Reindl et al., 2014). If we attend to the

morphology, the sample is dominated by elliptical and bipolar shapes with only an object (DS 2)

presenting a round morphology. Moreover, many of these PNe show multiple structures, jet-like

outflows or point-symmetric structures that could be related to the action of bipolar collimated

outflows. It is also remarkable that many PN+sdO systems host binary CSs, suggesting that

binary CSs may play an important role in the formation of PN+sdO systems. Finally, a large

fraction of these systems are observed at a relatively high Galactic latitude. In particular, 11 PNe

in Table4.5have|b| > 10◦ and 15 have|b| > 7◦. Although the number of objects is small to draw
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firm conclusions, the relatively high Galactic latitudes are more typical of round PNe evolving

from low-mass progenitors (Corradi & Schwarz, 1995, Stanghellini et al., 2002). Remarkably,

low-mass progenitors are generally expected for sdOs (see above) and, in addition, sdOs are

normally located at high Galactic latitudes. However, one would not expect a large fraction

of complex PNe resulting from low-mass progenitors. These results and the large fraction of

binary CSs in PN+sdO systems point out that the key parameter to form a complexPN is a

binary CS rather than the mass of the progenitor. This conclusion is reinforced by recent results

by, e.g.,Miszalski et al.(2009b), Boffin et al.(2012), Corradi et al.(2014), Jones et al.(2014),

who found that most PNe with close binary CS present complex morphologies.

sdOs associated with PNe represent a very small fraction (∼ 3%) of the≥ 800 known sdOs

(Østensen, 2006). This number could increase as more CSs may be classified as sdO (e.g.,

Reindl et al., 2014). In this respect, we note the lack of firm classifications formany CS of PNe,

which are crucial to identify new sdO among CSs.

4.5 Summary and outcomes of this chapter

We have presented and analysed narrow-band direct images, and high- and low-resolution, long-

slit spectra of Abell 36, DeHt 2, and RWT 152, three PNe for which detailed spatio-kinematical

analysis had not been carried out before. This analysis has been complemented with low-

resolution, long-slit spectra that have allowed us to describe the spectral characteristics of the

nebula and their CSs. The main conclusions of this chapter can be summarized as follows.

Abell 36 presents a point-symmetric elliptical morphologybut the spatio-kinematical analysis

reveals that it consists of a spheroidal shell and two brightpoint-symmetric arcs, attributable

to bipolar, rotating outflows; the collimated outflows seem to have bored parts of the spheroid.

DeHt 2 appears as an elliptical PN in direct images but our analysis strongly suggests that it has

formed through two different ejection events, with the last one being more collimated than a

previous ellipsoidal shell; evidence also exists in DeHt 2 for collimated outflow–shell interac-

tion. RWT 152 is a bipolar PN with an equatorial ring. The complex structures of Abell 36 and

DeHt 2 suggest that binary CSs may be involved in their formation.

The nebular spectra of Abell 36 and DeHt 2 indicate high excitation but only Abell 36 exhibits

emission lines different from those due to Balmer, [Oiii], and Heii. In DeHt 2 and RWT 152,

the nebular spectra suggest a possible deficiency in heavy elements.

The spectra of the three CSs present narrow absorption lines, being the Heii λ4686 absorp-

tion particularly prominent. These characteristics, and the published atmospheric parameters

strongly suggest an sdO nature for these CSs. Thus, these sdOs have most probably evolved

through AGB and post-AGB phases.
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We have compared properties of the 18 more confident PN+sdO systems and found that most

of them are relatively or very evolved PNe, present collimated outflows or signs that collimated

outflows have been involved in their formation, host binary CSs, and are observed at relatively

high Galactic latitudes. These properties and other published results reinforce the idea that the

formation of complex PNe is related to binary stars rather than to the progenitor mass. More

studies of PN+sdO systems could provide interesting information about formation of complex

PNe and sdO evolution.
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Table 4.5: Properties of PN+sdO systems

PN G Name Morphology/ Comments Binary CS References
009.6+10.5 Abell 41 Bipolar Y (1), (2), (3)
009.8–07.5 GJJC 1 Irregular/ Cometary-like ? (4),(5)
027.6+16.9 DeHt 2 Elliptical/ Spheroidal shell and bipolar outflows at different orientations ? (6)
053.8–03.0 Abell 63 Bipolar/ Jets Y (7),(8),(9), (10)
055.4+16.0 Abell 46 Elliptical-Bipolar Y (9),(11),(12),(13)
065.0–27.3 K 648 Elliptical/ Two elliptical shells and halo ? (14)
075.9+11.6 2M1931+4324 Multishell/ Bipolar and elliptical shell at different orientations Y (15),(16)
136.3+05.5 HFG 1 Irregular Y (17),(18)
215.6+03.6 NGC 2346 Bipolar Y (9),(12),(19)
219.2+07.5 RWT 152 Bipolar ? (6),(20)
272.1+12.3 NGC 3132 Elliptical Y (21),(22)
273.6+06.1 LSS 1362 Irregular-Elliptical N (23),(24)
279.6–03.1 He 2-36 Elliptical/ Point-symmetry ? (25),(26)
283.9+09.7 LSS 2018 (DS 1) Bipolar-Irregular/ Low-ionization structures Y (9),(27)
318.4+41.4 Abell 36 Elliptical/ Spheroidal shell and point-symmetric arcs ? (6),(20)
331.3–12.1 Hen 3–1357 Multishell/ Bipolar and elliptical shells and jets ? (28),(29)
335.5+12.4 LSE 125 (DS 2) Round N (27),(30)
339.9+88.4 LoTr 5 Bipolar Y (31),(32)

(1) Bruch et al.(2001); (2) Shimanskii et al.(2008); (3) Jones et al.(2010) (4) Borkowski et al.(1993); (5) Rauch et al.(1998); (6) This chapter; (7)
Pollacco & Bell(1997); (8) Tsessevich(1977); (9) Miszalski et al.(2009b); (10) Mitchell et al.(2007); (11) Stanghellini et al.(2002); (12) Bond & Livio
(1990); (13) Ritter & Kolb (2003); (14) Alves et al.(2000); (15) Aller et al. (2013); (16) Jacoby et al.(2012); (17) Heckathorn et al.(1982); (18) Grauer

et al.(1987); (19) Kohoutek & Senkbeil(1973); (20) Østensen(2006); (21) Ciardullo et al.(1999); (22) Monteiro et al.(2000); (23) Chu et al.(2009); (24)
Heber et al.(1988); (25) Corradi & Schwarz(1993); (26) Méndez(1978); (27) Drilling (1983); (28) Bobrowsky et al.(1998); (29) Reindl et al.(2014); (30)

Hua et al.(1998); (31) Van Winckel et al.(2014); (32) Graham et al.(2004)





Chapter 5
Observations of RWT 152 with OSIRIS/GTC

In this chapter we present a more detailed morphological description and a chemical abundance

analysis of RWT 152, based on subarcsecond red tunable filterimaging and deep intermediate-

resolution, long-slit spectra, respectively, obtained with OSIRIS/GTC. The new Hα image re-

veals new structures not observed in the previous images, with a main bipolar shape surrounded

by a circular halo. The nebular spectra reveal a very low-excitation nebula with weak emission

lines from H+, He+, and double-ionized metals, and absence of emission lines from neutral and

single-ionized metals, except for [Nii]λ 6584, which can be explained if RWT 152 is a density-

bounded planetary nebula. Low abundances of S, O, Ar, N, and Ne are obtained that, together

with the deduced high peculiar velocity, indicate that RWT 152 is a halo planetary nebula. This

chapter is based on Aller et. al 2015c (submitted to MNRAS).

5.1 Introduction

As we concluded in Chapter4, PNe around sdO CSs appear to share some characteristics. They

are generally evolved or relatively evolved PNe with a very low surface brightness; most of them

present elliptical and bipolar shapes, often with multiplestructures, including signs of collimated

outflows; and a high fraction of confirmed (or suspected) binary CSs is also observed in these

PN+sdO systems. In addition, a possible deficiency of heavy elements is suggested in some of

them. These common characteristics strongly suggests a common formation process for these

PNe. However, more detailed studies of these systems, specially chemical abundance analysis

of their PNe, are required to obtain information about theirprogenitor stars. In particular, given

the faintness of these PNe, very deep spectra are needed to detect (if present) the emission lines

required to trace the properties and the chemistry of these objects.
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In this framework, large telescopes represent a very usefultool to carry out detailed analyses of

such faint PNe, since they provide high signal-to-noise ratio data with relatively short-exposure

times. We have obtained imaging and spectroscopy of the PN RWT 152 with the 10-m class

GTC telescope. These data allow us to analyze its morphologyin detail as well as to detect faint

emission lines not detected in our previous CAFOS spectra.

5.2 Observations and data reduction

5.2.1 Optical imaging

Images of RWT 152 were obtained on 2013 November 6 in service mode with OSIRIS (Optical

System for Imaging and low-Intermediate-Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy), mounted on the

Nasmyth-B focus of the 10.4 m Gran Telescopio Canarias (GTC), at the Observatorio Roque de

los Muchachos (La Palma, Canary Islands, Spain). The detector of OSIRIS consists of two Mar-

coni CCD42-82 (2048×4096 pixels) with a 37 pix (binned) gap between them. The maximum

unvignetted field of view (FOV) is 7.8×7.8 arcmin. In order to increase the signal-to-noise we

chose the standard 2×2 binning mode which provides a plate scale of 0.254 arcsec pixel−1.

The red tunable filter (RTF,Cepa et al., 2003) was used, which covers the 6510–9345Å wave-

length range. The RTF allows to reduce this spectral range and isolate the desired order by

selecting the available Order Sorter (OS) filters. We selected the OS filter f657/35 nm that

provides a wavelength range of 6490–6600Å, thereby isolating the Hα + [N ii] λλ 6548,6584

emission lines. The RTF was sintonized with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 20 Å.

It should be noted that with the RTF the wavelength along the FOV is not uniform, decreasing

radially outwards from the optical centre following the law

λ = λ0 − 5.04× r(arcmin)2, (5.1)

whereλ0 is the central wavelength and r the distance to the optical centre (seeGonzález et al.,

2014).

Figure5.1shows the circular FOV available for TF observations. In this figure, taken at 7325 Å,

the bright rings correspond to prominent sky lines (also known as sky rings) each at a different

wavelenght. They are concentric to the TF optical centre, which is located within the gap of the

CCDs, at pixel (-10, 976) of CCD2 (the right one). The radial wavelength variation over the

FOV is thus clear in this image.
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Figure 5.1: OSIRIS circular field of view available for TF mode. Eachof the bright
rings corresponds to a strong sky emission line at a specific wavelength. Credit image:

http://www.gtc.iac.es/instruments/osiris/osiris.php

This quadratic decrease of the wavelength is particularly critical in extended objects such as

PNe, since the light collected from each point of the nebula comes from different wavelengths

depending on the distance to the optical centre. Taking thisinto account, the observations were

designed to cover the Hα and [Nii]λ6584 emissions from all the points of RWT 152. The ob-

serving strategy was to obtain images with the optical centre at six different central wavelengths

(λ0 = 6550, 6560, 6570, 6580, 6590, and 6600 Å), hereafter referred to as individual bands.

Figure5.2shows the spectral response of the selected OS filter centredat these individual bands

(black lines). The intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectrum of RWT 152 (see Sect.5.3.2) has

also been plotted in Fig.5.2 to show the contribution of the Hα and [Nii]λ6584 emission lines

on each individual band. However, we note that the observed flux of the [Nii]λ6584 emission

line is practically negligible, only∼0.5% of Hα (see Sect.5.3.2), thus making the Hα emission

line the main contributor in this OS filter. The CS of RWT 152 was placed at∼ 1 arcmin from

the optical centre, corresponding to∼ 5 Å bluer than the central wavelength of each band (see

equation 1). However, the small size of RWT 152 (see Sect.5.3.1) implies that the wavelength

along the nebula hardly varies, so we can assume that all points of the nebula are covered by

approximately the same wavelength. Therefore, for this particular case, by adding the images

of all individual bands we obtain an Hα image of RWT 152. Three images were taken in each

individual band, each with an exposure time of 80 s, allowinga dithering of∼5 arcsec between

http://www.gtc.iac.es/instruments/osiris/osiris.php
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Figure 5.2: Transmission curves of the OS filter at the six selected bands (labelled asλ1, λ2,
λ3, etc.) are plot in black. The scaled nebular spectrum of RWT 152 (see Sect.5.3.2) is over-
imposed in red and the position of the Hα and [Nii] emission lines is indicated to highlight the
contribution of these lines to the different bands. The resulting band of adding each individual

band is plotted in green.

images to properly remove the diametric ghosts produced in the images.

The images were reduced usingiraf procedures for direct image. After correcting each indi-

vidual frame from bias and flat-field, the three images of eachindividual band were aligned and

median combined. Then, we added all images of all individualbands to obtain a deep Hα image

within the total band plotted as a green line in Fig.5.2. The total exposure time for the final Hα

image is 1440 s (i.e., 6(bands)×3(images)×80 s) and the spatial resolution is 0.7 arcsec, as indi-

cated by the FWHM of field stars in the image. Figure5.3shows the Hα image at two different

grey levels.

5.2.2 Intermediate-resolution, long-slit optical spectra

Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra of RWT 152 were obtained with OSIRIS. The volume-

phased holographic gratings (VPHs) R2500U, R2500V, R2500R, R2500I were used. They cover

the spectral ranges 3440–4610, 4500–6000, 5575–7685, and 7330-10000 Å, respectively, at

dispersions of 0.62, 0.80, 1.04, and 1.36 Å pixel−1. The standard 2×2 binning mode was used,

which provides a plate scale of 0.254 arcsec pixel−1.

Spectra were obtained on 2013 November 6 (R2500R, R2500I) and 7 (R2500U, R2500V). The

slit width was 0.8 arcsec and the spectra were obtained with the slit oriented at PA 90◦ and

centred 7 arcsec south of the CS (see Fig.5.3), covering the southwestern lobe of the nebula.

The exposure time was 1200 s for each VPH and the seeing was≃ 0.9 arcsec.
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The spectra were reduced following standard procedures forlong-slit spectroscopy within the

iraf andmidas. The spectrophotometric standard Hiltner 600 was used for flux calibration. Some

differences (around 10%) were found in the calibrated fluxes of the standard star in the overlap-

ping range of the VPHs, which translate to the flux calibration of the nebular spectra. Never-

theless, these differences are within the uncertainties of the flux calibrationprocess. Finally,

we note that strong sky lines in the nebular spectrum could not be completely removed, leaving

some residuals that prevent us from a clear identification ormeasurement of some nebular emis-

sion lines. This problem is particularly accused in the spectrum obtained with the VPH R2500I

where most sky lines could not be removed (see Sect.5.3.2).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Morphology

The high quality and subarcsecond resolution of the new Hα image (Fig.5.3) allow us to de-

scribe new morphological structures in RWT 152 not detectedso far, improving substantially

the previous description explained in Chapter4. The nebula shows a clear bipolar morphology

in the light of Hα with a size of≃ 17×21 arcsec2 and the major axis oriented at PA∼ 45◦, that

are compatible with the size and orientation measured in ourprevious [Oiii] image. However,

the new image reveals that the bipolar lobes are slightly different to each other, being the SW

lobe broader than the NE one and that the bipolar lobes are composed by many bubbles, spe-

cially well defined in the SW lobe. No point-symmetric distribution of the bubbles is noticed

in the Hα image. The presence of these small bubbles may explain the deviations from a pure

hour-glass geometry observed in the high-resolution, long-slit spectrum along the major nebular

axis (see Sect.4.3.3.2), implying a more complex internal kinematics.

The Hα image also shows that the equatorial region of the bipolar shell is particularly bright

(Fig.5.3). To check the veracity of this structure and to discard possible effects produced by

the brightness of the CS, we inspected the RTF image in the individual band with the optical

centre atλ6=6600 Å, where the emission should be dominated by the nebularcontinuum. In this

image, shown in Fig.5.4, the bright equatorial region cannot be recognized, indicating that this

region corresponds to a real nebular structure that is most probably associated to the equatorial

torus identified in the high-resolution, long-slit spectra(Sect.4.3.3.2). In the image, the CS

appears displaced∼ 3 arcsec northwards with respect to the centre of the nebula.This value

slightly differs from the displacement inferred from the high-resolution spectra, where a shift of

≃ 1.4 arcsec towards PA≃ 348◦ was obtained. However, as the new image does not allow us

to trace clearly the torus, the displacement obtained from the high-resolution spectra should be

considered as a more precise value.
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Figure 5.3: Grey-scale reproductions of the Hα image of RWT 152 (north is up; east to the
left). Grey levels are linear on the left-hand panel and logarithmic on the right-hand one. The
origin (0,0) is the position of the central star marked with awhite asterisk. The long slit used for
spectroscopy is indicated by the horizontal lines in the left-hand panel (see text). The contour
in the right-hand panel traces the size of the halo at the 3σ level above the background; the

geometrical centre of the halo is indicated by a red plus symbol.

Finally, a very faint circular halo of∼ 29 arcsec in diameter can be recognized in the new Hα

image (Fig.5.3). Neither the main nebula nor the CS are centred in the halo but are clearly

displaced towards the northeast with respect to the geometrical centre of the halo. Displacements

of a halo with respect to the CS and PN have been traditionallyattributed to interaction of the

PN with the ISM (see, e.g.,Ramos-Larios & Phillips, 2009). In the case of RWT 152, the image

suggests that the east/southeast part of the halo is interacting with the ISM. Nevertheless, if so,

one would expect that the east/southeast part of the halo would be the brightest one, which is not

observed in our image. In addition, the halo does not show departures from a circular symmetry,

as it could be expected from that interaction. Higher-resolution images would be helpful to

confirm this possible interaction.

5.3.2 The optical spectrum: physical conditions and chemical abundances

Figure5.5shows the intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectrum ofRWT 152, obtained by com-

bining the VPHs R2500U, R2500V and R2500R. The VPH R2500I is not shown here because

of strong contamination by the sky lines (Sect.5.2.2, but see also below). The spectra have been

obtained by integrating the detected emission lines between 4 and 6.4 arcsec west of RWT 152

along the slit. This region corresponds to that showing the highest signal-to-noise ratio for the

weakest lines. Whereas only Hα, Hβ and [Oiii]λλ4959,5007 emission lines had been previously
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Figure 5.4: Grey-scale reproduction of the RTF image with the optical centre atλ6=6600 Å,
where the contribution of the Hα emission line is minimum (see Fig.5.2). Grey levels are

linear.

detected in our previous nebular spectrum (see Sect.4.3.3.3), the long-exposure OSIRIS/GTC

spectra reveal other faint nebular emissions. In particular, [Ar iii], [Ne iii] and Hei emission

lines are detected. The [Nii]λ6584 emission line could also be present, although its extreme

faintness (observed flux∼ 1.32×10−17 erg cm−2 s−1) suggests to take this identification with

caution. In the VPH R2500I the [Siii]λλ9069,9532 emission lines are clearly identified and

relatively isolated from strong sky lines whereas other faint emission lines ([Ariii]λ7751, some

Paschen lines) could also be present. Emission lines due to [O i] and [Sii] are not identified.

The [Ni]λλ5198,5200 and [Oii]λλ7320,7330 emission lines are contaminated by sky lines and

their presence cannot be stablished directly. To check if these emission lines could be present,

we have used the long-slit spectra before sky subtraction tocompare the flux level measured

in the nebula with that in nearby regions outside the nebula,at the wavelengths of the [Ni] and

[O ii] emission lines. An upper limit of∼ 6×10−18 erg cm−2 s−1 for the observed flux of the [Ni]

emission lines and an even smaller value for the [Oii] emission lines has been obtained. These

values are much lower than the observed flux in [Nii]λ6584 mentioned above and allow us to

conclude that emission lines from neutral and single-ionized metals are not present in the spec-

trum of RWT 152. This result is entirely compatible with the lack of [Ni] and [Oii] emission

lines in the CAFOS spectra (see Chapter4). Finally, Heii emission lines are neither identified.

The spectra have been analyzed using the nebular analysis software Anneb (Olguı́n et al., 2011),

which also integrates thenebular package ofiraf/stsdas (Shaw & Dufour, 1995), for deriving

physical conditions and both ionic and elemental abundances. A set of extinction laws are also

included and a proper error propagation through the calculations is performed. Briefly, Anneb
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Figure 5.5: Optical spectrum of RWT 152 in the spectral range 3800–7250 Å. The VPHs
R2500U, R2500V and R2500R have been combined. The detected emissions lines are labelled.

The inset shows the spectrum in the range 3800–4500 Å.

obtains the logarithmic extinction coefficientc(Hβ) and the electron temperature from the [Oiii]

lines Te ([O iii]) iteratively, starting with the values derived forTe = 104 K and the theoretical

Hα/Hβ line intensity ratio for case B recombination (Osterbrock, 1989); then, it derives the

derredened line intensities that are used to calculate the values ofc(Hβ) andTe ([O iii]) again.

The process is repeated untilc(Hβ) andTe ([O iii]) converged to the final values.

A value for the electron density (Ne) is also necessary for the calculations. Unfortunately, the

lack of the [Sii], [Ar iv] or [Cl iii] emission lines from RWT 152 prevents us from derivingNe

from the forbidden lines. Therefore, we have used the observed flux in Hα (F(Hα)) to calibrate

the image and the formulation byHua & Kwok (1999) to calculate the mean electron density

in RWT 152. We considered a F(Hα) of 6.27× 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 observed in a region of 0.8

× 29 arcsec2 (defined by the slit width and the angular size of the nebula, including the halo),

and obtainedNe= 83/D[kpc]−1/2. For distances of 2.4 kpc (Ebbets & Savage, 1982) and 6.5 kpc

(Pritchet, 1984), the electron density is 55 and 32 cm−3, respectively, with an estimated error of

about 10% in both cases. No particular differences were noticed in the resulting parameters and

ionic and elemental abundances by using oner or other of the derived electron density values.

We have adoptNe = 55± 10 cm−3.

After this procedure, we obtainc(Hβ) = 0.60± 0.04 andTe([O iii]) = 14400± 750 K that are

listed in Table5.1. The value forc(Hβ) derived from the OSIRIS spectra is slightly higher than

that obtained from the CAFOS spectra presented in Sect.4.3.3.3(c(Hβ) ∼ 0.46), suggesting

internal variations of the extinction in the nebula. Table 1also lists the dereddened emission line

intensities and their Poissonian errors, as obtained withc(Hβ) = 0.60 and the extinction law of
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Table 5.1: Dereddened emission line intensities in RWT 152.

Line f (λ) I (λ) (I (Hβ)=100)
[Ne iii] λ3869 0.228 70.7± 4.3
Hei + H8 λ3889 0.223 42.9± 2.6
[Ne iii] λ3968 0.203 11.9± 1.2
Hǫ λ3970 0.203 18.9± 1.4
Hδ λ4101 0.172 31.5± 1.4
Hγ λ4340 0.129 48.4± 1.9
[O iii] λ4363 0.124 9.0± 0.6
Hei λ4471 0.115 6.7± 0.4
Hβ λ4861 0.000 100.0± 2.9
[O iii] λ4959 −0.023 188.1± 4.7
[O iii] λ5007 −0.034 552.3± 14.4
Hei λ5876 −0.216 20.1± 0.7
Hα λ6563 −0.323 280.5± 11.0
[N ii] λ6584(?) −0.326 1.5± 0.1
Hei λ6678 −0.338 3.2± 0.2
Hei λ7065 −0.383 2.8± 0.2
[Ar iii] λ7135 −0.391 6.4± 0.3
[S iii] λ9069 −0.606 3.0± 0.2
[S iii] λ9532 −0.620 9.2± 0.6

c(Hβ) = 0.60± 0.04
logFHβ(erg cm−2 s−1) = −15.85
Te([O iii]) = 14400± 750 K
Ne = 55± 10 cm−3

Seaton(1979). We further note that the use of other extinction laws (e.g., Cardelli et al., 1989)

does not produce appreciable differences in the dereddened emission line intensities and other

parameters.

The absence of the Heiiλ4686 emission line and the [Oiii]/Hβ line intensity ratio of≃ 8 (Ta-

ble5.1) indicate a very low-excitation PN, with an excitation class of 2 according toGurzadian

& Egikian (1991). The very low-excitation is compatible with the relatively low effective tem-

perature of the CS of RWT 152 (≃ 45000 K, Ebbets & Savage 1982). In these circumstances,

the non-detection of neutral and single-ionized emission lines (e.g., [Sii], [O i], [N i], [O ii]) and

the extremely faintness of the (possible) [Nii]λ6584 emission line is highly peculiar for this

excitation class.

The derived ionic abundances, calculated as a weighted average by the signal-to-noise ratio of

each line for species with more than one line, are listed in Table5.2. To obtain the helium

abundance, we used the method by Kwitter & Henry (2001), while for the argon abundance,

we followed the icf method byKingsburgh & Barlow(1994). These elemental abundances

are listed in Table5.3, whereǫ(X/H) = log(X/H)+12 is given. For the rest of the elements,

the absence of some emission lines prevents to calculate theicfs and, therefore, the elemental

abundances. Nevertheless, the low effective temperature of the CS and the observed spectrum

allow us to make some reasonable assumptions to obtain approximate values for the abundances.
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Table 5.2: Mean ionic abundances relative to H+ of RWT 152.

Ion Ionic abundance
He+ 0.140±0.004
O++ (6.5±0.1)×10−5

N+ (1.3±0.1)×10−7

Ar++ (2.8±0.1)×10−7

Ne++ (1.7±0.1)×10−5

S++ (2.8±0.1)×10−7

Table 5.3: Elemental abundances of RWT 152 (see text) and average abundances for type III
and type IV PNe taken fromCosta et al.(1996).

Element Abundance Type III PNe Type IV PNe
He/H 0.140±0.004 0.099 0.104
ǫ(O/H) 7.81±0.02 8.42 8.08
ǫ(N/H) 5.11±0.03 7.74 7.41
ǫ(Ar/H) 5.72±0.02 6.07 5.22
ǫ(Ne/H) 7.23±0.03 7.71 7.27
ǫ(S/H) 5.45±0.02 6.74 5.64

In particular, the lack of Heii and [Ariv] emission lines in the spectra makes it highly improbable

that ionization states as O3+, S3+, and Ne3+ may exist in the nebula. This, and the absence of

emission lines from O0, O+, S+, and Ne+ in the spectrum of RWT 152 strongly suggest that O2+,

S2+, and Ne2+ are the dominant excitation states. In consequence, their ionic abundances may

be considered as representative of their elemental abundances. Using the same arguments, N2+

probably does not exist in the nebula. Taking into account that emission lines due to N0 neither

exist, the N abundance should be similar to the abundance of N+, although given the extreme

faintness of the [Nii]λ6584 (see above), the existence of nitrogen in the nebula is questionable.

In Table5.3 we provide the values of the ionic abundances as the elemental abundances of O,

S, Ne, and N, where the N abundance should be considered as an upper limit. Table5.3 shows

low elemental abundances of metals, confirming what we already suggested in Chapter4. We

will discuss below the implications of the elemental abundances. It is worth noting that this

result provides strong support for a deficiency of metals in 2M1931+4324 (see Chapter3), that

presents a nebular spectrum very similar to that of RWT 152.

5.4 Discussion

One of the most noticeable characteristics of RWT 152 is its peculiar nebular spectrum. As

already mentioned, the lack of low-excitation emission lines (e.g., [Oi], [S ii], [N i]) is difficult

to understand in a PN with an excitation class of 2 and a relatively low effective temperature CS

(≃ 45000 K,Ebbets & Savage, 1982). Under these conditions, one could expect that emission

lines due to, e.g., O0, O+, S+, N0, were prominent, even though the abundances of O, S, N
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Figure 5.6: Plot of 12+log(Ar/H) versus 12+log(O/H) (left panel) and 12+log(S/H) versus
12+log(O/H) (right panel) for a sample of type I (red), type II (blue), type III (yellow) and type
IV (green) PNe. Data fromHenry et al.(2004), Costa et al.(1996), Maciel & Koppen(1994),
Howard et al.(1997), andPereira & Miranda(2007). The position of RWT 152 is marked with

a pink square. Error bars of RWT 152 correspond to the size of the symbol.

are low. This spectrum can be understood if RWT 152 is a density-bounded PN with no low-

excitation region (at least along the bipolar lobes, because the equatorial structure has not been

studied). In fact, [Oi], [N ii], [S ii] emission lines become very weak in density-bounded models

(see Gesicki & Zijlstra 2003), and, in addition, a PN becomesoptically thin if the effective

temperature of the CS is in the range 40000–50000 K (Kaler & Jacoby 1991), as it is the case of

RWT 152.

To obtain information about the progenitor CS of RWT 152, it is interesting to classify RWT 152

according to thePeimbert(1978) types. The helium abundance derived for RWT 152 (He/H ∼

0.140, Table5.3) indicates a type I or type II PNe. However, the extremely lownitrogen abun-

dance rules out these two types. A comparison of the abundances of O, S, Ar and Ne with

those typical of type III and type IV PNe, shown in Table5.3, clearly reveals that RWT 152

is a type PN. To reinforce this classification, we show in Figure5.6 the 12+log(S/H) versus

12+log(O/H) diagram for the four Peimbert types of PNe, in which RWT 152is placed in the
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Figure 5.7: Position of RWT 152 in the logg − Teff diagram according toEbbets & Savage
(1982). Post-AGB by evolutionary tracks byBloecker(1995) andSchoenberner(1983) are

drawn and labelled with the corresponding stellar mass (in M⊙).

region of halo PNe. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the helium abundance in RWT 152 ap-

pears high for type IV PNe. However, some of these halo PNe present relatively high helium

abundances, as, e.g., M 2-7 with He/H ∼ 0.137 (Quireza et al., 2007). The extremely low N

abundance is noticeable. We have not found a reasonable explanation, although we have con-

sidered the possibility that the star had been formed in a nitrogen-poor environment, that N is

depleted (forming part of the grains), and/or that N has not been dredged up.

Moreover, we have derived the peculiar velocity of RWT 152 from its heliocentric radial veloc-

ity VHEL ∼ +134.5±1.8 km s−1 (see Sect.4.3.3.2), following the formulation explained inPeña

et al. (2013), and the resulting value is∼ 92 - 131 km s−1 for distances of 2.4 kpc and 6.5 kpc,

respectively. This interval of peculiar velocities clearly is expected for a type IV PNe. Finally,

we note that the height above the Galactic plane of RWT 152 is 0.2–0.8 kpc for the mentioned

distances. Although type IV PNe are usually located at z> 0.8 (Peimbert, 1990), we note that

other halo PNe are located at comparable heights above that plane (seePereira & Miranda, 2007,

and references therein). Summarizing, the chemical abundances and the peculiar velocity add

RWT 152 as a new member of the few known halo PNe.

A comparison of the He and O abundances in RWT 152 with evolutionary models of stellar

yields byMarigo (2001) suggests a progenitor star with an initial mass of∼ 1.3 M⊙ and very

low metallicity Z= 0.004. The stellar mass is compatible with that expected forsdOs (Heber,

2009) and the low metallicity indicates that the progenitor was formed in a poor-metal environ-

ment. In contrast, similar models of initial mass∼ 1.25 M⊙ and Z= 0.004 byKarakas(2010b)
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predict abundances considerably different from that found in RWT 152. Therefore, it is clear

that drawing conclusions about the progenitor star of RWT 152 taking into account simply the

chemical abundances of the nebula may be a bit misleading. For this reason, we have attempted

to obtain information of the progenitor from the current status of the CS. Figure5.7 shows the

position of RWT 152 in the HR diagram logg − Teff with the post-AGB tracks byBloecker

(1995) andSchoenberner(1983). The location of the star (Teff ≃ 45 000 K, logg ≃ 4.5; Ebbets

& Savage, 1982) is consistent with a current mass of M∼0.55 M⊙ which implies an initial mass

in the main sequence of∼ 1 M⊙. For such a low-mass star, the ejected mass during the AGB

evolution is expected to be small. In fact, with the electrondensity derived above and the size of

the nebula we obtain values of 1.6×10−2 - 1.8×10−1 M⊙ for the ionized nebular mass (assuming

2.4 and 6.5 kpc, respectively) and a filling factor of 0.6. These values are much smaller than

ionized masses usually obtain for PNe (see, e.g.,Hua & Kwok, 1999), which is compatible with

a low-mass progenitor. Moreover, taking into account that 0.1-0.3 M⊙ are lost in the RGB phase

for a low-mass star (Dorman et al., 1993), the current mass of the CS and the obtained ionized

mass, we recover a progenitor star with a∼ 0.8-1.0 M⊙ as indicated by the position of the CS in

the logg− Teff diagram. Such a low ionized mass could also explain the low surface brightness

of RWT 152. If a low-mass progenitor is involved in the evolution of other PNe+sdO systems,

it is not surprising that these PNe are very faint and, in somecases, may have faded beyond

detection.

The GTC image shows that RWT 152 presents multiple bubbles inits bipolar lobes. The number

of PNe with multiple bubbles (or lobes) has largely increased, mainly due to increasing reso-

lution of imaging capabilities. PNe with multiple bubbles/lobes can be classified in two broad

categories: (1) those with a point-symmetric distributionof the bubbles/lobes as, e.g., NGC 6058

(Guillén et al., 2013), starfish-like PNe (Sahai, 2000), and other young PNe (Sahai & Trauger,

1998); and (2) those with a random (non-point-symmetric) distribution of the bubbles/lobes as,

e.g., NGC 1514 (Ressler et al., 2010), NGC 7094 and Abell 43 (Rauch, 1999). RWT 152 seems

to be an intermediate case: it shares with NGC 1514 and Abell 43 the random distribution of

the bubbles but also shares with starfish PNe the existence ofa bright equatorial region (torus)

separating two main lobes (or multiple point-symmetric lobes). Several scenarios have been

proposed to explain the presence of multiple bubbles/lobes, including bipolar jets at several di-

rections with variable ejection velocity (e.g.,Velázquez et al., 2012), interaction of a fast wind

with a warped circumstellar disk (Rijkhorst et al., 2005), and interaction of a fast wind with a

inhomogenous spherical shell (Steffen et al., 2013). Multiple point-symmetric bubbles/lobes ap-

pear more compatible with a bipolar jet model or warped disk model than with an inhomogenous

shell scenario; the latter would require an extremely point-symmetric density distribution in the

spherical AGB shell, which could be difficult to explain. PNe with randomly distributed bubbles

could be better explain by an inhomogenous shell. In the caseof RWT 152, the random distribu-

tion of the bubbles points out to a model in which a dense equatorial torus exists in the spherical
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shell while the rest of the shell presents an inhomogenous density distribution. Alternatively,

wind interaction with a warped disk could also explain random bubbles if material in the two

sides of the disk is distributed in a inhomogenous manner. Nevertheless, a definitive conclusion

about the shaping of RWT 152 is difficult to be reached because it is an already evolved PNe

and the original shaping mechanism could be masked by other processes (e.g., hydrodynamical

instabilities). Images of RWT 152 at higher spatial resolution and, in particular, of its equatorial

region would be very useful to complete description of the nebula and to constrain its shaping.

5.5 Summary and outcomes of this chapter

We have presented OSIRIS/GTC red tunable filter Hα imaging and intermediate-resolution,

long-slit spectroscopy of RWT 152, one of the few known PNe hosting an sdO central star. The

data, obtained at subarcsec spatial resolution, allowed usto describe the detailed morphology

and to obtain the physical conditions and chemical abundances of the nebula. The main conclu-

sions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

(1) The new Hα image shows that RWT 152 is a bipolar PN with a bright equatorial torus, sur-

rounding by a circular halo. The bipolar lobes consist of multiple bubbles with a non point-

symmetric distribution. The centre of the halo does not coincide with the centre of nebula

and with the central star, suggesting interaction of the halo with the interstellar medium.

(2) The nebular spectra reveal very faint [Ariii], [Ne iii], He i, [S iii], and, perhaps, [Nii]λ6584

emission lines which had not been previously detected. Emission lines due to neutral and

single-ionized metals are not detected while the lack of Heii emission lines indicates that

high ionization states (e.g., O3+, S3+, N3+) are probably not present in the nebula. These

results strongly suggests that RWT 152 is a density-boundedPN, at least in the direction of

the bipolar lobes.

(3) An electron temperatureTe([O iii]) of ∼ 14400 K was derived andNe ∼ 32 -55 cm−3 de-

pending on the distance. Except for helium, the derived chemical abundances of S, O, Ne

and Ar are low. Remarkably, the abundance of N is extremely low and an explanation for

this fact has not been found yet.

(4) The low abundances and the high peculiar velocity we calculate for the object (| ∆Vpr |∼

92-131 km s−1) strongly suggest that RWT 152 is a halo PN, adding a new member to the

small number of known PNe in this type.
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(5) A comparison of the atmospheric parameters of the CS withpost-AGB evolutionary tracks

suggests a∼ 1.0 M⊙ progenitor for RWT 152, that should be formed in a metal-poorenvi-

ronment. This low-mass progenitor would be compatible withthe low ionized nebular mass

( 1.6×10−2 - 1.8×10−1 M⊙) derived for RWT 152.

(6) The multiple, non-point-symmetric bubbles observed inthe bipolar lobes could be attributed

to interaction of a fast wind with an inhomogeneous distribution of material at both sides of

the equatorial torus. Nevertheless, the original mechanism for the formation of the bubbles

could be masked through the evolution.





Chapter 6
Spectral analysis of BD+30◦623, the peculiar

binary central star of the planetary nebula

NGC 1514

In this chapter we present a detailed spectral analysis of the binary central star BD+30◦623,

consisting of a cool star and a hot companion that has been previously classified as sdO by

some authors. This analysis, based on intermediate-resolution optical spectra and low-resolution

ultraviolet spectra, has allowed us to derive accurately the parameters of the two components in

a simultaneous way for the first time. This chapter has been adapted fromAller et al. (2015b)

(MNRAS, 448, 2822).

6.1 Introduction

Among the different types of binary CSPNe, ones of special interest are those namedpeculiar

central stars(Lutz, 1977). This class refers to cool (spectral type A through K) CSs that are

not hot enough to ionize their associated nebulae. Lutz suggested that these stars may belong to

binary systems, where a hot (and faint) component would be the responsible for the photoion-

ization while the cooler (and brighter) star would account for the absorption spectrum. Many

works can be found regarding these stars (see, e.g.,Méndez, 1978, De Marco, 2009, Pereira

et al., 2010). However, the complexity of these systems makes their analyses difficult because

the determination of the stellar parameters is laborious.

BD+30◦623 (α= 04h 09m 16.s9, δ=+30◦ 46′ 33′′, equinox 2000.0;ℓ = 165.◦53, b= –15.◦2), the

exciting CS of NGC 1514, is one of these peculiar binary stars. It has been studied extensively

but the physical parameters of the two components had not been determined accurately to date.

It was initially classified as a single star and several spectral types were proposed in the literature

107
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ranging from B8 (Seares & Hubble, 1920), to B9 (Mclaughlin, 1942) or A0 (Chopinet, 1963).

In contrast,Payne(1930) proposed an O8 classification.

Because of its peculiar spectrum,Kohoutek(1967) proposed, for the first time, the double star

hypothesis for BD+30◦623 based on photoelectric photometry. He reported the existence of

a fainter and hotter companion and described the pair as A0 III + blue subdwarf (sdO) with

effective temperatures (Teff ) of 10800 K for the A-star and 60000 K for the hot star, and radii of

4.1 and 0.45 R⊙, respectively. Later,Kohoutek & Hekela(1967) confirmed these values based

on a spectral analysis of the CS within the intervalλλ 3650-5000 Å. In contrast,Greenstein

(1972) reported that the ultraviolet luminosity of the sdO required a higherTeff (100000 K),

and that the cool star was, in fact, an Horizontal-Branch (HB) A star (A3–A5) with Teff ≤

10000 K. Further evidence of the binary nature of this systemwas provided by the International

Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) observations obtained bySeaton(1980). With these UV spectra and

broad-band photometry from the Dutch ANS satellite, he constructed a model and described

the system as an A0-A3 III star withTeff ∼ 9000 K, and logg= 3.0, and a hot star withTeff ≥

60000 K. To do this, he used a line blanketed model for the coolstar and a blackbody for the

hot companion. Besides, weak P Cygni profiles were detected.Later, Feibelman(1997) also

used IUE spectra to report a considerable variability of theUV flux (by a factor of 2) but he was

not able to explain it. In strong contrast with previous determinations,Grewing & Neri (1990)

used different methods to estimateTeff of 27000, 28000 and 38000 K for the hot component.

These values are too low to account for the observed Heii emission from the nebula (Kaler,

1976), which requiresTeff> 60000 K (seePottasch, 1984). In a most recent work,Taranova

& Shenavrin(2007) proposed a spectral type B(3-7) main-sequence for the coolstar based on

infrared photometry. In these circumstances, it is clear that a new and detailed spectral analysis

is necessary in order to determine the properties of this pair.

In this framework, we present an innovative spectral analysis of BD+30◦623 by means of IUE

ultraviolet and intermediate-resolution optical spectra. For this purpose, grids of synthetic spec-

tra for the cool and hot stars were used and combined making use of the latest and state-of-the-art

synthetic model atmospheres. As far as we know, this is the first time that such analysis is done

for one of these peculiar binary CSs.

6.2 Observations and results

6.2.1 Intermediate-resolution optical spectra

Intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra were obtained on 2011 January 16 with CAFOS at the

2.2-m telescope at Calar Alto Observatory (Almerı́a, Spain). A SITe 2k×2k–CCD was used as

detector. Gratings B-100 and R-100 were used to cover the 3200–6200 Å and 5800–9600 Å
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Figure 6.1: Grey-scale reproduction of the [Oiii] image of NGC 1514. Grey levels are linear.
The two vertical lines S1 and S2 mark the slit positions used for intermediate-resolution, long-

slit spectroscopy (see the text).

spectral ranges, respectively, both at a dispersion of≃ 2 Å pixel−1. The slit width was 2 arcsec

and the spectra were obtained at two slit positions, both oriented north–south: one (denoted S1)

with the slit centred on the CS and with an exposure time of 100s for each grism; and another

(S2) displaced∼ 30 arcsec eastern from BD+30◦623 and with an exposure time of 1800 s for

each grism in order to cover the nebula. The projections of the slits on the sky are plotted in

Figure6.1, which shows an [Oiii] (λ0 = 5007 Å, full width at half-maximum= 87 Å) image

of NGC 1514 also obtained with CAFOS in imaging mode. Seeing was≃ 2 arcsec during the

observations.

The spectra were reduced with standard routines for long-slit spectroscopy within theiraf and

midas packages. For the absolute flux calibration, the spectrophotometric standards G191B2B

and Feige 34 were observed the same night. We note that the redpart of the spectrum (above∼

6200 Å) presents an unexpected behaviour that we were unableto correct in the flux calibration

process. Therefore, the wavelength range beyond 6200 Å has not been taken into account for

the analysis. However, the normalized uncalibrated spectrum at these wavelengths, in particular

around Hα, is still usable to estimate the gravity of the cool component (see Sect.6.4.2). Finally,

we note that no problems with light losses in the flux calibration are present, since the available

photometry in the blue part of the spectrum is compatible with our flux calibration.

The optical spectrum of BD+30◦623 (Figure6.2), obtained at S1, shows strong hydrogen ab-

sorption lines which are typical of A- or B-type stars. The Caii K λ3933 absorption line, also
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Figure 6.2: CAFOS CAHA blue spectrum of BD+30◦623 in the range 3500–6200 Å. Some
helium and hydrogen absorption lines are indicated, as wellas the Caii λ3968, and Mgii λ4481.

The Nai doublet (λ5889–5895) is caused by interstellar absorption.

characteristic of these stars, is present. The spectrum also reveals other spectral features like

Heii λ4686 andλ5412 which are not expected in a typical spectrum of an A- or B-type star.

They only appear (specially Heii λ4686) in stars withTeff & 40000 K (Eisenstein et al., 2006).

On the other hand, the spectrum shows very weak features of neutral helium. It is the case of Hei

λ4026 (whose contribution cannot be separated from that of Heii λ4025 at this resolution) and

Hei λ4471 (that seems to be also present although with a smaller contribution). These neutral

helium absorption lines may originate either from the cool star or from the hot companion. Once

the spectral analysis is concluded (see Sect.6.4), we will see that these neutral helium features

come from the cool companion.

We note that no nebular emission lines are observed in Fig.6.2 because of the very short expo-

sure time of this spectrum (100 s), but they are clearly observed in the long-exposure spectrum

obtained at S2 (Fig.6.1). We used this spectrum (not shown here) to determine the logarithmic

extinction coefficient c(Hβ). Because the Hα emission line flux is unreliable (see above), we

used the integrated Hβ and Hγ fluxes observed at slit position S2 (see Fig.6.1) to derivec(Hβ) ≃

0.97, assuming Case B recombination (Te=104 K, Ne=104 cm−3) and a theoretical Hγ/Hβ ratio

of 0.466 (Osterbrock, 1989). If we derive the colour excess from the relationship proposed by

Seaton(1979) c(Hβ) = 1.47E(B−V), we obtain thatE(B−V)= 0.66, in agreement with the value

derived from the analysis of the CS (see Sect.6.4.7). We also note that a slightly lower value

for the logarithmic extinction coefficient (c(Hβ) = 0.885) was derived byMuthu(2001) from the

observed Hα/Hβ ratio. Finally, the detection of the Heii λ4686 emission line allows us to set a

lower limit of Teff = 60000 K for the hot companion (see above).
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6.2.2 Low-resolution ultraviolet spectra

Since theTeff of the hot companion of BD+30◦623 should be higher than 60000 K, observations

in the ultraviolet range are crucial to achieve a good characterization of this star. For this pur-

pose, we have retrieved spectra from the IUE (Kondo et al., 1989) available in the IUE Newly

Extracted Spectra (INES1) System. INES provides spectra already calibrated in physical units.

We have retrieved the available low-dispersion (∼ 6 Å) IUE SWP (short wavelength) and LWP

(long wavelength) spectra, which were obtained from 1978 to1989. The SWP and LWP cover

the ranges 1150-1975 Å and 1910-3300 Å, respectively. Only the pairs of spectra which were

obtained consecutively, i.e., the same day were used. They are listed in Table6.1. A mean of all

spectra was calculated for the spectral analysis. Unfortunately, the LWP spectra beyond∼ 2400

Å could not be used since most of them appear to be saturated and/or with many bad pixels at

those wavelengths.

Figure6.3shows the SWP spectra listed in Table6.1. Surprisingly, we have not found variability

in the SWP spectra, in contrast withFeibelman(1997), who reported a variation in the flux of

a factor∼ 2. In order to discard possible reduction errors in the INES spectra, the same IUE

SWP spectra available from the MAST2 archive were retrieved. These spectra are reduced in an

independent way to that of the INES archive. No sign of flux variability was found in MAST

spectra either. Therefore, we consider that the variability found byFeibelman(1997) should be

reassessed.

6.3 Synthetic stellar spectra

In order to carry out an accurate spectral analysis of the composite spectrum of BD+30◦623,

three synthetic model atmosphere grids have been used.

For the cool component, high-resolution spectra were synthesized in the range 3000–8000 Å

using the suite of programssynthe (Kurucz, 1993, Castelli & Kurucz, 2003).

For the ultraviolet range (1150–3200 Å), low-resolution models from theatlas9 grid of model

atmospheres3 by Castelli & Kurucz(2003) were used. Finally, each ultraviolet spectrum was

combined with the corresponding optical one to build a grid in the range of 1150-8000 Å.

For the hot component, we used TMAW4, a service recently developed in the framework of

the German Astrophysical Virtual Observatory (GAVO), to calculate theoretical stellar spectra

1http://sdc.cab.inta-csic.es/ines/
2https://archive.stsci.edu/iue/search.php
3http://user.oat.ts.astro.it/castelli/grids.html
4http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/˜TMAW/

http://sdc.cab.inta-csic.es/ines/
https://archive.stsci.edu/iue/search.php
http://user.oat.ts.astro.it/castelli/grids.html
http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/~TMAW/
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Figure 6.3: Plot of the five SWP spectra of BD+30◦623 listed in Table6.1 and used for the
spectral analysis. No variability is observed in the SWP spectra, in contrast with that reported

by Feibelman(1997).

of hot, compact stars. The service provides access to TMAP5 (Tübingen NLTE - Model At-

mosphere Package;Werner et al., 2003), a collection of models successfully used for spectral

analysis of hot, compact stars (e.g.Rauch et al., 2007, 2013, Ziegler et al., 2012).

We requested for a H+He, high-resolution grid, via TMAW, with 50000 K≤ Teff ≤ 120000 K

in the range 1000 – 55000 Å. The spectral resolution was 0.1 Å in the range 1000 – 8000 Å

and 1 Å in the rest of the wavelengths. Since the H and He lines are not very sensitive toTeff

beyond 70000 K, we sampled from 50000 K to 70000 K in steps of 2000 K and from 70000 K

to 120000 K in steps of 5000 K. Surface gravity in this grid ranges from 3.0≤ logg ≤ 7.0 in

steps of 0.2 dex. However, we note that those models above theEddington limit could not be

calculated with the TMAW procedure. Therefore, the lower limit in logg is in fact set by the

Eddington limit. The abundance ratio (by mass) of hydrogen to helium was varied as follows:

H/He= 1/0, 0.9/0.1, 0.8/0.2,... , 0.1/0.9, 0/1. No other elements have been taken into account

for the calculation.

Before starting the spectral analysis, the synthetic spectra were degraded and rebinned to the

resolution of the observations, which is≃ 2 Å pixel−1.

5http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/˜TMAP/

http://astro.uni-tuebingen.de/~TMAP/
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Table 6.1: IUE spectra used for the spectral analysis. The LWP spectra beyond∼ 2400 Å could
not be used for the spectral analysis (see the text).

Spectrum Date (dd/mm/yyyy)

SWP01313+ LWR01279 04/04/1978
SWP03813+ LWR03394 05/01/1979
SWP08024+ LWR06984 23/02/1980
SWP18042+ LWR14219 20/09/1982
SWP35671+ LWR15127 04/03/1989

6.4 Spectral analysis

6.4.1 Composite models

The observed flux of a composite spectrum can be reproduced bythe sum of two terms, each

one referring to each individual spectrum, following the relation:

Fλ =
(Rcool

d

)2

Sλ(Teff(cool), gcool) +
(Rhot

d

)2

Sλ(Teff(hot), ghot)

= knorm[Sλ(Teff(cool), gcool) + a Sλ(Teff(hot), ghot)], (6.1)

whereRcool, Teff(cool), gcool, Rhot, Teff(hot), ghot are the radius, theTeff and the surface gravity of

each object,d is the distance to the system (assuming that both objects areat the same distance)

andSλ the monochromatic surface flux emission of each component. In this way, the parameter

a is defined as (Rhot/Rcool)2 andknorm is the normalization constant defined as (Rcool/d)2. Each

composite model will be normalized to the observed spectrumfollowing the procedure described

by Bertone et al.(2004).

The last term of equation (1) has five unknowns, namely bothTeff and gravities, and the param-

etera. In addition, the extinction affecting the observed spectrum – bothRV andE(B−V) – is

also unknown. This amounts to a total of seven unknowns, which poses a difficult problem to be

tackled. Therefore, to arrive the final and sensible solution(s), we have devised a method to ex-

plore the whole range of parameters by building a grid of composite models from the individual

grids, and by applying a suite of filters that allows us to select, among all possible combinations,

those matching the observed spectral features, both at an overall level (the shape of the spec-

trum, the position of the Balmer jump) and lines (equivalentwidth of some absorption lines).

The outcome of the analysis will be theTeff , gravities and the ratio between the radii of the

components.

In what follows, we will explain in detail the fitting procedure, until the final solutions are

reached. Figure6.4 shows a flowchart describing the whole process. Note that an iterative
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process is needed because each cycle hinges on the parameters of the cool component that must

be revised once each iteration is completed, until convergence is reached.

6.4.2 Parameters of the cool component

As it can be seen in Fig.6.4, and is described in detail in the next subsections, the whole fitting

process is based on the computation of grids of composite models where, in each one, the Kurucz

synthetic spectrum of the cool star remains fixed and it is combined with all the TMAP models.

The composite models undergo several filters imposed by the observations and only the small

subset that fulfills all the observational constraints is accepted as a final solution for the problem.

Therefore, the first step is to constrain the parameters of the cool star. These parameters are

reassessed at the end of each cycle. We note that an approach from the point of view of the hot

star (i.e, fixing the parameters of the hot star and combiningwith the whole grid of the Kurucz

models) is not possible since we do not have enough spectral criteria to adjust the corresponding

pairs ofTeff and gravity for the hot component.

The Caii K λ3933 line is generally one of the prime temperature criteriain A- or B-type stars

(Gray & Corbally, 2009). In the case of single stars, an estimate ofTeff can be obtained by

comparing the equivalent width (EW) of the line in the observed spectrum with that measured

on a grid of synthetic spectra or templates. However, this simple procedure cannot be applied

in this case, because superimposed to the spectrum of the cool component, there is an unknown

contribution of the continuum and lines of the hot component. The only information we can

extract in the first step is an upper limit to theTeff(cool), since composite models –or combinations

of templates– containing a cool star whose EW(Caii) ≤ 0.34 Å (which is the EW of the line in the

observed spectrum) will have the EW of this line decreased below that value when the spectrum

of the hot companion is added. An inspection of the grid of synthetic models (see Sect.6.3) with

solar metallicity sets a rough upper limit ofTeff(cool) ∼11000 K. The Caii K line dependence on

gravity and metallicity was found negligible.

Since the wings of the Balmer lines are very sensitive to gravity in A- and B-type stars (Gray

& Corbally, 2009), we have explored which value of logg for the cool component is consis-

tent with each potentialTeff . We have computed synthetic models for Hα, Hβ, Hγ and Hδ for

Teff(cool)=9000 – 11500 K, in steps of 500 K, and values of loggcool=2.50 – 4.00, in steps of 0.25

dex. Such intervals were chosen according to the typical parameters of A- and B-type stars. The

widths of the lines in the spectrum have been compared with those in the synthetic models, and

the pairs (Teff(cool), loggcool) that are consistent with the observations are (9000 K, 2.50), (9500

K, 2.75), (10000 K, 3.00), (10500 K, 3.25), (11000 K, 3.50) and (11500 K, 3.75). Typical errors

in the determination of loggcool are±0.25 dex.
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Figure 6.4: Flow chart with all the steps of the fitting procedure. See the text for details.
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We would like to stress that we are comparing models computedwith a singleTeff and grav-

ity with the observed spectrum, that is a composite of two stars. The assumption underlying

this exercise is that the cool component is the main contributor to the Caii K and the Balmer

lines. We also note that a possible interstellar contribution to this absorption line was not taken

into account in the analysis. Although the low resolution ofour spectrum does not allow us to

quantify this contribution,Greenstein(1972) concluded that the cool component has a consider-

able strong stellar line by comparing the velocity of the observed Caii K line and the expected

interstellar line velocity.

Once the complete filtering process is done and the contributions of both components to the

observed spectrum are evaluated, the Caii K line and the Balmer profiles are analysed again and

the values ofTeff(cool) and loggcool are reassessed to fit the observations (see Sect.6.4.5). The

whole fitting and filtering process is started again (see Fig.6.4).

6.4.3 First filter: UV continuum and Balmer jump

Before starting with the filtering procedure, we imposed thecondition that the EW of the Heii

λ4686 line ofall composite models matches that of the observed line, namely∼0.42 Å. There-

fore, for each pairSλ(Teff(cool), gcool), Sλ(Teff(hot), ghot), the parametera(Teff(cool),Teff(hot), gcool, ghot)

is computed in such a way that the synthetic EW matches the observed one. The outcome of

this step, – marked as ‘0’ in Fig.6.4 – is a grid of composite models that will be passed to the

first filter.

Since the ultraviolet and blue wavelengths are the most sensitive to the interstellar and nebular

extinction, we carried out first an initial analysis fitting only the UV shape and the Balmer jump.

To do this, we explored a wide range of reddening values and applied those to the models. In

principle we shall not assume the unique Galactic average value of 3.1 forRV (see Sect.6.5 for

further discussions) then, we varied this parameter and thecolour excessE(B−V). The values

adopted for this analysis range from 1.5 to 5.0 in steps of 0.1in the case ofRV, and from 0.2 to

1.5 in steps of 0.05 in the case ofE(B−V). The parametrization of the extinction byFitzpatrick

(1999) has been used.

A least squares fit with a confidence level of 99.73% (3σ), yields a first effective filtering over

the total grid. We obtained that only those models withE(B−V) between 0.5 and 0.6 andRV

between 2.3 and 2.6 fitted well the UV shape, and pass to the next filter. This step is marked as

‘1’ in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.5: Observed spectrum of BD+30◦623 (black) and one of the best fits (green) chosen
between the models for the hot component that pass the filtersdescribed in Sect.6.4, which
corresponds toTeff(hot) = 90000K, logghot = 5.6 and H/He= 0.4/0.6. The parameters for the
cool component areTeff(cool) = 9850 K and loggcool = 3.5. All the other solutions are virtually
identical and are not plotted to avoid confusion. In red and blue, the separate contributions of

the cool and hot stars, respectively, are plotted.

Figure 6.6: Profiles of the observed absorption lines (black) used for the spectral analysis
together with the synthetic profiles (green) of one of the final solutions. In the upper part of the
figure the Heii λ4686 and Heiiλ5412 lines. In the lower part, the Caii K line and the Balmer

lines Hǫ, Hδ and Hγ.
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6.4.4 Second filter: optical continuum and Heii λ5412

After the first filter, we performed a second fitting – ‘2’ in Fig. 6.4– to match the optical contin-

uum. Once again, a least squares fit with a confidence level of 3σ was carried out. At this point,

we also imposed the requirement of a good fitting to the Heii λ5412 absorption line.

6.4.5 Reassessment of the parameters of the cool star

As mentioned in Sect.6.4.2, in the first iteration we repeated the fitting procedure keeping

fixed all the pairs (Teff(cool), loggcool) of the cool star that seemed to be compatible with the

observations, combining them with the whole grid of synthetic spectra for the hot star.

After that first iteration, the EW of the Caii K line and the widths of the wings of the Balmer

lines were measured on each of the composite spectra that passed all the filters. As expected,

the EW of the Caii line is less, and the wings of the Balmer lines were narrower,than those

in the observed spectrum – and on each of the individual models with (Teff(cool), loggcool) –

due to the fact that a contribution of the hot component had been added to each cool model.

The comparison of the features of the composite spectra withthose observed helped to tune the

parameters of the cool star. A new iteration was then startedwith the revised set of parameters,

as shown in Fig.6.4.

After a few cycles, it turns out that convergence in the procedure, and an excellent agreement

with the observed spectrum, are achieved forTeff(cool) = 9850±150 K and loggcool = 3.50±0.25.

These parameters are compatible with both an A0 star ascending the giant branch (as reported

by, e.g.,Kohoutek, 1967) and a HB A0 star (as reported byGreenstein, 1972). We will see below

that the HB A0 classification appears to be the most probable one. The strength of the Caii K

and other weak blends point to a subsolar metallicity. A value of [M/H]cool=−0.5, which seems

to match the observed features, has been adopted; however, high-resolution spectra would be

needed to confirm or reject this.

6.4.6 Final results for the hot star

For that particular set of parameters of the cool star, sevensuccessful solutions were obtained

for the hot companion, withTeff(hot) between 80000 and 95000 K, logghot between 5.4 and 5.6

and compositions compatible with a helium-rich star (H/He= 0.0/1.0, 0.2/0.8, 0.3/0.7, 0.4/0.6,

0.5/0.5, 0.6/0.4). These final solutions together with the correspondingvalues of the parameter

a (see equation 1) are listed in Table6.2. The derived stellar parameters are compatible with

most of the different known types of CSPNe, so we would need more information(e.g., mass,

radius, luminosity) to classify the hot component in a definite way (see Sect.6.5).
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Table 6.2: Spectroscopic solutions for the hot component of BD+30◦623.

Teff(hot) (K) log ghot H/He a

80000 5.4 0.6/0.4 0.01445
85000 5.6 0.5/0.5 0.01328
90000 5.6 0.4/0.6 0.01211
95000 5.6 0.0/1.0 0.01172
95000 5.6 0.2/0.8 0.01113
95000 5.6 0.3/0.7 0.01113
95000 5.6 0.4/0.6 0.01094

Figure6.5 shows one of these final solutions, namely that withTeff(hot) = 90000, logghot = 5.6

and H/He= 0.4/0.6, plotted in green. All the other solutions are virtuallyidentical and are not

included in the figure to avoid confusion. We have also plotted the individual contributions of

the cool and hot stars in red and blue, respectively. As mentioned in Sect.6.2, the neutral helium

lines (e.g., Hei λ4471) come from the cool companion. This is in agreement withthe highTeff

derived for the hot star.

In Figure6.6, the profiles of the Heii λ4686, Heiiλ5412, Balmer lines Hǫ, Hδ and Hγ, and Ca

ii K line, together with the corresponding fits are shown.

6.4.7 Extinction

As it can be seen in Fig.6.4 and Sect.6.4.3, each composite model is reddened with a range

of values ofRV and colour excessE(B−V) to match the shape of the UV continuum and the

intensity of the Balmer jump. All final models matching successfully the observed spectrum had

to be reddened with values ofRV = 2.3± 0.1 andE(B−V) = 0.60± 0.05, which implyAV≃1.4.

Note that the value of the extinction does not have any impacton those filters matching the

EW of lines, since on narrow regions around absorption linesthe extinction correction can be

considered as constant and its effect cancels out when computing EWs.

The resulting value of≃ 1.4 for AV is in good agreement with the value of 1.6 obtained by

Ressler et al. (2010). Our estimations are also consistent with the colour excess obtained from

the nebular extinction coefficient derived from the CAFOS spectrum (E(B−V)= 0.66, see Sect.

6.2). We note that the colour excess derived from the best fit is slightly higher than the previous

values proposed in the literature, which ranges from 0.44 to0.5 (Seaton, 1980, Feibelman, 1997).

We also note that while the bump at 2200 Å is successfully reproduced, the fitting around∼1600

Å does not reach the intensity levels of the observed spectrum. This can be a consequence of the

parametrization used, since only a value ofRV has been taken into account. Besides, the lack of

an accurate knowledge about the behaviour of the extinctionlaws in this spectral range makes

difficult this kind of analysis.
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Table 6.3: Stellar parameters of the two components of BD+30◦623.

Stellar parameters Cool star Hot star

Teff (K) 9850± 150 90000± 10000
logg 3.5± 0.25 5.5± 0.1

M/M⊙ 0.55± 0.02 0.56± 0.03
R/R⊙ 2.1± 0.6 0.22± 0.03

log(L/L⊙) 1.60± 0.25 3.4± 0.2
RV 2.3± 0.1

E(B−V) 0.60± 0.05
d [pc] 285± 85

6.5 Discussion

The spectral analysis described above provides values of the Teff and gravities of both compo-

nents of BD+30◦623. While it is true that theTeff(cool) has been already determined in a quite

accurately way by several authors (see above), this is the first time that the parameters of the

hot component have been spectroscopically derived. In Table6.3, we list the results derived

from the spectral analysis described in the previous sections (Teff and gravities of the two com-

ponents, and extinction) as well as the stellar parameters derived below from the evolutionary

tracks (mass, radius, luminosity of the two components and the distance to the system). Note

that theTeff(hot) is not an strict average of theTeff listed in Table6.2, we prefer to give a round

number that represents all the solutions with an uncertainty bracketing all of them. Also note

that the error in logghot comes from an average of the different values of the logg of the models

that have passed all the filters in the analysis. In what follows, we adopt between the seven

successful solutions matching the observed spectrum, thatshown in Fig.6.5, namely,Teff(hot) =

90000 K, logghot = 5.6, Tteff(cool) = 9850 K and loggcool =3.5. These parameters allow us to

compare with the appropriate evolutionary tracks and isochrones.

Figure6.7shows the position of the hot component of BD+30◦623 in the HR diagrams logg∗ −

Teff (top) and log(L∗/L⊙) − Teff (bottom) on the evolutionary tracks for post-AGB tracks by

Bloecker(1995) andSchoenberner(1983). The location of the star is consistent with a mass

of Mhot = 0.56± 0.03 M⊙, which implies a radiusRhot = 0.22± 0.03 R⊙, and a luminosity

log(Lhot/L⊙) = 3.4 ± 0.2. The luminosity and the dereddened integrated flux of the model

fitting this component lead to a distancedhot=253±88 pc. The derived stellar mass indicates a

progenitor of∼ 1 M⊙ in the main sequence and, therefore, an age of about 109–1010 yr. The

parameters derived from the evolutionary tracks agree withthose typical of sdOs (Heber, 2009,

Geier et al., 2011a). Also, the narrowness of the Heii λ4686 absorption line is compatible

with an sdO classification (as previously proposed by, e.g.,Kohoutek, 1967, Greenstein, 1972),

rather than with a white dwarf. However, other classifications (like, e.g, O(He)-type) may also

be compatible. Therefore, an analysis of high-resolution spectra in the UV range, as that carried
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Figure 6.7: Location of the hot component on the evolutionary tracks by Bloecker(1995)
andSchoenberner(1983). The blue solid lines indicates the region of the possible parameters
of the hot star derived from the final solutions. Each evolutionary track is labelled with the

corresponding stellar mass (in M⊙).

out by Latour et al.(2013) for the sdO BD+28◦4211, could allow us to confirm or rule out a

possible sdO classification.

Figure6.8 shows the position of the cool component in the HR diagrams logg∗ − Teff (top)

and log(L∗/L⊙) − Teff (bottom) on the post main-sequence evolutionary tracks byGirardi et al.

(2000) with Z = 0.004 (black) and the post-HB evolutionary tracks byDorman et al.(1993)

with Z=0.006 (red). The stellar parameters derived are compatible, apriori, with two possible

scenarios: an A0 star ascending the giant branch and a A0 starin the HB.

In the hypothesis that the cool component were an A0 star ascending the giant branch, the

comparison with theGirardi et al.(2000) tracks gives a massMcool = 2.9 ± 0.5 M⊙, which
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implies a radiusRcool= 4.9 ± 1.5 R⊙, a luminosity log(Lcool/L⊙)= 2.3 ± 0.3 and an age∼ 300

Myr. These parameters lead to a number of inconsistencies when compared with those of the

hot star. If the CS is a physical pair, the age of the cool star is incompatible with the much longer

time span required by the hot star to reach its current evolutionary status. Therefore, interaction

between the stars (e.g., mass transfer) should be invoked toexplain the age difference. This

inconsistency in the age has been already reported for othersimilar CSs (see e.g., NGC 3132,

Ciardullo et al., 1999). However, the luminosity and the dereddened integrated flux of the cool

star lead to a distancedcool=710±280 pc that is incompatible with the CS being a physical binary

but a coincidental alignment. This scenario is also difficult to reconcile with the observations. In
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particular, it would be hard to explain that theHubble Space Telescopedoes not resolve the pair,

and, simultaneously,that the mean radial velocity of the cool star (VLSR = +47.6±1.6 km s−1)

and the systemic velocity of the nebula (VLSR = +41±5 km s−1) are in agreement (Greenstein,

1972). In addition, the complex nebular morphology is difficult to understand within a single-

star hypothesis but strongly suggests the presence of a binary system (see below). Moreover,

the radii derived from the evolutionary tracks yield a valueof 0.002 for the parametera, defined

as (Rhot/Rcool)2 under the assumption that both components form a binary system (equation

7.1); that value is a factor of 6.0 lower than the mean valuea=0.012 obtained from the spectral

analysis (Table6.2). In view of all these arguments, we can discard the scenarioof the cool

component being a giant-branch star.

Alternatively, in the hypothesis that the cool component were an A0 star in the HB, the com-

parison with theDorman et al.(1993) tracks gives a massMcool=0.55± 0.02 M⊙ (Fig.6.8, red

lines),Rcool=2.1± 0.6 R⊙ and log(Lcool/L⊙)=1.60± 0.25. The luminosity and the dereddened

integrated flux lead to a distancedcool=294±69 pc that agrees very well with that derived above

for the hot component (dhot=253±88 pc) and is compatible with both stars forming a binary

system. Moreover, in contrast with the giant-branch scenario, the radius derived for the HB star

givesa = 0.011, in very good agreement with the mean value ofa obtained from the spectral

analysis (see Sect.6.4). Besides, the normalization constant between the best-fitting models and

the observed spectrum isknorm≃2.77×10−20, which is defined as (Rcool/d)2 (equation7.1). Tak-

ing Rcool= 2.1, we obtain a distance to the system d=285±85 pc, in agreement with the values

derived independently for each component. This result alsoagrees with the range 200-300 pc

considered byRessler et al.(2010) based on theHipparcosparallax (185 pc) and, alternatively,

on the observedmV magnitude and the assumption that the cool star is an HB A starwith MV ≃

1.0 (240 pc). The fact that we obtain a very similar distance from an independent way – in our

case, a spectral analysis – strongly reinforces the validity of our results. Finally, it should be

noted that the parallax from theHipparcoscatalogue isπ=5.40± 1.70 mas and the new reduc-

tion of theHipparcosastrometric data byvan Leeuwen(2007) providesπ=3.79± 1.61 mas. In

both cases,σπ/π > 0.17 and the Lutz–Kelker bias (Lutz & Kelker, 1973) prevents from using

theHipparcosparallax to obtain a reliable distance.

Concerning the age of the cool component, we note that theDorman et al.(1993) evolutionary

tracks do not provide neither the masses of the progenitor stars in the main sequence (ZAMS)

nor their current ages. However, according to the evolutionary models bySerenelli & Weiss

(2005), stars with masses between 0.8 and 0.9 M⊙ in the ZAMS might evolve (depending on

the metallicity and the mass-loss) to HB stars with masses around 0.55 M⊙ – as it is our case –

in periods between 8 and 12 Gyr. This range of ages is comparable to the age estimated for the

hot component of BD+30◦623. Therefore, the classification of the cool component as an HB

A0 star is completely coherent with both the spectral analysis and the subsequent evolutionary

study based on tracks and isochrones.
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Another interesting point is the complex morphology of NGC 1514, consisting of numerous

bubbles in the optical range (see Fig.6.1) and a pair of axisymmetric rings recently discovered

at mid-infrared wavelengths (Ressler et al., 2010). As mentioned above, a binary nature of

BD+30◦623 could already be tentatively inferred from this complexmorphology, since binary

interactions are generally believed to be the origin of non-spherical structures in PNe (see, e.g.,

De Marco, 2009, Miszalski et al., 2009b). It is true that neither radial velocity variations nor

photometric and spectroscopic variability have been foundin BD+30◦623 (Greenstein, 1972,

Purgathofer & Schnell, 1983, see also Sect.6.2.2), which does not favour an association. How-

ever, in our case, the binary could be relatively close or have evolved through a common en-

velope phase (seeMuthu & Anandarao, 2003) but being observed pole-on (or nearly) so that

no variability can be observed whereas binary interactionscan shape the complex nebula. We

note that a pole-on binary is compatible with the narrownessof the absorption lines in the A0

star reported byGreenstein(1972), who concluded that the rotational velocity has to be small

(≤ 40 km s−1). Alternatively, the pair could be a wide binary. This scenario would explain the

lack of variability but have difficulties to account for the nebular complexity, unless particular

orbital properties are considered (e.g., a highly eccentric orbit). In any case, conclusions about

the characteristics of the binary and its relationship to nebular shaping should await for higher

resolution images of this object.

NGC 1514 is not unique among PNe and cases of PNe with ‘cool’ CSs are well known (Lutz,

1977, De Marco, 2009). In particular, He 2-36, NGC 2346, NGC 3132 and PC 11 (Méndez,

1978, Pereira et al., 2010) contain an A-type star like NGC 1514. Moreover, most of these PNe

present bipolar or complex morphologies that are much easier to explain in a binary scenario

than in a single star one. We note that the knowledge of the stellar parameters for the hot

components in these peculiar CSPNe is very scarce and the analysis of these CSs has been

mainly focused on the cool components (see Table 4 inDe Marco, 2009). In this context, the

detailed spectral analysis presented in this work introduces a remarkable improvement since

it allows us to obtain the stellar parameters of both cool andhot component simultaneously.

Besides, this kind of analysis is useful to refine the spectral classification and the evolutionary

status of the cool components in these systems. The future application of this method to similar

peculiar CSs will be highly interesting to search for commonproperties in these systems and to

constrain the formation and evolution of these enigmatic pairs of stars.

6.6 Summary and outcomes of this chapter

We have analysed ultraviolet IUE and CAFOS optical spectra of BD+30◦623, the peculiar bi-

nary central star of NGC 1514. BD+30◦623 shows an unusual central star spectrum whose main

features correspond to an A-type star but also presents Heii lines that must originate in a much
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hotter companion. Previous studies of this central star have been unable to provide unambiguous

parameters for its two components. Making use of state-of-the-art model-atmospheres for hot,

compact stars (Tübingen NLTE - Model Atmosphere Package) and Kurucz synthetic models,

we have carried out a detailed analysis of the ultraviolet and optical spectra with the aim of

constraining the properties of this object. Grids of composite models of a cool+hot star were

built. A χ2-fit and an iterative procedure based on filters imposed by observational constraints

was devised to find the solutions that best reproduce both theshape of the ultraviolet and optical

continuum and the main spectral features. To our knowledge,this kind of detailed analysis has

not been done before for any of the peculiar binary central stars. The main results of this work

can be summarized as follows:

1. The spectroscopic analysis leads toTeff(cool) = 9850± 150 K, loggcool = 3.50 ± 0.25

and [M/H]≃ −0.5. For the hot component, solutions forTeff(hot) between 80000 K and

95000 K, logghot between 5.4 and 5.6 and compositions pointing to a helium-rich star

were found. An unique value for the extinction towards the two stars has been assumed,

namely,RV = 2.3 ± 0.1 andE(B−V) = 0.60± 0.05. Besides, the extinction coefficient

derived from the nebular spectrum isc(Hβ) ≃ 0.97.

2. By comparing the stellar parameters derived for both components with the appropriate

evolutionary tracks, we conclude that the cool component iscompatible with an HB A0

star with massMcool = 0.55 ± 0.02 M⊙, radiusRcool = 2.1 ± 0.6 R⊙ and luminosity

log(Lcool/L⊙)=1.60± 0.25. A distancedcool=294±69 pc is also derived. In the hypothe-

sis underlying all this work that the stars form a physical pair, the scenario with an A0 star

ascending the giant branch proposed by other authors seems to be inconsistent and there-

fore, should be discarded. On the other hand, the parametersof the hot component are

Mhot=0.56±0.03 M⊙, Rhot=0.22±0.03 R⊙, and log(Lcool/L⊙)=3.4±0.2. A distance of

dhot=253±88 pc is derived. Although an sdO nature seems to be the most plausible one for

this component, it is difficult to establish this classification firmly without high-resolution

observations. The analysis is compatible with the two starsforming a physical pair.

3. A reanalysis of the IUE spectra shows that no variability is seen at short wavelengths, in

contrast with the variation of the continuum flux by a factor of ∼2 reported by Feibelman

(1997).

The analysis presented in this chapter improves noticeablyprevious studies carried out for this

object. However, further observations, like high-resolution spectra, will help to determine with a

better accuracy parameters such as the metal abundance of the cool component and the rotation

velocities. New long- and short-term observations would bealso required in order to study the

possible variability of this system and the properties of the binary. Theoretical studies addressing

the evolution of this kind of systems are also imperative.





Chapter 7
An updated catalogue of Galactic Planetary

Nebulae by means of VO tools

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebulae that we

have compiled during this thesis. To date, the most used catalogues of Galactic PNe are those

presented byAcker et al.(1992) andKohoutek(2001), with 1143 and 1510 objects, respectively.

However, the number of newly discovered PNe has steadily increased during the last years and

the census has not been correspondingly updated. Collecting the information to build up a new

updated catalogue has been one of the aims of this thesis and it will be described in this chap-

ter. Our compilation includes more than 2900 objects classified (when available) as confirmed,

probable and possible Galactic PNe. The compilation has been made taking advantage of Vir-

tual Observatory tools. The first purpose of this catalogue is to centralize all the known PNe

with their most relevant information. As a second goal, we attempt to classify the whole sample

of CSPNe in an automatic way, on basis of archival data. The ultimate aim of this classification

is to obtain potential sdO CSs candidates by using existent data, which could be prioritized for

subsequent spectroscopic follow-up. We describe the classification methods designed for this

purpose as well as their application and validation in a sample of field blue stars. While the se-

lected criteria are successful for the field star sample, we found difficulties in their applicability

to CSPNe sample, concluding that spectra are necessary to classify them.

7.1 Introduction

The first (known) catalogue of Galactic PNe (CGPN) was published byPerek & Kohoutek

(1967) and contained 1063 objects. Later on,Acker et al.(1992) presented theStrasbourg-ESO

Catalogue of Galactic PNe(SECGPN), with 1143 true or probable PNe, which was updated by

Kohoutek(2001) in his Version 2000 of the Catalogue of Galactic PN, containing 1510 PNe.

127
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This population has nearly doubled in almost two decades. This spectacular increment in the

detection of new PNe has been mainly possible thanks to exhaustive and recent surveys like

the Macquarie/AAO/Strasbourg Hα Planetary Nebula Catalogues (MASH-I,Parker et al. 2006;

and MASH-II,Miszalski et al. 2008) and the INT Photometric Hα Survey (IPHAS,Drew et al.,

2005).

Currently, the number of known confirmed or probable PNe in the Milky Way is estimated to

be roughly 3000 (∼ 3300 according toSabin et al.(2014), < 2850 according toMiszalski et al.

(2012)). However, due to the absence of an updated catalogue of Galactic PNe, it is difficult to

know the complete census of this population. This lack of a unique and centralized database was

the main motivation for this work. The construction of such acatalogue is not an easy task due

to the large amount of objects and to the dispersion of the information among many individual

catalogues and publications. In addition, many PNe appear duplicated in several catalogues. All

of this makes it extremely difficult to do the compilation “by hand”.

In this context, the Virtual Observatory1 (VO) provides a perfect framework to deal with huge

amount of data in an efficient and user-friendly way. VO is an international astronomical com-

munity initiative whose main aim is to provide global electronic access to the available astro-

nomical data archives of both ground- and space-based observatories. For that purpose, VO

offers a broad set of services and tools for data mining, visualization and analysis (e.g., Topcat,

Aladin, VOSA, etc). We have taken advantage of the VO framework by using some of these

tools to assemble a more up-to-date catalogue of Galactic PNe. This catalogue is described in

Sect.7.2.

As a first application of this catalogue, we attempted to classify the whole sample of CSPNe. As

we described in detail in Chapter1, CSPNe exhibit a wide diversity of spectral features, which

is reflected by the numerous attributed spectral types.Weidmann & Gamen(2011) reported

26 different spectral types for their compilation of 492 spectroscopically classified CSs of both

confirmed and probable PNe. However, this number representsjust ∼13% of all known PNe.

This low fraction of spectroscopically classified CSs is a direct consequence of their faintness

and the highly contaminated stellar spectra by the nebular emission lines in many cases. For

these reasons, the development of an alternative classification procedure based on archival in-

formation is crucial. This methodology could be applied to alarge sample of CSPNe providing

a great advantage on this topic.

1http://www.ivoa.net/

http://www.ivoa.net/
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Table 7.1: Previous catalogues and works used for the preparationof our catalogue.

Catalogue or work Objects
Version 2000 of the Catalogue of Galactic PN (Kohoutek, 2001) 1510
Kerber et al.(2003) 1312
Frew et al.(2013) 1258
MASH Catalogues (Parker et al., 2006, Miszalski et al., 2008) 1238
SECGPN (Acker et al., 1992) 1143
Cahn et al.(1992) 780
Tylenda et al.(1994) 768
Stanghellini et al.(2008) 563
Weidmann & Gamen(2011) 492
Phillips (2004) 447
van de Steene & Zijlstra(1994) 433
Beaulieu et al.(1999) 373
Kerber et al.(2008) 274
Mal’Kov (1997) 170
IPHAS (Sabin et al., 2014) 159
Ratag et al.(1997) 108
MACHO (Lutz et al., 2010) 102
Holovatyy & Havrilova(2005) 87
Napiwotzki(1999) 50
Stasińska et al.(1997) 49
Escudero & Costa(2001) 45
Guerrero et al.(2013) 44
Hora et al.(1999) 41
De Marco et al.(2013) 31
Boumis et al.(2003) 25
Górny(2006) 24
Boumis et al.(2006) 19
Boumis et al.(2006) 19
Acker et al.(2012) 5
Aller et al. (2013) 1
This catalogue 2951

7.2 The PN Catalogue: gathering data from archives

The compilation of the PN sample was achieved by gathering data from different already pub-

lished catalogues and works by means of the services provided by the VO. For this task, we used

topcat2, an interactive VO-tool designed to work with tabular data.

Table7.1 lists the different catalogues and works that have been used to conform thecatalogue,

together with the number of objects included in each of them.The CGPN byPerek & Kohoutek

(1967) is not included in the list as theVersion 2000 of the Catalogue of Galactic PNby Ko-

houtek(2001) is an update of that catalogue and so, all the objects included in the former are also

included in the later. The catalogues were selected following mainly two procedures: First, we

explored the results of VizieR searching by the keyword “planetary nebula”. From these results,

we selected those related with Galactic planetary nebula. Second, we intensively inspected the

literature and selected those works containing a large number of PNe.

2http://www.star.bris.ac.uk/˜mbt/topcat/

http://www.star.bris.ac.uk/~mbt/topcat/
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We note that many of these objects have multiple entries among several catalogues, an issue that

can be easily ruled out using the cross-match capability of Topcat. We used a search radius of

5 arcsec in the cross-matching of the tables to be sure of not rejecting different PN with similar

coordinates in different catalogues. In the cross-matching process, the SECGPN was selected

as the reference catalogue, in a compromise between the number of objects and their available

information. Then, the cross-matches with the rest of the catalogues were done on basis of the

number of objects. Once all the catalogues were cross-matched, a visual inspection of the final

catalogue was carefully carried out. This visual inspection consisted in rejecting duplicated

PNe that may have different coordinates (separated by more than 5 arcsec) in theiroriginal

catalogues, although being the same object. This could havebeen done by cross-matching the

whole catalogue by the “name” column, but this is not an easy task since PNe generally have

more than one common name.

After the visual inspection, the final catalogue contains 2951 Galactic PNe. Many of these

objects are flagged in their original catalogues as true, probable or possible Galactic PNe. We

keep these flags in our catalogue when available. In addition, we have also compiled a list of

121 misclassified PNe in the literature, which are also included in some of the catalogues listed

in Table7.1.

With the aim of facilitating the query to the catalogue, we have taken advantage of the data pub-

lishing tools developed by the Spanish Virtual Observatory(SVO). These tools allow to easily

publish images and spectra (with MySpec-MyImg application) as well as tables and catalogues

(with SVOCat). In this case, we have made use of the SVOCat3 tool, which allows the publica-

tion of our catalogue both as a web page and as a VO Cone Search service. In the following, we

briefly describe the characteristics of these two accesses:

• Web page access: A basic interface allows the user to search by specific criteria, such as

coordinates, PNG designation or common name. The default search radius for the query

is 5 arcsec, although it can be user-defined. As the number of columns in the catalogue

is really large (= 100), we have also implemented three available levels of verbosity:

minimum, mediumandmaximum. Theminimumoption will display those columns with

the basic information such as equatorial coordinates and name. Themediumoption (by

default), will also show other columns containing additional informations such as photo-

metric values and proper motions. Finally, if amaximumverbosity is selected, the whole

table will be displayed. In the query, the number of sources to be returned can be also

selected (with values ranging from 10 to unlimited).

The output format of the query is an HTML table that contains all the objects accom-

plishing the requirements. The header of each column provides a brief explanation of its

3http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/SVOCat-doc

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/SVOCat-doc
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Figure 7.1: Snapshot of the catalogue available in the webpage.

content, by simply placing the mouse over the question mark of the column. The archive

also implements the Simple Application Messaging Protocol(SAMP,Taylor et al., 2015).

SAMP, developed within the context of the VO, enables VO applications to interoper-

ate and communicate with each other, for instance by sendingdata or tables from one

to another. Thanks to the SAMP, the HTML table provided in thequery can be easily

transferred to other VO applications in order to deal with the data in an efficient way. The

catalogue is accessible through the public website:

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/pn_aller.

Figure7.1shows a snapshot of the catalogue available in the webpage.

• VO access: It provides an important advantage to be efficiently retrieved by the astronom-

ical community. We have implemented the International Virtual Observatory Alliance4

(IVOA) standards, like the Simple Cone Search (SCS) service. The SCS allows the user

to search for sources in a range of right ascension and declination specified by an angular

separation (named cone). The query through this service returns a VOTable with all the

sources of the catalogue matching the coordinates within this cone5. With this service, the

user can access the catalogue directly from VO tools like, for instance, Topcat.

The catalogue provides information about the common PN name, the official IAU PNG desig-

nation, when exists, the equatorial and galactic coordinates, as well as some of the most relevant

information available in the original catalogues. The catalogue also provides photometric data

4http://www.ivoa.net/
5An example of this access would be

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/pn_aller/cs.php?RA=18&DEC=11&SR=60&VERB=2

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/pn_aller
http://www.ivoa.net/
http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/pn_aller/cs.php?RA=18&DEC=11&SR=60&VERB=2
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Figure 7.2: Galactic latitude distribution of PNe in our catalogue(blue) as compared with those
PNe included inAcker et al.(1992) (green) andKohoutek(2001) (pink).

in different bands from the 2MASS, SDSS DR9 and UCAC4 surveys, when available, as well

as proper motion information from PPMXL survey. A flag columnis also included (where ap-

plicable) to indicate the reliability of the detection. Finally, the catalogue offers direct access to

the correspondingsimbad page for each object. This is a first version of the catalogue and we

aim to keep it updated with the new discoveries, thus making it the reference catalogue for PNe.

In order to illustrate the improvement of our catalogue withrespect to previous compilations of

PNe, we compare in figure7.2the Galactic distribution of PNe in our catalogue (blue) andthose

included in the catalogues fromAcker et al.(1992) in green andKohoutek(2001) in pink. It is

clear from this histogram the significant increment in the number of PNe which represent our

compilation.

We expect that this catalogue will be an important referent for future investigations on PNe. Its

almost completeness with respect to the whole sample of known PNe to date, provides a perfect

framework to carry out, for instance, statistically significant morphological analysis of PNe and

their association with galactic distribution, as well as binarity analysis of CSPNe, among others.

7.3 Classification of CSPNe

Spectral classification of CSPNe is usually based on spectroscopy, which demands a large

amount of telescope time. In addition, spectroscopy is often not possible due to the faintness of

the star or to the contamination of the nebular emission lines. Therefore, a primary goal of our
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Figure 7.3: Examples of linear (left), polynomial (middle) and RBF(right) kernel functions
available in Support Vector Machines. Kernel functions refers to those mathematical functions
that trace the decision boundaries in the classification of aset of data. In this example, these
kernels are able to separate the blue and yellow circles according to the function used (see the

text for details).

catalogue of Galactic PNe is to provide the spectral type of all CSs without the need of obtaining

spectra for these stars but using archive data instead. There are several classifications algorithms

that can be used for this purpose. We selected three of them inorder to independently compare

the results and validate the efficiency of the classifiers. Once the classification algorithms were

selected, we applied them to a known sample of blue stars in order to validate their application.

7.3.1 The machine-learning algorithms

Several methods are designed to classify a sample of data on basis of one or more criteria. The

three classification algorithms used in this work are brieflydescribed as follows:

• Support Vector Machines(SVMs,Vapnik, 1995) are a set of supervised learning meth-

ods that can be used for different purposes as classification, regression and outlier detec-

tion. SVMs are based on the idea of learning patterns and finding decision boundaries in

a set of data. Basically, given a training data with a previously known classification, the

algorithm is capable of finding which hyperplane (or a set of hyperplanes) better separates

the different classes or memberships. Therefore, a new set of data can be classify by the

algorithm on basis of these hyperplanes. However, the data are not always easily separable

by simple hyperplanes, and non-linear decision functions are then required. These deci-

sion (or mathematical) functions are built up by the so-called kernel functions. Different

kernel functions like linear, polynomial, radial basis function -RBF- and sigmoid, specif-

ically designed for different purposes, are available to achieve the best classification in an

efficient way. Figure7.3shows three of these kernel functions in a two-dimensional case.

This method, however, has the important disadvantage that all the targets to be classified

need to have information in all the attribute fields. This could result in a high decrease of
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Figure 7.4: Examples of graphics constructed with Bayesian Networks. The superior node in
each graph is the class we want to classify, and the other nodes represent the attributes (A1, A2,
A3, A4) we are using for the classification. These attributescan be completely independent to
each other (left panel) or they can be connected through a dependence relationship (see the text

for details).

the training sample, since it is possible that many of the objects do not have data in some

of the attributes.

• Random Forests(RF,Breiman, 2001) is a classification method that consists in building

several decision trees for the training sample. These decision trees are predictive models

to split data into different classes, based on a number of attributes or propertiesof the data.

RF combines the bagging (Breiman, 1996) approach and a random selection of features

(attributes). In other words, it uses several random subsamples of the training sample and

predict the class of each individual subsample. The final classification is given by the

mode of the classes of the individual predictions.

• Bayesian Networks(BN, Korb & Nicholson, 2010) are probabilistic graphical classifica-

tion models. The corresponding graphs are formed by nodes and conditional arcs which

link the relationships between the nodes. Figure7.4 shows two example of BN graphs.

Each node represents an attribute and two nodes connected toeach other means that they

have a dependence relationship. Usually, the superior node(or parent node) represents

the class, whose value is obtained by combining the conditional probabilities according to

the graph. In the most simple case, in which all attributes are independent, the probability

of belonging to a specific class is calculated by:

P(Class=Ci |Attributes)= P(A1|class=Ci)×P(A2|class=Ci )×...×P(AN|class=Ci ),

where AN represents the attributes. The method is able to discover automatically the de-

pendences between attributes and provide an associated graph of these dependencies in

order to facilitate the visualization and the probabilities determination. Figure7.4 shows
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an example of a graph with independent attributes (left panel) and another one with de-

pendencies between the attributes (right panel).

7.3.2 Application and validation of the methods

7.3.2.1 The field star sample

This first step prior to apply these algorithms to the CSPNe sample is to prove their feasibil-

ity, given the attributes available in astronomical archives, in a sample of known objects. We

selected five different types of spectroscopically well-classified blue stars frombona fidecata-

logues. This sample includes white dwarfs, sdOs, PG1159, O,and WR stars. All the stars in

the training sample do not have,a priori, associated PNe, except for the case of the PG1159

sample, in which 17 of 40 stars are CSPNe (see below). The catalogues used for the training

sample were the following:

− The Galactic O-Star Spectroscopic Survey(GOSSS,Sota et al., 2014b), wich contains

448 O stars with a abona fideclassification. This catalogue is the result of combining the

objects presented inSota et al.(2011) andSota et al.(2014a).

− TheSloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 White Dwarf Catalog(SDSS DR7,Klein-

man et al., 2013) provides information of 19 712 spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs.

From this large sample, only those WDs with Teff ≥ 30000 K were selected as they are

blue objects and have similar colours than the rest of the stars in the training sample. This

criterium reduced the sample to 1 648 WDs.

− For the sdOs sample, we used the whole sample described in Chapter2, that contains 774

objects.

− The7th Catalog of Galactic Wolf-Rayet stars(van der Hucht, 2001), which contains 227

Population I Wolf Rayet stars.

− For thePG1159-type sample, no catalogue is available as far as we know, so we used the

list included inWerner & Herwig(2006), the most complete compilation of PG1159 stars

to date. It contains 40 of such stars (17 of them with associated PNe). We are aware that

other new PG1159 stars have been possibly catalogued since then. However, the number

remains very low and our classification method is not affected by it.
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Figure 7.5: Reduced proper motion diagram for the field star sample (sdOs, white dwarfs, O
stars, Wolf-Rayet stars and PG1159) used for the classification.

7.3.2.2 Selection criteria

In order to distinguish and classify the different object classes conforming the field star sample,

choosing the optimal set of attributes (or parameters) in the sample is crucial. The final selected

attributes were the following:

• Proper motions

Following the procedure described inOreiro et al.(2011), we used proper motions in

order to distinguish among different kinematic populations in the sample. For that, we

matched our list of objects with the PPMXL catalogue (Roeser et al., 2010) by using a

maximum of 5 arcsec as a radius for the cross-match. PPMXL provides positions, proper

motions, 2MASS (J, H, Ks) and photographic (USNO B, R, and I-band) photometry of

900 million stars and galaxies, aiming to be complete for stars with V≤ 20.

To separate among the different classes of objects, we used the reduced proper motion (H)

which is calculated, for a given filter, as follows:

H( f ilter) = m+ 5log10(µ) + 5, (7.1)

wherem is the apparent magnitude in the filter andµ the total proper motion measured in

milliarsec per year.

In Fig.7.5 we showH(B) against (B-I ) for the field star sample. In a quick look, one

can distinguish two main groups in the diagram. On the one hand, white dwarfs (red)

and sdOs (blue) seem to cluster in the bottom left part of the diagram, while Wolf-Rayet
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Figure 7.6: Colour-colour diagrams from 2MASS photometry for the O-type and WR field
stars (upper panels) and for the sdOs and WDs field stars (lower panels).

(yellow) and O-type (green) stars lie in the upper right region. Moreover, a borderline

aroundH(B) ∼ 28 could be traced to separate between WDs and sdOs.

• Infrared colours

After cross-match our sample of field stars with the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS)

of Point Sources (Cutri et al., 2003), we inspected whether the 2MASS photometry con-

tributed to separate the classes included in the sample. We selected infrared photometry

in order to minimize the influence of extinction. Figure7.6 shows the colour-colour dia-

gram using 2MASS photometry for the two main groups obtainedin the proper motion

diagram (i.e., O-type and WR on the one hand, and sdOs and WDs on the other hand). As

can be seen in the figure, these colours clearly separated O (green dots) and WR (yellow

dots), as well as sdOs and WDs, although in this case with a bitmore contamination. This

is, therefore, a relevant filter in the classification method, since it allows distinguishing

between these two samples (O-type and WR) that appear mixed in a large region of the

reduced proper motion diagram (see Fig.7.5).

• Galactic distribution

We also noted that the two main groups in the sample are easilydistinguished on basis

of their galactic distribution. Figure7.7shows this distribution of the sample in the same

colour code than Figure7.5. There is a clear segregation between O and Wolf-Rayet
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Figure 7.7: Galactic distribution of the field star sample.

stars (located near the galactic plane) and the sdOs and WDs (located at high latitudes).

Although it is not easily identified, the PG1159 sample are also included in the plot and

they are also mainly located at high latitudes. This evidentdifference in the distribution

of the objects is just a consequence of their evolutionary state. While all sdO, WD and

PG1159 sample are very evolved objects, the O and WR stars areyounger, coming from

a different population. In fact, the WD (and maybe the sdO) sample in this plot, very

probably represent the ultimate stage of the low- and intermediate-mass star that passed

through the planetary nebula phase long time ago.

7.3.2.3 Results of the classification for the field star sample

Once the attributes have been selected they will be the inputparameters for the classification

algorithms. Hence, these input parameters are the following: H(B), B-I , J-H, H-K, and galactic

latitude l. In addition, the proper motion in right ascension and declination was used. Not all

the parameters were used in all the classification algorithms. For the implementation of the

algorithms, we used the data mining software Weka (Hall et al., 2009).

For the SVM algorithm, a RBF kernel was set to classify on basis of 4 attributes (H(B), B-I ,

J-H, H-K). The introduction ofl as input parameter led to a strong misclassification of the

sample, although the reasons could not be identified. In any case, taking into account the other

four attributes, we obtained a mean accuracy of the classification of∼85 % with this method.

For the RF algorithm, we set to 100 the number of trees generated. The attributesH(B), B-I ,

J-H, H-K, l, pmRA and pmDEC were used. Due to the small number of attributes in our training
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set, the random selection of features was not important as every attribute was necessary for the

classification. The mean accuracy obtained in this case was∼88 %.

Finally, for the BN algorithm we did not put any restriction to the maximum number of parents

for each attribute. The attributesH(B), B-I , J-H, H-K, l, pmRA and pmDEC were used. The

mean accuracy achieved was∼85 %.

We used cross-validation in all the classification algorithms. We can conclude that the three

classification algorithms have achieved a high success ratein the classification of the field star

sample. In the next section we will use the same algorithms and attributes for the classification

of CSPNe.

7.3.3 Our case study: classification of CSPNe

Once we have validated the classification methods for a knownsample of field stars, the next

step is to apply them to the sample of CSPNe of our catalogue. In the following we describe this

classification.

7.3.3.1 The CSPNe sample

We selected those CSPNe with known spectral classification.We take as reference the list of

classified CSPNe compiled byWeidmann & Gamen(2011). Although that work contains 492

stars of both confirmed and possible PN with spectral-type determinations, they are dispersed in

26 different classes which makes it very difficult to obtain significant samples. As an example,

19 out of these 26 spectral types include less than 20 objects. In addition, some of the most pop-

ulated classes are not, indeed, spectral types, as it is the case of the “weak emission lines”(wels)

with 72 objects or the “Blue” class with 50. Therefore, we grouped some of the classes into a

more general class with the aim of expanding the sample significantly. For instance, the groups

of DA+WD (12 objects), DAO (14 objects) and DO (4 objects) were grouped in the WD group.

We proceeded similarly for all the subtypes of WR stars and O stars, respectively. In addition,

we also used the sample of sdOs compiled byAller et al. (2015a), which includes 18 of these

objects. In total, we obtained these samples:

− 82 objects in the group of O-type stars.

− 30 objects in the group of WD stars.

− 102 objects in the group of WR stars.

− 15 objects in the group of PG1159 stars.
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Figure 7.8: Reduced proper motion diagram for CSPNe training sample used for the classifi-
cation.

− 18 objects in the group of sdO stars.

7.3.3.2 Selection criteria

The next step is to apply the selection criteria described inSect.7.3.2.2to the different classes

of CSPNe in order to get an optimal classification of them.

• Proper motions

In Fig.7.8we showH(B) against (B-I ) for the CSPNe training sample. In contrast to the

training sample for the field stars, the proper motion filter does not distinguish the groups

in the CSPNe sample. This result could be explained taking into account that the CSPNe

groups previously defined are objects in a similar evolutionary stage and, therefore, hard

to distinguish from a kinematical point of view.

• Infrared colours

As in the case of field stars, we also investigated the possible segregation of CSPNe classes

on basis of their 2MASS photometry. Figure7.9 shows the corresponding colour-colour

diagrams. This figure should be compared with Fig.7.6 in which we show the same di-

agram but for field stars (note that we have set the same axis range in both figures for

comparison purposes). In the case of CSPNe, both [WRs] and O-like stars appear mixed

in the upper panels of Fig.7.9 in contrast to what we see in field stars (see Sect.7.3.2.2).

The larger dispersion in the case of CSPNe could be due to extinction effects because
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Figure 7.9: Colour-colour diagrams from 2MASS photometry for the O-like and [WR] CSPNe
(upper panels) and for the sdOs and WDs CSPNe (lower panels).

of the presence of dust from the PNe around them. We also do notfind any segregation

between the sdOs and WDs CSPNe (lower panels of Fig.7.9), although these results can

be affected by the low number statistics.

• Galactic distribution

Figure7.10shows the galactic distribution of all classes of the CSPNe sample. It is clear

from this figure that there is not segregation of the different classes according to the lati-

tude, as it was in the case of the training sample for field stars. This was already expected

since as we mentioned in Chapter1, PNe are mainly located near the Galactic plane.

Therefore, this filter is neither applicable to the sample ofCSPNe.

7.3.3.3 Results of the classification for the CSPNe sample

In view of the lack of criteria that segregates the CSPNe training sample, the classification

algorithms could not be applied in this case to obtain a classification of the whole sample of

CSPNe. The reason for this can be ascribed to the fact that selected criteria are completely
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Figure 7.10: Galactic distribution of the CSPNe sample.

dependent on the stellar properties to be studied. Thus, while in the case of the field stars, the

O and WR sample are massive objects belonging to Population I, the O-like and [WRs] stars

found in CSPNe are low-mass, evolved stars. Therefore, theyare currently in two different

evolutionary states and have very different properties (e.g., mass, radius, etc.). Then, it is clear

that different criteria have to be applied for the two samples. On the other hand, the sdOs and

WDs used in the case of the field stars seem to be much more evolved objects than those sdOs

and WDs found in CSPNe (i.e., the former may have already passed through the PN phase). This

is easily concluded from their spatial distribution in the Galaxy, since the former are usually

located at high latitudes and the later are mainly located near the Galactic plane. In short,

the photometric and kinematic information available in astronomical archives is not enough by

itself to distinguish between the different classes in the CSPNe sample. However, we note that

the low number of CSPNe spectroscopically classified prevents a statistically valid analysis and

selecting the appropriate criteria. Currently, we need a larger spectroscopically classified sample

of CSPNe in order to obtain larger subsamples of the different spectral types.

7.4 Summary and outcomes of this chapter

In this chapter we have presented an updated catalogue of 2951 true, probable and possible

Galactic planetary nebulae, which is the result of combining about thirty individual catalogues

and works by using VO tools. The catalogue, which is accessible online, provides the most

relevant information of these individual works as well as data from 2MASS, SDSS, UCAC4 and

PPMXL archives and offers direct access tosimbad for each object.
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As a second part of the work, we have developed a classification method with the main aim of

classifying the whole sample of CSPNe. This method is based in three different classification

algorithms, which are capable of classifying a sample of objects on basis of certain criteria. We

have applied these classification algorithms to a known sample of blue objects with a successful

result. Unfortunately, the criteria required to separate the samples are not easily recognizable in

the CSPNe sample, which makes impossible the application ofthe classification method to this

sample.





Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work

To close this dissertation, we review the whole research objectives and results presented in this

work. We also give some prospective ideas and projects for the future work of this research.

8.1 General Conclusions

Along this thesis, we have investigated several topics on formation and evolution of PNe that

host sdOs central stars. In this work, we have made use of different observational techniques,

like narrow-band and red tunable filter imaging, as well as low-, intermediate-, and high-resolution

long slit spectroscopy, which has provided us a large experience in the data acquisition and

reduction. This has allowed us to acquire background in the morphological and kinematical

analysis of PNe, crucial to investigate their 3D structure and the processes involved in their

formation.

From a theoretical point of view, we have also used the state-of-the-art non-LTE stellar-atmosphe-

re models for hot, compact stars developed by the German Astrophysical Virtual Observatory

(GAVO) and accessible through the TheoSSA service. Workingwith these sophisticated mod-

els has allowed us to obtain a substantial background in the spectroscopic analysis of CSPNe,

crucial to constrain their origin and current evolutionarystatus. In addition, we have also made

use of the nebular analysis software Anneb, which has provided us expertise in the calculations

and interpretation of the physical nebular properties and chemical abundances. Finally, and also

in the framework of the Virtual Observatory (VO), we have used some of the VO tools (e.g.,

Topcat, Aladin) which provide a great advantage in the data mining and visualization, specially

when handling a huge amount of data.

145
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The main scientific contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:

• We have carried out an observational survey to search for newPNe around sdOs in the

optical range. This kind of searches were not conducted since the late eighties and this

is the first time that this topic is tackle with “modern” instrumentation. In our survey,

more than 100 sdOs have been imaged with 2-m class telescopes. This search was com-

plemented with a careful visual inspection of a sample of roughly 700 sdOs in the WISE

public archive, which provides mid-infrared images in fourbands (from 3.4 to 22µm). All

these searches resulted in the discovery of a new PNe around the sdO 2M 1931+4324 as

well as 11 more candidates that presents hints of nebulosityin the WISE images. We also

obtained imaging and intermediate-resolution, long-slitspectra of some of the already

known PNe with confirmed or possible sdO CSs, in order to constrain the sdO nature of

these objects. As a result of this work, we classified as sdO the CS of the PN DeHt 2 and

tentatively propose the same classification for the CS of PN K2-2.

• Based on narrow-band imaging and high-resolution, long-slit spectra, we report the first

detailed morpho-kinematic analyses of four PN+sdO systems: our recently discovered

2M 1931+4324, Abell 36, DeHt 2 and RWT 152. Complementary low- and intermediate-

resolution, long-slit spectra were also analyzed in all cases, which have allowed us to

confirm the sdO nature of their CSs and to obtain the properties of the nebulae. These

studies have allowed us to reconstruct the formation history of these four objects and

conclude that different ejection processes with different properties have been involved.

• In the case of RWT 152, an additional and detailed abundance analysis based on deep

intermediate-resolution, long-slit spectra from a 10-m class telescope is also presented.

This analysis reveals that RWT 152 is a new halo PNe. Its low chemical abundances, the

very low ionized mass and the faintness of the nebula, as wellas its atmospheric param-

eters clearly point out a low-mass progenitor (≤ 1 M ⊙). This result could be compatible

with the scarcity of PN+sdO systems.

• We compiled a total of∼ 18 reliable PN+sdO systems, taking into account data from

the literature and our newly classified objects. For all these sdOs with associated PNe a

post-AGB origin is proposed. We suggest that this low numbercould be biased by (1) the

extreme faintness of the PNe, (2) the lack of a spectral classification of many CSs and/or

(3) the fact that the nebulae has vanished before being photoionized by the CSs, due to

the slow evolution of their possible low-mass progenitors.

• We have analyzed the properties of these 18 PN+sdO systems. For the first time, we

have found that these systems share some common characteristics: (1) most of the objects

are evolved or relatively evolved PNe with a very low surfacebrightness; (2) most of

them present elliptical and bipolar morphologies, often revealing complex and multiple
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structures as well as signs of collimated outflows; (3) they usually present nebular spectra

which suggest a possible deficiency in heavy metals; (4) a high fraction of them belong

(or are suspected to belong) to binary systems.

• For the first time, a pioneering spectral analysis procedurehas been developed for tackling

peculiar central stars. These CSPNe, are thought to host binary systems consisting of a

cool (A- to K-spectral type) and bright star, responsible for the observed absorption spec-

trum and a hot and faint companion responsible for the photoionization of the nebula. The

presence of the hot companion is usually hardly suspected inthe optical spectrum, which

makes it difficult the analysis of both components. In this context, we have presented an

innovative detailed spectral analysis methodology for these kind of objects, which allows

us to simultaneously obtain the atmospheric parameters of both stars. This ultimately pro-

vides information about the origin and current evolutionary status of the pair. We have

successfully applied this spectral analysis procedure to BD+30◦623, the central star of the

complex PN NGC 1514. We found that the sdO classification for the hot component is

uncertain, that the cool star is an A0 horizontal branch starand not an A0 red giant star, as

usually classified. Moreover, the coincidence between the derived distance for each star,

confirms that this CSs is a binary. This method opens up a novelwindow to study other

similar complex systems.

• We have built up a new catalogue of Galactic PNe, that updatesthe last compilation pub-

lished 15 years ago. It contains a total of 2951 PNe, to be compared with the 1510 PNe

in the last compilation. Additionally, we have designed a classification method to distin-

guish different classes of blue stars with the ultimate goal of classifying the whole sample

of CSPNe in an automatic way, on basis of archival data and without the need of obtaining

spectra. While the selected criteria are successful for theblue field stars, we found diffi-

culties to apply this technique to the CSPNe sample, concluding that spectra are necessary

to obtain their spectral types.

8.2 Future prospects

Apart from the work included and described in this thesis, wehave been also involved in other

side projects related to the main topic of this dissertation, which are still ongoing. Additionally,

part of the analysis carried out during this period providesthe basis for future research in several

interesting lines. In the following, we briefly point out some highlights concerning this future

work.
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Figure 8.1: Deep nebular spectra of PN Abell 36 (upper panel) and DeHt 2 (lower panel).

1. Analysis of very deep nebular spectra of PNe around sdOs

In the course of this thesis we have obtained a series of intermediate-resolution, long-slit

spectra of some of the confirmed or possible PN+sdO systems by using the Boller & Chivens

spectrograph (OAN-SPM). These data are still to be analyzed. The main goal of these ob-

servations is to obtain a very deep spectrum of each PN by combining the individual spectra,

which will allow us to detect very faint emission lines and toobtain chemical abundances.

Figure8.1 shows the reduced spectra for Abell 36 (top) and DeHt 2 (bottom), in the range

4100 - 7550 Å. Total exposure times are 2.5 h (5 individual spectrum× 1800 s each) for the

case of Abell 36 and 4.5 h (9×1800 s) for the case of DeHt 2. Indeed, faint emission lines

(e.g. Hγ and [Oiiii] λ4363) are detected in these deep spectra, which were not observed in

the spectra presented in Chapter4.

2. Spectral analysis and classification of CSPNe

As we have extensively discussed in this dissertation, spectral classification of CSPNe is one

of the open challenges in the PNe field today. Spectroscopy ofa large number of CSPNe

would significantly improve our knowledge about their formation and evolution scheme, by

determining their physical properties and peculiarities instead of considering them just as

ionization sources.
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We aim to obtain high-resolution spectroscopy and carry outspectral analysis of a large

number of CSPNe in order to derive their atmospheric parameters (Teff , logg) and chemical

abundances, by using the latest state-of-the-art synthetic models which we have already used

in this thesis. This investigation could significantly increase the number of sdOs as CSPNe.

On the other hand, it is highly interesting to apply the innovative spectral analysis that we

have developed for the case of the CS of NGC 1514, to the rest ofthe sample ofpeculiar

central stars. This will provide information about the evolutionary status of these objects.

3. Morpho-kinematic analysis of NGC 1514

Besides the detailed analysis of the binary CSs of NGC 1514 presented in this thesis (Chap-

ter6), we also obtained high-resolution, long-slit spectra of this complex PN to carry out a

detailed morpho-kinematic analysis of the nebula. The observations are already reduced and

we are working in the corresponding kinematic analysis. Figures8.2 and8.3 show the slits

used for the high-resolution spectra and the resulting PV maps at each slit, respectively. We

will use the softwareshape1 (Steffen et al., 2011), a 3D morpho-kinematic modeling tool that

allows us to obtain synthetic PV maps and images that can be compared with the observed

ones.

4. Building up an updated catalogue of hot subdwarf stars

Also under construction is a new and updated catalogue of hotsubdwarf stars. Almost ten

years have passed since the publication of the Subdwarf Database byØstensen(2006) and

many new hot subdwarf stars have been identified in the last years. Many of these new

discoveries are the result of searches by means of VO (see, e.g., Oreiro et al., 2011, and

Pérez et al., submitted). Following the methodology presented in Chapter7, it would be very

useful to compile, by using the VO tools, a new updated and complete database that accounts

for these new discoveries and reports the information (magnitudes, proper motions, stellar

parameters, binarity) for all these stars.

5. Binary central stars

Finally, as a long-term project, we would like to explore therole of binarity on the shape of

PNe from an observationally point of view. As we have explained throughout this thesis, bi-

nary interactions have been the main proposed mechanism to explain this diversity of shapes

in PNe. However, the number of observed objects is still verylow to draw firm conclusions

about the influence of binary interactions in the shape of PNe. For this purpose, we will use

different techniques (radial velocity, light curves modulations and infrared excess) to detect

and follow-up a large amount of binary systems in the nuclei of PNe.

1http://www.astrosen.unam.mx/shape/

http://www.astrosen.unam.mx/shape/
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Figure 8.2: Grey-scale reproduction of the [Oiii] image of NGC 1514. grey levels are lin-
ear. The lines S1, S2, S3 and S4 mark the slit positions used for high-resolution, long-slit

spectroscopy.

Figure 8.3: Grey-scale, PV maps derived from the [Oiii]λ5007 high-resolution, long-slit spec-
tra of NGC 1514.
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